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Weber: minor quakes needed to relieve buildup

Friends of the Library schedule
their annual meeting Thursday
The annual meeting for the Friends of the Calloway County Public
Library will be held on Thursday, Nov. 17 at 5 p.m. in the Library
Meeting Room.
Special guests will include Senator Greg Higdon and Representative Freed Curd who will be honored for their on-going support of
the Library. Anne Adams, public relations director, has been invited
to address some of the issues confronting this area as the chosen
Number One Retirement Center.
A brief business session will be held that will include: the review of
past years' projects, the annual membership drive, and the selection
of new or additional projects. The slate of officers to be presented for
consideration are: Dr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker, co-chairpersons;
Carol Trevatha, secretary ; Dr. Coy Harmon,treasurer; and Dr. Clell
Peterson, Florence Hudspeth, and Bobbi Weatherly as directors.
We are pleased that the Friends were able to complete several
special projects for the Library this past year", stated Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Tucker, co-chairperson. "Among them was the purchase of a
printer for use with the computer for the Senior Adult Network Project and funding and hostessing the largest Summer Reading Club in
the local Library's history", they further stated.
"The Friends of the Library maintain a high level of involement
with the Library through their fund raising efforts and promotion of
Library awareness", commented Margaret Trevathan, Library
Director. "It is important to have a support group to contribute in
areas that the Library budget cannot include", stated Walt Apperson,
Chairman of the Library Trustees.
Persons may mail their dues or drop them by the Library.
Dues are: Individuals $3, Contributing $25. Organization $10, Life
$004100.
A tea table will be hosted by Library Staff, and interested persons
are invited to attend.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — Kentuckians need to feel the earth
move under their feet a little more
often.
Neil Weber, chairman of Murray State University's Department of Geoscience, said
moderate quakes relieve pressure
built up in a fault zone.
Little earthquakes that register
2 or 3 on the Richter scale occur
once or twice a week in the New

Madrid Fault Zone in western
Kentucky, but that's not enough to
relieve the stress because
pressure is built faster than it's
relieved, said Weber.
"We're kind of playing Russian
roulette," he said.
"We need quakes that are big
enough — in the 5-to-6-point range
... that are going to cause relatively minor damage — and hopefully
no loss of life — to relieve

(pressure I, because every year
that we go on Iwithout moderate
quake activity we're just continuing to add stress to the system."
The zone is an area 50 miles to 75
miles wide and 250 miles long, extending from southern Illinois
through western Kentucky to northern Louisiana. Deep breaks in
the Earth's crust in the fault are
shifting precariously against each
other, building energy that many

Progress report

4SSOCIATED PRESS

ALGIERS, Algeria — The PLO's parliament-in-exile declared an
independent state with Jerusalem as its capital and endorses a new
strategy of accomodation that renounces terrorism and implicitly
recognizes Israel.
WASHINGTON — Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev will make
another visit to the United States in early December and hold a fifth
and final meeting with President Reagan and, possibly. Presidentelect George Bush, U.S. officials said.
LONDON — Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, who has just
begun a new four-year term, will fly to Washington to bid goodbye to
President Reagan and meet with President-elected George Bush to
welcome him into the ranks of Western leaders.
MOSCOW — After one scrubbed start, the Soviet Union launched
its space shuttle on a first unmanned voyage — two orbits of the earth
to last just 3 hours and 20 minutes before a computer-controlled
touchdown.
WASHINGTON — The incoming chairman of the House Budget
Committee says tax increases will be needed next year to make legally required cuts in the federal deficit, despite President-elect George
Bush's anti-tax rhetoric.
WASHINGTON — Pakistan appears to have finally developed
atomic weapons, increasing the threat of a future nuclear war with
India and a major setback to efforts to stem the spread of atomic
weapons around the globe, says a study published today.
WASHINGTON — Millions of transportation workers including
pilots and truckers will be subject to random drug tests under a new
federal directive, but the plan faces court challenges before it can
take effect in December 1980.
IJ7TLE ROCK, Ark. — The mother of a premature baby stolen
from a hospital two weeks ago cradled the returned infant and offered forgiveness to the kidnapper, who was arrested by police.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — The list of possible victims mounted as
detectives work to identify the seven buried bodies police believe
were elderly poor people killed by a rooming house landlady for their
Social Security checks.
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received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
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Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturday
Office Hours — S a.m. -5 p.m
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m Saturday
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('alloway County Middle School's Flag of Progress from the hentucky Department of Education was
presented to the school board at last week's monthly meeting. Pictured with the flag are, from left, board
member Jim Kelly, CCMS Assistant Principal Pat Seiber, middle school student representative Billy Jack
Haskins, board chairman Ferrel Miller and school district director of pupil personnel Jim Nix. The flag
marks the third time in five years that the county middle school has received the honor.
star photo t” Du% id Turk

LOUISVILLE Ky. (API — A
majority of Kentuckians managed
to read at least one book other
than the Bible during the past
year, according to a recent
survey.
Predictably, the Bluegrass State
Poll conducted by The CourierJournal found reading to be closely associated with higher levels of
education and income. Readers
also were more likely to live in urban counties and to be younger
than 50.
The poll, published in Sunday's
editions of the newspaper, found

that 60 percent of 806 adults interviewed Sept. 6-10 said they had
read at least one book during the
past 12 months, while 39 percent
said they had not. One percent
said they could not recall.
The survey found that the most
popular genre was history biography, followed by healthhome-family books, businesstechnical books, mysteries,
romances, science fiction,
Westerns and sex books.
Just under half the readers said
they had read both fiction and nonfiction. Among those who had read

By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER
Staff Writer
An audit for the 1987-88 school
year topped the agenda at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Board of Education Monday night.
Edgar L. Howe Jr., CPA, told
the board that if they want to keep
the school system going.they have
"some real hard, tough decisions
to make."
Howe said since the system has
lost one-third of the 1,943 students
it served in 1977. the board must
trim costs to prevent spending
more than is generated in
revenue.
"Your biggest expenditure is
salries so that's where the biggest
cut must come," Howe said
'Seventy-five percent of your
budget is faculty salaries and
when you start cutting salaries
(Cont'd on page ?)

only one kind of book, there was an
The incidence Ql. reading tell to 55
even split between non-fiction and ""Orcent for high school graduates
fiction.
and to 28 percent for those who had
The poll didn't ask how many
not completed high school.
books a person had read in the
Greater book reading was also
past 12 months, but 83 percent of found among those with higher inthe readers said they had read
comes, those with white-collar
books in two or more of the jobs and those under age 50 — all
categories asked about.and 25 pergroups that share higher educacent mentioned five or more
tional attainments.
categories.
Reading was lowest in eastern
The poll found that education
Kentucky with 51 percent. and
levels provided the sharpest conhighest at 66 percent in Lexington
trast in reading habits. Of those and the Bluegrass area and Jefferwith some college education, 82
percent had read at least one book. (Cont'd on page 2)

Grand jury seeks records
from Collins' inauguration
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP — A
federal grand jury has issued subpoenas for two officials of Gov.
Martha Layne Collins' 1983 inauguration committee to appear
this week and bring with them
records relating to the event, a
published report said.
Those two officials are Edward
M. Coleman, who was the coordinator of Inauguration '83 and
state Democratic Party chairman
under Collins, and Jack Rohrer. a

Frankfort businessman and
member of the inauguration's
finance committee, The CourierJournal said today.
The Lexington-based jury is investigating certain activities of
the Collins administration and the
finances of her husband. Dr Bill
Collins.
The federal investigation apparently began about a year ago,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Co-ops' new TV sideline
interests PSC members

Tonight: Breezy and mild
with a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low 55 to 60
South wind 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday Cloudy and
breezy with showers and
thunderstorms likely. High 65
to 70. West wind 10 to 20 mph
Chance of rain 70 percent.

LAKE LEVEUI
357.8
357.8

(Cont'd on page 2)

Majority of Kentuckians read one book this year
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scientists believe may trigger a
major earthquake in the region by
the year 2010
Some scientific evidence suggests there already is enough
energy stored deep in the New
Madrid Fault to produce a quake
of magnitude 7.6 — one capable of
causing widespread heavy
damage.
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP
—
Rural electric cooperatives say
their branching into satellite
television deliveryis just an extension of their traditional mission —
to provide a service to far-flung
farm families.
But this time, the product is not
electricity at affordable prices.
It's premium pay channels, super
stations and assorted networks for
dish-antenna owners who live
beyond the boundaries of cable-TV
service.

•

For years, when cooperatives
surveyed their customer
members about possible additional services, ''this item kept
coming up." said John West,
general manager of HendersonUnion Rural Electric Cooperative
Corp.
The Public Service Commission.
at a rate hearing Monday,
evidenced a keen interest in the
new venture. One of the commis(emir(' on page 1)

•
•

•

;
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Audit tops...
(Cont'd from page I)
you affect human lives, but it
doesn't have to be done all at
once "
Howe said he did not envy the
board members of their task, but
stressed the need for budget cuts
wherever and whenever possible.
"No business can operate spending more money than it takes
In," Howe said, adding that it will
take a joint effort between the

Fire Department
responds to call
at Blackburn
The Murray Fire Department
responded to an arlarm at the
Blackburn Science Building on the
Murray State campus Monday at
approximately 11:10 p.m., according to a spokesman for the
department.
Upon arrival, firemen found
burnt paper in a waste basket, the
spokesman said.
Firemen also responded to two
leaf fires in the city at approximately 12:30 a.m., the spokesman
added.
Clarification
A reference to tuition increases
in the MSU board of regents story
in Monday's edition said the board
adopted the tuition increases at
the Nov. 12 meeting. In fact. those
increases were previously set by
the Council of Higher Education
and endorsed by the board Nov. 17,
1987.

A FORM OF
SAFETY

BUCKLE UP.,,
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board, administration and facult
to solve the problem.
The system's investment earnings totaled $96,000 in 1987, will
probably total $84,000 in 1988, and
may sink to a projected $50,000 in
Howe said.
Superintendent of Schools
Robert G. Jeffrey told Howe that
the board is aware of the financial
dilemma and is taking steps to
correct the problems.
-I think the board is aware of
it," Jeffrey said, and I think they
are going to deal with it. They
(board members( have to show
good utilization of the sources they
have on hand. The school system
Is a long way from being broke."
Howe suggested that reallocations and new sources of revenue
might be ways to keep the system
on a practical budget.
Board member Thomas
Rushing said letting the people
know what a quality education
system Murray has is the way to
get support from the community.
"We've got such a quality program we're going to have to pay
for it," Rushing said. "We're going to have to let the people know.
We've got to turn every stone."
The board recently received a
letter from State School
Superintendent John Brock commending the system for being in
the top 20 percent of Kentucky
schools in attendance. During the
1987-88 school year, the system
maintained a 96.29 percent attendance rate.
Assistant Superintendent of Instruction Doralyn Lanier reported
to the board that the system's
writing project "Writing Across
the Curriculum," was recently
awarded a new grant of $35,000 to
continue the program, extending it
from a 7-10th grade program to a
K-12 format.
Lanier said of 183 applicants for
the grants, only 57 were awarded
the writing gifts.
Board chair Doris Cella told
board members that 27 applicants
from Kentucky, Illinois and
Missouri have turned in applications to fill the permanent
superintendent position. Cella said
she expects a few more applicants
before the Nov. 30 application
deadline.
The Board of Education will
meet in its next regular session
Thursday, Dec. 8.

One book...
(Conrd from page I)
son and surrounding counties.
Reading was equally popular
between men and women.
Seventy-six percent of those
with household incomes of $35,000
or more before taxes had read a
book, contrasted to 62 percent for
those with incomes in the
$15,000-$34,999 range and 46 percent for those wth incomes under
$15,000.
Seventy-eight percent of those
who identified themselves as
white-collar workers were
readers, as opposed to 50 percent
of those in blue-collar jobs.
Sixty-six percent of those age
18-49 were readers compared to 48
percent of those 50 and older.
Pat Gleich, former executive
director of the Kentucky Literacy
Commission, said the figure for
the over-50 group might have been
higher if the poll had counted Bible reading. The higher percentages among the younger groups
possibly reflect better reading
habits encouraged by schools, she
said.
She questioned how meaningful
the higher percentages among
younger readers were since the
poll did not attempt to quanify the
numbers of books read or their
quality.
"If it was just one book a year,
that is not an intensive amount of
reading," she said. Was it a book
they read to their kids, or
something they got for
themselves?"
The poll had a margin of error of
plus or minus 3.5 percentage
points.
The Bluegrass State Poll asked
the following:
In the past 12 months, have you
read a book, other than the Bible,
or not?
(If yes,) Was it fiction or nonfiction?
(Those who had read a book
were also asked) In the past 12
months, have you read any of the
following types of books?
Westerns? Romances? Science
fiction? Mystery-suspense?
History-biography? Businesstechnical? Health, home or family? Sex books? Any other kind?

Weber...
(Conrd from page 1)
From December 1811 through
February 1812, the New Madrid
Fault produced three of the
largest earthquakes on record in
the United States. Scientists
calculate that each exceeded 8 on
the Richter scale.
Weber says that a quake of 6 to
6.5 on the Richter scale might
cause some shattering of windows
and cracking in higher-risk
buildings along the flood plain of
the Ohio River in Louisville, but he
doubts that such a quake would
result in major destruction. A
quake of 7.6 could cause major
damage, he said.
Newer buildings would be less
likely to be affected by such a
quake, he said, because "most of
the buildings that were built since
the mid-'70s, especially if they had
any federal or state funding ...
have been built to meet seismic
codes."
Donald L. Armstrong,
spokesman for Kentucky Disaster
and Emergency Services, worries
that if a major quake occurred
during school hours, there might
be greater potential for casualties,
especially in some poorly constructed schools.
Yet Armstrong said Kentucky,
where Earthquake Preparedness
Week began Monday, has been
trying to educate its citizens to the
dangers of an earthquake and to
prepare its emergency personnel
for mobilization in such a
catastrophe.
Not all earthquake activity in
Kentucky is confined to the west,
however. Since 1980, there has
been some puzzling seismic activity in Bath and Fleming counties in
northeastern Kentucky, where
quakes in 1980 and in September
1988 were felt for hundreds of
miles.
Late last week, Ron Street, a
University of Kentucky
seismologist, disclosed that the
university soon will install a
seismic station near Flemingsburg in Fleming County to
more closely monitor activity in
the region.
Kentucky and California are the
only two states in the country with
full-time earthquake coordinators,
and attempts are being made to
teach students how to react when
an earthquake strikes.
"Our aim is — through those
children — to get into the families
in the homes ... and change the attitudes of people about preparing
for that event," Armstrong said.
"I think we're also making some
approaches that are probably going to work in terms of altering
building codes."
This year, a lesson plan is being
offered in a kit for all teachers interested in teaching earthquakepreparedness to students.
In addition, the state is
distributing a family earthquakesafety pamphlet through county
disaster and emergency units,
with simple tips for avoiding
injury.
"People get hurt in earthquakes
when something falls on them, or
when they run outside," Armstrong said. "If you're inside, stay
inside. If you're outside, stay

outside."

Sweaters &
Shirts

Inauguration...
(Coard from page I)
yet no indictments have been
Issued. During the past year, the
jury has subpoenaed personal
financial records of Bill Collins
and records of Collins Investments, a firm he created
shortly after his wife became
governor. The firm sold investments in thoroughbred horses
and real estate.
The jury has also subpoenaed
records from three state agencies
relating to four bond issues during
the first half of the Collins
administration.
The latest subpoenas are the
first public sign of any interest by
the grand jury in the financing of
the Collins inauguration.
Rohrer said that he received his
subpoena Nov. 8 and that it directs
him to appear before the jury on
Thursday with any records
relating to the inauguration. "I
don't believe I have any records,
other than some programs and
that sort of stuff," he said.
"And I don't really recall much
about the fund raising. Somebody
raised some money somewhere,
but I don't remember who gave, or
how much we raised. That was
five years ago."
Coleman declined to comment.
Victoria Coleman, who is his
wife and who worked in the Collins
campaign and the Collins administration, also was subpoenaed, the newspaper said.
In addition, Wendell Combs, a
co-chairman of the inauguration,
told The Courier-Journal on Monday that Internal Revenue Service
agents interviewed him two weeks
ago about the financing of the
inauguration.
"They told me I was not under
investigation," Combs said. "All
of their questions related to the
financing of the inauguration. I
told them I had very little to do
with the money side of the
inauguration."
U.S. Attorney Louis DeFalaise,
whose office oversees the grand
jury, declined to comment on the
investigation. Messages were left
at the answering service of the
Collinses late Monday, but there
was no response.
Combs said that the 1983 inauguration was funded with a
$250,000 state appropriation but
that some private money was
involved.
"I don't know how much," he
said. "I do know that the entire
event, including the parties before
and during inauguration day, were
extravagant. But I don't know how
much of that the state paid for and
how much was raised privately."
Another member of Inauguration '83's finance committee, Zack
Saufley, former president of
Farmers Bank of Frankfort, said
the inaugural committee "only
raised a little to help defray the
cost of the parade."
He also said the inaugural committee took out a small short-term
loan from Farmers Bank.
Saufley said he did not know
whether anyone else outside the
finance committee raised money
for the inauguration, or how the
money to pay off the loan was raised. He said the small amount of
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(Conrd from page I)
sion's chief concerns is that
customer members of a nonprofit, state-regulated utility
cooperative should not have to
subsidize a for-profit, unregulated
business sideline.
The pioneer of that sideline in
this state is Kentucky Telecommunications Inc., which was
organized in late spring by Green
River Electric Corp. of
Owensboro.
Its stock is held by Green River,
Henderson-Union and three other
cooperatives — Jackson Purchase
RECC, Pennyrile RECC and
Hickman-Fulton RECC.
Service began July 1, said Kenneth A. Hazelwood, the company's
president and chief executive officer, who also is assistant general
manager of Green River Electric.
The new company sells or leases
decoders that allow a dish antenna
owner to "unscramble" satellite
TV signals. It also offers a programming package, Hazelwc;od
said.
The company has no actual
employees; the cooperatives act
as its agents, processing orders
for service, and installers work on
contract, Hazelwood said.
Customer billing is handled by
Green River Electric on contract,
he said.
Kentucky Telecommucations
has about 150 customers so far,
Hazelwood said. But he declined to
disclose any other substantive
details, saying it was proprietary
information.
But the commission is requesting much more because
three of the Kentucky Telecommunications partners — Green
River Electric, Henderson-Union
and Jackson Purchase RECC, based in Paducah — plus Meade
County RECC in Brandenburg are
seeking $8.3 million in rate
increases.
The four cooperatives, with
about 78,000 customers in 28
western Kentucky counties, would
mostly be passing along higher
rates that are being sought by
their supplier, Big Rivers Electric
Corp.
Commission attorney Richard
Raff said he would formally ask
for information about the company's projected revenues and
debts, dividends to shareholders
and whether the company's directors are paid.
The commission has provisions
for receiving and safeguarding
confidential material. Raft said.
West told the commission that
Henderson-Union has loaned Kentucky Telecommunications
$15,000, but its only investment has
been to purchase $1,000 of its
stock.
He said Henderson-Union's
directors decided to join the venture because they were confident
it would be profitable, and any
profit will be returned to the
cooperatives' general funds.
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money raised locally was taken to
Democratic headquarters and
given to officials there who were
running the inauguration.
Tracey Ballman Paul, who was
executive director of Inauguration
'83, declined to comment about the
investigation Monday.
Until the latest subpoenas surfaced, it appeared the federal
grand jury was focusing on the
relationships of the New York
underwriting firm of Donaldson,
Lufkin & Jenrette with state
government and Collins
Investments.
Eight DLJ executives invested
$1.2 million in Collins
Investments
In addition, DLJ gave a $35,000
grand piano to the state; the piano
was presented to Gov. Collins as a
Christmas present from her family in 1984. Earlier this year, when
Collins said she learned that the
gift was from DLJ to the state, she
moved the piano from her Lexington home to the University of
Louisville School of Music.
The state hired DLJ to manage
three large bond issues and to co.
manage a fourth early in the Collins administration.

*SHOP AT HOME AND SAVE*
Tune in to Channel 11
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6th-grade drawing reflects a teacher's thoughtfulness

Annie (Mrs. Richard) Knight
Thinking of Eddyville brings to
passing trucks, chartered buses
recently told me that her mother,
mind
another more recent story.
and other cars moving along ,('
Mrs. Myrtly Futrell, who was my
Since he came to Murray six
speeds far exceeding that figurtsixth grade teacher at the West
years
ago, our Murray State
This was the topic of conversi
Ward School in Mayfield a few
photograpehr, Wilson Woolley, tion the other day while
talking
years ago, had sent her something
has made many friends with his
with Norman Lane when he came
for her to give to me.
camera across the community
up with the story of the elderly
It was a drawing I had done
sinking economies. What canand the region. We didn't realize, gentleman who was
cruising along
didate today proposes new taxes? while in her class, and, for some
however, until last week how exa heavily traveled stretch of interWhat "traditional politician" ac- strange reason, she had kept it
tensive his popularity had
state at about 30 miles per hour
among her memorabilia. She
complished more than this?
become.
although there were minimum
wanted
to
me
have
it,
and
bless
Has any other President, since
He had gone with our radiospeed limits signs of 40 miles per
1917, taken back territory from the her for hanging onto it over the
television specialist, Gil Gilbert,
Editor's Note: M.C. Garrott is
hour posted along with the 55 mph
Soviet Empire, as Mr. Reagan years and passing it along to me.
to the prison at Eddyville to film a
ill and remains in Louisville.
ones.
Apparaently, electric chair extook it back in Afghanistan and
performance for the inmates of
The following is a repeat of an
Grenada? The name, please! ecutions were pretty common oc"Box and Cox" by a group from
earlier column,
Soon he was flagged to the side
While some of us remain skeptical currences at the penitentiary at
the University's department of
"Landslide: The Unmaking of a of the President's INF treaty, Eddyville about that time,
of
the road by a state policemar
theatre arts.
President," by Jane Mayer and
Walking up to the old fello‘k
which eliminates the Pershing and because the drawing shows a
At one point, the two of them had
Doyle McManus contains some
car, the officer said:
cruise missiles from Europe, this prisoner walking toward the chair
mind as I tried to picture, both on to walk across -the yard," passing
fine reporting on the great crisis of
with
guard
a
and a minister
"I suppose you are wondern_
was Ronald Reagan's treaty,
paper and in my mind, an electric among hundreds of inmates millthe Reagan Presidency; but, in its
why I pulled you over."
brought about by his deployments, behind him.
chair execution scene. I'm just ing about. As Gil tells it:
analysis and conclusions, the book
He's in a striped suit. The chair
his proposal, his perseveance.
happy that's all I ever had to do —
"We couldn't go more than a few
falls back, unfortunately, upon the
"Nope, not really," the urn
He was neither an adept ad- is all wired and ready to go. The
imagine one.
steps without an inmate recognizBeltway wisdom of this as yet unministrator nor a master of the guard is carrying a rifle, and the
gentleman replied. "I just figMrs. Futrell, now retired, was ing Wilson and calling him by
comprehending city.
mundane intricacies of policy," minister, in a black, long-tail coat
gered I was the only one you could
Miss Hamilton then, and she was a name. 'Hey, man! Whereya
"Reagan ... never amassed
Mayer-McManus write. But who and Abe Lincoln high hat, is
catch."
great teacher. She made Hernan- been?' or 'Hey. Woolley. take my
many of the tangible acmade these the criteria for a great reading from a book, most likely
do DeSoto, Daniel Boone, George picture!' they'd yell. It looked like
complishments of more tradiPresidency? Harry Truman the Bible. Only the preacher is
• • •
Washington and all those other he knew everybody in there."
tional politicians," the authors
couldn't run a haberdashery; and solemn. Both the prisoner and the
great early Americans come alive
You might mark these dates oh
• • •
write. "He was neither an adept though Johnson and Carter were guard have big smiles on their
for us. Not a one of us wanted to
your calendar.
If you've driven any of the naadministrator nor a master of the
"masters of the mundane in- faces.
leave her room when the year was tion's parkways and inter-states
"Campus Lights," the,,studentmundane intricacies of policy ...
Why would I, a 12-year-old at the
tricacies of policy," both failed as
up, although I'm sure I barely got within the past year and observed
writtendirected-and-produced
His was a rhetorical presidency ...
Presidents. The requisites of time, draw such a picture? Beats
out. I escaped so many classes just the 55-mile-per-hour speed limit,
musical at Murray State will be
inevitably, his unmasking was his
greatness in a president are vi- me. I had probably read about a
before they shut the grading gate. you're an exception. Chances are
presented for the 37th time
unmaking."
sion, judgment, moral courage condemned man and it was on my
• • •
February 13, 14, 15.
you've
been
left
far
behind
by
"Landslide" comes close to calland a capacity to communicate.
ing the Reagan Presidency a
Ronald Reagan has these in
hafinture
failure, a Potemkin Presidency, spades; he is the greatest natural
where a desert of accomplishment
leader of our time, even if a
was hidden behind a splendid
Scholastic Aptitude Test of recent
facade.
Presidents would not place him
But, will historians conclude
among the National Merit finalist.
this?
The untold secret of the Reagan
Looking back, the 1980s, the
Presidency is that Ronald Reagan
Reagan Decade, was an American
made his advisers look good, not
Decade, the decade of the great
the other way around. When you
American comeback from the '60s
Dear Editor;
have Secretariat down in the
and '70s; it gave us the best times stable, the trainer, the groom, all
I would like to compliment Toni
in our lives since Ike and the '50s. of us, are naturally gonna look
and Tim Belcher of JR Food Mart
There was no war; there was un• 4.••4
and Jana at Vacation Station for
good.
paralleled prosperity. 17 million
providing Murray with two terrific
Ronald Reagan turned that Nornew jobs and counting. Stocks
business's
mandy scene into magic; and con. JR Food Mart provid"it ft
(AI ,404
doubled in value, and a higher
ed me with the opportunity to
r• • •/ if
verted Bitburg into a success
share of the population found work
travel to New Orleans and Vacawhere the American people said
than ever before in history.
tion Station designed a great trip.
he was right to go, not Mike
The dominant figure. the Man of Deaver, who advanced the
Thank you for making it possible
the Decade (if Time magazine
and memorable.
cemetery. Stu Spencer may be a
chose:such a man), would have to savvy pro and Jim Baker a
Laura Jirak
be Ronald Reagan. His only rival capable manager, but how did the
1304 Peggy Ann Drive
is Mikhail Gorbachev; but it is boys make out strategizing for
Murray, Ky 42071
Gorbachev who is running on
Gerald Rudolph Ford?
rhetoric alone. After four years,
The sale of weapons to Iran was
he has failed to alleviate his coun- Ronald Reagan's great mistake, a
try's misery; his nationalities promistake of the heart. Presidential
blem is approaching crisis; the compassion for the hostge
forces pulling his empire apart are families clouded presidential
Dear Editor:
growing in strength.
judgment. That mistake was then
We, the Palestine Methodist
Even while the secret sale of compounded by political panic.
Church and Youth group, would
arms to Iran was being consum- with the President's men
crafting
,like to take this opportunity to
mated (1985-861, the President a "bipartisan" board to trash their
thank the following merchants for
was ramming through Congress own White House, and
vowing
contributing to our fall festival
the most sweeping tax reform in "full coopertion" with a vengeful
and chili supper.
history. (Tax rates in the Reagan Congress that saw in Iran-contra a
Corn-Austin, The Bookmark,
era were cut from 70 percent to 28 chance to destroy the President
Paligalis, Faye's Monograms,
percent.) Those same two years, who had run off with the heart of
Santa's Attic, Mademoiselle's, ApMr. Reagan won the MX and con- America.
ple Blossom Boutique, The Christra aid, blocked the rising tide of
Observing the final days of the
If Kentucky's public school gram, a chamber program, KEA
education relorm interests on the tian Book Store, Bold Liquidators,
protectionism, elevated Rehnquist Reagan Presidency, the
tragic
system were a private industry, (Kentucky Education Associa- one side and the governor and the CBM Computers. Shoney's,
and Scalia, bested Gorbachev at mistakes — collaborat
ing on Iran.
someone
by now would have gone tion), KSBA ( Kentucky School governor's appointed education Michelson Jewelers, Movieworld,
Geneva, and walked away from contra, rather than fighting
like
into court to require compulsory Boards Association), KASS (Ken- secretary on the other. It can't Coast-to-Coast, Darcy's Pizza
the table at Reykjavik rather than 011ie North, buying in on
the
arbirtration between all the par- tucky Association of School
have been an easy job, becuase the Villa, The Green Door, Pizza Hut,
accept Gorbachev's demands.
Arias-Wright peace plan, signing.
ties and interests battling over Superintendents I, PTA Parent
Wilkinson education program is Murray Theaters, Domino's PizThe Reagan recovery set new rather than sending back,
the
how best to run the business.
viewed by many legislators and za, Buckingham Ray, Mr. Gattis,
Teacher Associationl, Kentucky
records every month; and the monster budget bill, letting
In fact, Superintendent of Public Education Foundation, Prichard educators with suspicion and, in McDonalds, D. & T. Warehouse.
President's approval rating rose Crocker run wild in
Angola.
Instruction John Brock seemed to Committee, and I'm thinking some cases, outright opposition.
from 55 percent to 70 percent, un- negotiating with
The Shoe Tree, Pier I Imports,
the Senate about
wish for something along those about proposing one or two
Brock would like to see Wilkin- Judy and Shere's, Bel-Air Decor,
precedented for a second term. In- Bork, rather than
battling for
lines last week in a session with myself," Brock said.
son admit his program is in trou- Murray Florist, Golden Corral,
deed, Mr. Reagan may be the first Bork as we did Dan Manion —
all
100 local school superintendents in
"We aren't making any proble and sit down with everyone in- The Place, Owen's Food Market,
President since Andrew Jackson proceeded from the same
fatal
Lexington. In that meeting, Brock gress toward any kind of educavolved and reach agreement on a West Math Gulf, Footprints, Lad
to see his Vice President succeed "politics of comprimise"
preachmade his first public break with tional improvement or reform," single reform program that can be and Lassie, Italian Village Pizza,
him. This is a failure?
ed by the President's men, as the
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's con- he added.
enacted. The fact that Brock went Cooke's Jewelers, Seafood ExRonald Reagan not only chang- alternative to letting ''Reagan be
tinued insistence that only his
It should be pointed out that public with his accusations is a press, Arby's, Hardee's, The
ed the terms of the national Reagan."
education program will be con- many of the groups cited by Brock
good indication that he hasn't been Family Tree, Sammons Bakery,
debate, but of the world debate.
As George Bush has shown us
sidered in a special legislative ses- are pushing for the same goals —
successful in his middle-of-the- KY Fried Chicken, T.J.'s BarbeSocialism is discredited and in once again, with
his astounding
sion early next year. "Somebody's higher salaries, smaller classes. road course.
que, Gene and Jo's Florist,
retreat from New Zealand to 25-point turnaround in August,
pilgot to lead in educalion in this better facilities, expanded
Add to all this the mounting Storey's, and Bunny Bread.
Great Britain, nations are trying ing on the liberals is not only good
state," Brock said. "We've got a academic programs. Brock's cor- criticism of the state's new,
All proceeds from this event was
Reaganomics, cutting taxes, call- policy, it is good politics, and good
governor's program developed rect, however, that all the groups, costlier health insurance program given to the Lions Club Telethon
ing on the private sector to rescue clean fun.
without any input from anybody." with the best of intentions for by teachers and many ad- and St. Jude Childrens Hospital.
Brock's lament over the lack of schools, right now seem to be
ministrators, and the education
Thank you,
progress in deciding how best to foundering. The reason is obvious: business in Kentucky is now riven
Willodeen Brandon
continue the education reform ef- No leadership from the top to brwith dissension among managePalestine Methodist Church
fort wasn't limited to Gov. Wilkin- ing them all together to settle on
ment and labor alike.
and M.Y.F. group
By Ken Wolf
son,
most
however. He spread his one overall program and a way to
stupid
of
those
Too bad there isn't a Tafttoward
Route I
These words by Adolf Hitler writwhom it is directed will
criticism among just about finance that program.
Hartley act to force everyone into
Dexter, Ky. 42036
ten over half a century ago, are
understand it. Therefore, the
everyone and every group in the
Since he was elected to head the a closed room with an order to
perhaps more pertinent in our age
intellectual level of the prostate with a program for improv- state's public schools sytem. reach a settlement. Only the
of electronic mass media:
paganda must be lower the
ing the quality of the schools.
Superintendent Brock has steered governor can do that, and he isn't
All propaganda must be so
larger the number of people
"We've got a legislative pro- a difficult course between all the showing any inclination.
popular and on such an in
who are to be influenced by it.
tellectual level, that even the
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Church appreciate,,
help with festival

Agree or Not

By S.C. VanCuron

Thoughts In Season
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Ten years ago
A page feature with earlier pictures of Wells Hall, first woman's
dormitory at Murray State
University and first dedicated in
1925, to be rededicated Nov. 18, is
published. The articles are written
by Dr. L.J. Hortin, professor
emeritus of MSU.
Frances Galloway of Kappa
Department of Murray State
Woman's is pictured presenting
checks to Need. Line and Senior
Citizens as a part of proceeds from
annual Kappa Haunted House held
in October
Twenty years ago
No evidence of movement or
damage was found by Kentucky

Department of Highways' inspection of all major bridges in this
area following the earthquake
here on Nov. 9. according to Jack
Gray, district highway engineer.
John C Winter of Fine Arts
Faculty, Murray State University.
was elected president of Kentucky
Music Teachers Association at its
convention at Morehead State
University, Nov. 10-12.
Thirty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
United Fund Drive has reached
$19,252.03 in its goal of 120,000. according to Harvey Ellis, fund
drive chairman.
The Rev. T.A. Thacker spoke
about "Competition" at a meeting

of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. B.B. Lee, Nov. 11.
Forty years ago
The Ledger & Times has received a letter of thanks, published today, from Alben W. Barkley for
help in his election as vice president of the United States in the
November general election.
Rex Alexander, senior at Murray State College. has been
elected as captain of the
Thoroughbred Basketball Team at
MSC.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Redden,
Nov 14.
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DATEBOOK
Rachel Marie Shelton born
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Shelton, Rt. 6, Mayfield, are the parents of a
daughter, Rachel Marie, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, measuring
19% inches, born on Tuesday, Nov. 8, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have one son, Jonathan Ross, 6. The mother is the former
Vickie Jo Holland. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James E. Shelton
and Mr. and Mrs. Neal Holland, all of Mayfield. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Myrtle Marie Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. R.A. Bagwell and Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Shelton.

Suiter promoted at Columbus
Ricky D. Suiter, son of Dean and Martha A. Suiter, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
has been promoted to the rank of staff sergeant in United States Air
Force. Suiter is a surgical services specialist at Columbus Air Force
Base Hospital, Mississippi. He is a 1977 graduate of Lowes High School.
His wife, Gena, is the daughter of Charley and Patricia A. Wilson, Rt. 3.
Mayfield.

Perrin named at university
Robert David Perrin Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert David Perrin of
Murray, has been named to Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges for the 1988-89 education. Perrin Jr., a senior
majoring in Aeronautical Engineering at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, Prescott, Ariz., was one of 26 Embry-Riddle students named
for this honor. He is a 1984 graduate of Murray High School.

North Cub Scout Pack to meet
North Calloway Elementary School Cub Scout Pack 76 will have its
monthly meeting on Thursday, Nov. 17, at 5:30 p.m. All scouts and their
parents are urged to attend, a pack spokesman said.

Hazel High Class plans reunion
The Hazel High School Class of 1648 will hold its 40th year reunion
on
Friday, Nov. 25, at the Hazel Community Center. Registration
and
social will begin at 6:30 p.m. with a buffet dinner to be served by
Hazel
Woman's Club at 7 p.m. Old friends, former teachers and former
classmates are invited to attend or to come by and visit. To make dinner
reservations call Betty Lou Hill, 753-1381, by Thursday, Nov. 17.

Murray BPW to meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday, Nov.
17. at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steakhouse, North 12th Street. This will be the
annual birthday meeting of the club. Martha Babb of Mayfield, past
state officer, will be the guest speaker. Betty Boston, president, urges
all members and interested persons to attend.

Underwood working as jailer

'William Thomas Kemp born
Mr. and Mrs Hal Thomas Kemp of Murray are the parents of a son,
William Thomas, weighing eight pounds six ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday, Nov. 9, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The mother is the former Leslie Furgerson. Grandparents are Mrs. Eddie Kemp and the late Thomas Kemp and Mr. and Mrs. William W.
Furgerson. Great-grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kemp, Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood and Mr. and
Mrs. G.W. Furgerson.

•

•

As you may know, South Central Bell will soon introduce a redesigned
customer bill tn.Kentucky Murray and Calloway County customers should
get their first 16461-44 the new bill in late December or early January
We've put a great deal of time and effort into the new bill. Why? Because
you wanted us to
We've heard from a number of customers, including some in Murray
and Calloway County, that the cuhrent bill design is hard to read That
concerned us, because we think it's important that you, our customers,
understand how to do business with South Central Bell We decided that
a new bill design was needed, and in putting it together we listened
to
many of your suggestions
looking at the new bill, you'll see
- Larger pages
- An all-new, easy-to-read type style
.
- A summary of your charges on the front page
-- A tear-off return form at the bottom of the front page
-- Bold, distinctive color stripes across the top of each page'
When you receive the new bill for the first time, you'll also receive
special insert explaining the new bill's various parts and what they mear.
If you have questions about your bill, the new design wilrtist
the at
propriate numbers to call for help
We hope you'll like the changes were making in your telephone bill
-- the changes we're making because you asked for them The new bill
is just one more example of South Central Bell's "Customer First" cornmitmont to Murray and Calloway County
Looking for a speaker for your next club or organization meeting South
Central Bell's Employee Speakers' Bureau can provide you with a speaker
free of charge to discuss a wide variety of topics within the world
of
modern telecommunications For more information on our-Speakers
Bureau, call your local South Central Bell Corporate & ComMunity Affairs
office in Paducah at 1 + 444-9006. There's no charge for the call

Two new servic are being offered to caregivers of Alzheimer's
Disease (AD) patie . A series of Family Psyco-educational sessions
will be designed to
p families understand the change in behavior
associated with AD d the effect on the family. Staff of Western Kentucky Mental Health/ ental Retardation will conduct the series. An introductory sessi O f
be Thursday, Nov. 17, at 2 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Lou :es •ospital, Paducah. Scheduled sessions will be Dec.
1, Dec. 15, De 29, 988, and Jan. 5, 1989, from 1 to 3 p.m. at Lourdes.
There is not fee fi this service. For information call 1-444-2760.

ncer workshop to be Friday
"Cancer - A New Age of Treatment and Support" will be the theme of
a workshop on Friday, Nov. 18, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Executive Inn,
Paducah. Speakers will present the newest treatment modalities, linear
accelerator, research being done in Western Kentucky regarding high
cancer rates, and magnetic resonance imaging for diagnosis of cancer
as presented by Doctors Saghafi, Setzkorn, Gould and Davis. Joy Ufema
who has been the subject of featured articles in the Washington Post,
McCalls, People Magazine and others, will be guest speaker. Her radio
and television appearances have included "60 Minutes" and "The Phil
Donahue Show" and a CBS-TV biographical story,"A Matter of Life and
Death." She is now featured monthly in "Nursing' 88." The fee for the
day is $20. For registration/information call 1-575-2723 or 1-442-1310.

West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., will hold its Board of Directors
meeting at Cayce School at Cayce on Thursday, Nov. 17, at 2 p.m. All
board members are urged to attend, a spokesman said.
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Ask Charlie about your medicine.
He will find the time to talk with you.
'Murray's Only Neighborhood Pharmacy'

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at
Whnnell

Hours. Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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The women of the Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church will
sponsor a church bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 19, starting at 9 a.m. at Ellis
Center, Murray. A quilt, being shown by some of the members, will be
given away at 1 p.m. Items in the bazaar will be handmade crafts and
baked goods. The ladies of the church invited the public to attend.

Babies and dismissals are
listed by the local hospital
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Nov. 10, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Peck baby girl, mother, Teresa,
Rt. 5, Box 117, Benton;
Largent baby boy, parents,
Patricia and Danny, Rt. 2, Box
693, Dover, Tenn.;
Turner baby girl, parents.
Christina and Joel, Rt. 1, Box
236B, Mansfield, Tenn.;
Franco baby girl, parents. Norma and Donald, F-39 Mur Cal
Apts., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Donna French, Rt. 6, Box
280C. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Pamela
Petty and baby girl, 321 Thompson
St., Paris, Tenn.; Perry Stewart,
Rt. 2. Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sherry P. Moseley and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 188, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Miss Whitney R.
Smith, Rt. 3, Box 425A, Murray;
Mrs. Vona Kaye Gallimore, Rt.
7, Box 180, Mayfield; William
Hawkins, Rt. 6, Box 34, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mildred Colley, Farmington.
- --Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Nov.
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Rogers baby boy, mother,
Debra Rowe, 91 Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct., Murray;
Oakley baby boy, parents,
Maria and Michael, 115 Blue Springs Dr., Cadiz;
Casey baby boy, parents, Diane
and Eddy, Rt 2, Box 182A,
Puryear, Tenn

Close-Out
25"
Remote

Ticzammor

'475"
25" table model T V with
remote Impressive spacesaving design with walnut
finish
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TUCKER TV
South Central Bell

Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have an
open meeting
on Thursday, Nov. 17, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Mrs.
Susan Cunningham will present the program on "Looking Good." Hostesses
will be
Lula Belle Hodges, Ruth Blackwood, Anne Vinson, Lucy
Lilly, Martha
Broach and Cathryn Garrott.

Family session to be Thursday

WKAS Board plans meeting

•

Zetas will meet on Thursday'

The Better Breathers Club, a support group for persons with chronic
lung disease and their families, will meet Thursday, Nov. 17, at 6 p.m. in
the Garden Room, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Sharon Shruggs, guest
speaker, will discuss the topic, "Stress Reduction and Relaxation." All
interested persons are encouraged to attend. For further information
call Dena Phillips, Lourdes Hospital, 1-444-2807, or Helen Hackney,
Western Baptist Hospital, 1-575-2186.

North Calloway Elementary School will have its annual Fall Festival
on Friday, Nov. 18, at the school. The cafeteriawill open at 5 p.m. serving chili, hot dogs, desserts and drinks. Games will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
These will feature games for all ages and a craft store. A VCR will be
given away after the games close at 8 p.m. The public is invited and urged to attend this fundraiser for the school, a school spokesman said.

How often does one of your monthly bills go. down?
Since October 1, South Central Bell customers in Murray and Calloway
County have noticed a reduction in the monthly charger local telephone
service Basic residence rates have decreased from $ .11-41 to $11.17
a month, and basic business rates have dropped from $28.70 to $28 10
a month
These reductions are part of the incentive regulation plan recently
approved by the Kentucky Public Service Commission that provides both
immediate and long-term benefits for telerihone customerc
The new plan also guarantees tnat local telephone rate, will not in
crease for at least two years
Incentive regulation is designed to give our Kentucky customers
the
chance to share in the gains we achieve through good management
and
cost control, and also help keep telephone rates stable into the
1990s

Golden Age Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 17, at 11 a.m. in social hall
of Educational building, First United Methodist Church. A potluck lunch
will be served at noon Thelma Parker, president, urges all members
and interested persons to attend and to note the change in date because
of the Thanksgiving holiday

Breathers Club plans meeting

North Fall Festival on Friday

by
T. Dwane Tucker
Manager South Central Bell

Golden Age Club plans event

Greg Underwood is now working as a jailer with the Henry County
Sheriff's Department at Paris, Tenn. He was hired after receiving the
highest scores on the Civil Service exam and interview, according to
Sheriff Tom Jenkins. A graduate of Henry County High School, Underwood served in the U.S. Air Force from 1981 to 1985, and most recently,
was employed by Serval! Termite and Pest Control Co. in Paris. Underwood, 27, of Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., is married to the former Renee
McDougal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.J. McDougal, of Rt. 1, Almo.
They have one daughter, Miranda.
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Dismissals
Mrs. Latrisha Sanders, 705 Pine
St., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Brenda A.
Mansfield and baby girl, 1318
Poplar St., Murray; Mrs. Teresa
Peck, Rt. 5, Box 117, Benton;
Mrs. Vickie Jo Shelton and baby
girl, Rt. 6, Mayfield; Donnie Morton, Rt. 1, Boz 122C, Murray; Mrs.
Verna M. Phillips, 1305 Wells
Blvd., Murray;
Justin A. Baurer, Rt. 4, Box
259A, Murray; Mrs. Clarice Julia
Salmon, Rt. 1, Box 155, Puryear,
Tenn.; Larry J. Coughenour, Box
1324, Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Ann • Jobe, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Sheila Fay
Jackson, Rt. 5, Box 432A, Paris,
Tenn.; Lonnie E. West, Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Miss Martha White, 800 Sunny
Lane, Murray; Rollie J. Lawson,
1907 Audubon, Murray; James
Woodrow Curd, Rt. 3, Benton;
Mrs. Iva Nesbitt, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Lera N. Lockhart, 601 Pine
St., Murray; Mrs. Izora Glen
Adams, Rt. 1, Box 164,
Farmington;
Mrs. Dorothy Pearl, Rt. 2, Box
30F, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary
L. Youmglove, 309 South 10th St.,
Murray; Maurice G. Jones, Box
45, Kirksey.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Garner baby boy,, parents.
Belinda and Shane, Rt.-I, Box 15,
Palmersville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Christina Turner and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 236B, Mansfield,
Tenn.; Mrs. Patricia A. Largent
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 693,
Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Norma L. Franco and baby
girl, F-39 Mur Cal Apts., Murray;
Miss Patricia K. Osborn, Rt. 4,
Box 192, Murray;
Mrs. Jean Mapes, Rt. 1, Box
245A, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Marjorie Hopkins, Rt. 2, Box 760,
Hardin; Miss Regina Gaye
Peeler, Rt. 8, Box 342, Murray:
John F. Shendock, Box 205,
Hazel; Mrs. Mary Eva Gamlin,
Rt. 1, Box 89, Puryear, Term.;
Miss Rhea L. Solomon, 501 Broad
St., Murray;
Mrs. Katie Charlton, Rt. 4,
Murray; Richard G. Reed, Rt. 1,
Box 371, Murray: Nolan .D.
Adams, 303 Woodlawn, Murray;
Charles E. Estes (expired) 201
East 13th St., Benton.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
'don page 3)
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Home Department meets
A brunch and auction were highlights of the October
meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's Club. Mary Gertzen, right,
auctioneer,
is with Margaret Taylor in top right photo. In top left
photo are, from
left, Dorothy Jennings, department chairman, Barbara
Brandon and
Margaret Vuill, first vice and president of Murray
Woman's Club
respectively. In center photo, Margery Crawford, left,
member, is with
guests, Dorothy McKenzie and Marilyn Flickinger. Other
guests included Judy Stahler and Cassie Bright. Frances Churchill
gave the devotion
on "Hiding Your Talents." In bottom photos are
hostesses, from left,
LaRue Redden, Loudene Carlile, Lottie Gibson, Vanda Jean
Gibson, Irma La Follette, Modelle Miller, Margaret Taylor and
Maudena Butterworth. The department will meet Thursday, No% . 17, at 2
p.m.

Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, Nov. 15
Retirees and their spouses of
Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-CIO and
other locals will have a covered
dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church.
————
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house. Members note
change in time.
————
Murray Civic Music Association
will present The Australia Ensemble in concert at 8 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
————
Planning committees for
Calloway County High School
Class of 1979 reunion will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant.
For information call 753-9468.
————
Singles Organizational Society
is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce Building.
For information call Pamela at
763-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.
————
GED Classes will meet at 6 p.m.
in Room 112, Calloway County
High School.
————
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1.247-5469.
————
Murray High School Soccer banquet will be at 7 p.m. at school
cafeteria.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For information call 753-9303.
————
Alcoholics Anonymous )AA )
will meet at 8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Dedication ceremonies for Vietnam Art Exhibit will be at 7:30
p.m. in Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission is
free.

(Cont'd from page 4)
County Hospital for Sunday, Nov.
13, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Slaton baby girl, parents,
Teresa and Travis, P.O. Box 1393,
Murray;
Johnson baby girl, parents,
Dawn and Barry, Rt. 1, Box 158,
Hickory.
Dismissals
Steve Edward Pannell Jr., Rt. 2,
Box 123, South Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Brenda E. Kear, Rt. 1, Box 182,
Murray; Mrs. Jean Ima Harvey,
Rt. 1, Box 429, Murray;
Bobby Lee Puckett, Box 64, Hardin; Timmy Lynn Gamble, 815
North Eighth St., Murray; Mrs.
Betty Lou Wilson, Rt. 3, Box 369,
Benton;
Brad D. Elliott, Rt. 1, Box 19M,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Charles
Howard White, Rt. 6, Box 181,
Murray; Mrs. Hazel E. Wainscott,
Rt. 10, Lakeland Wesley Village,
Benton.

Tuesday, Nov. 15
Comedy Zone comedian Todd
Yohn will appear free at 8 p.m. in
Curris Center Stables, Murray
State University.
————
Murray Optimist Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant.
————
Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Electa Fulkerson.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
————
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish, St. Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Wednesday, Nov. 16
Love and Care luncheon of Murray Memorial Gardens will be at
11:45 p.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
————
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
the home of Mrs. John Livesay.
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include bridge
with Gloria McLaughlin as hostess
at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon with
Dottie Kraemer and Linda Roach
as co-chairmen at 12 noon.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Central Shopping Center, Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m. Blood pressure checks,
pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in Weight Control for
Life Classroom, first floor,
Medical Arts Building, Murray
State University.
Events at- Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Crafts of students and local
craftsmen will be displayed on
first and second level of Curds
Center, Murray State University,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is
free.

Wednesday, Nov. 16
Thursday, Nov. 17
Graphic designs by BFA canZeta Department of Murray
didate Bettina Burchett will be on Woman's Club will have an open
display today through Nov. 27 in meeting at 7 p.m. at club house.
upper level of Clara M. Eagle
————
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray Business and ProfesMurray State University. Admis- sional Women will meet at 6:30
sion is free.
p.m. at Louie's Steakhouse.
————
————
Events in Land Between the
Golden Age Club will meet at 11
Lakes will include Candle Dipping a.m. in social hall of First United
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Methodist Church.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
————
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Home Department of Murray
Homeplace-1850.
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m.
at club house.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
————
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
Church will include RCIA at 7:30
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
p.m. in Gleason Hall.
Stockade.
Events at First Christian
————
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Church will include Youth Club at
4:50 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 Inc. Board of Directors will meet
p.m.; Chancel Choir practice at at 2 p.m. at Cayce School, Cayce.
7:30 p.m.
————
Better Breathers Club will meet
————
Hannah Circle of First United at 6 p.m. in Garden Room,
Methodist Church Women will Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For
meet at 7:30 p.m. with Judy information call 1-444-2807 or
1-575-2186.
Stahler.
Events at First United Metbhodist Church will include Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.;
Wesley Foundation Lunch at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week Bi.
ble Study, business meeting, RAs,
GAs and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include business
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 5
p.m.; Choir rehearsal at 6:30
p.m.; Session meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts at 9
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Youth handbells at 5:30 p.m.;
busines meeting, children's choirs
and Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30
p.m.; Beginner's Sign Language
Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir at 7:46 p.m.
————
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Help Us Help Others

Reservations for Hazel High
School Class of 1948 reunion on
Nov. 25 should be made by today
with Betty Lou Hill, 753-1381.
————
North Calloway Elementary
School Cub Scout Pack 76 monthly
meeting will be at 5:30 p.m. at
school.
————
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Streets.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Water Valley Ceramics from 9
to 11 a.m. and at Pilot Oak

Good Every Day
Make Your
Reservations For
Holiday Parties
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Retirement Center. Inc.

Mayfield. Ky 42066

,502,6c3-63Sr:

SURPRISE A.
CHILD WITH A
EACH , tSANTAGRAM'
.SANIAGR AM
AND HELP
INCLUDES ,
FIGHT
yOUR C""S
NAME V4D
LEUKEMIA!
FREE PRIZES'.
ONL
, Y $2?-1

$5.95

ORDER BEFORE DECEMBER 10 TO INSURE
DELIVERY IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS!
This is the one Christmas gift that can brighten your child's
holiday and help bring the cure for leukemia one day. . one family
one patient sooner
Each *Santagrani is only%2.25, including postage and handling,
90 cents from each sale goes to support the lifesaving programs of
the Leukemia Society of America.
So make a -special Christmas for your lam it
,while supporting the Leukemia Society's
research efforts all year thro.ugh
society of aroefico
Send a 'Santagrani today!

leixemia

4.1•gr••• .••Ir•••••••1 S it. toulten..•

Basic Service or any of our four
premium services — HBO,
Cinemax, Disney k Showtime.

753-5005

Route 4, Old Dublin Road

includes salad bar

FREE CONNECTION to

Bel-Air Center

*Home-style family atmosphere
•Proiate & semi-private rooms
'Caring-friendly staff
'24 hour custodial care
'Reasonable rates
*Planed & balanced meals
'On premises beauty & barber

CATFISH
FILLET
SPECIAL

vz,ven

CAF3LE
VISION

A home for the Senior Citizen who may need assistance
with daily living, but not nursing home care.

All You Can Eat

Bring us three or four cans of food
for needy folks this Thanksgiving
and we'll say "thanks" to you with
a special offer.

Just bring your gift of food to our office.
All canned food donations will go to Needline.

Thursday. Nov. 17
Thursday, Nov. 17
Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities will be
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Front Porch Swing will rehearse
Willis Centers and from 10 a.M. to
at 7 p.m. in library of First Chris3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
tian Church.
————
————
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
The Single- Connection will meet
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom.
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home
First United Methodist Church.
————
For information call Carol at
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
753-2596. Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim
a.m. at Parish Center. St. Leo's
at 492-8733.
Catholic Church.
————
————
Men's Stag Night will be at 6
Events at First United
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Methodist Church will include Bi————
ble Study at 9:30 a.m., Bell Choir
Good Shepherd United
at 6 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Methodist Church will have a Cof————
fee Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church WMU
the church.
will have a foreign mission study
————
at 10 a.m. A potluck lunch will be
Southern Harmony Society will served.
be at Calvert City Convalescent
————
Home at 6:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
————
Women will meet at 7 p.m. in
Murray Women of the Moose
Fellowship Hall of church.
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
————
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Life House will have prayer
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 1506 with Rhonda Roberts.
————
Chestnut St.
Events at First Baptist Church
————
will include Mothers' Day Out at
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway 9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.
Steakhouse. Draffenville.

trn•roce. log
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Send $225 for each Santagreni tools sae
name per Santaaram please i Make
check money order pasahle Ui .Santrarram

(List adabitionrAchildren and addreser, ra,
separate paper and clip ta coupon
" CHILDS
NAME

To insure delivery in tome for Christman mail
before Dec 10 to 'Flantagrani co Santa's

eestouroM
Call As Soon
As Possible

753-4141

Workshop, Department 1.100. Garnerville,
NY 10023. Orders rec,ved after December 15
TWIN

not arrive in time for Christmaa

CITY

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE•
Unconditional money back guarantee
sat i shed

'ADDRESS

STATE
P(not

MP-
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Deck construction
hindered by slope
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We have a house on a slop.
mg lot and want to build a wooden
deck at the rear. However, the
slope seems to give us a problem.
My husband will be doing the work
himself. Can you give me some information that will be helpful to
him. How is a sloping lot handled
in this case?
A. — Much depends on the
physical characteristics of your
property, since there are sloping
lots and sloping lots. One of the
best solutions for this type of land
is to build a two-level deck. The
lower deck can have an arbor at
the back door, while the upper
deck can be used for daytime
relaxing and evening entertaining.
The upper deck should be two
steps up from the lower. There are
many variations of the two-level
deck. Chances are the place where
you purchase the lumber has
detailed construction plans for this
type of deck.
Q. — We are looking at a house
and find it very satisfactory, but
do not want to make a down payment until we find out why the
basement walls have a considerable number of cracks in

them. Can you say what causes
these cracks and how important
they are to the life of the house?
A. — There are at least a dozen
reasons why cracks can develop in
basement walls. For one thing,
you did not say what the walls are,
but presumably you are talking
about concrete ). Among the
reasons are settlement of the
earth, improper curing and doing
the work in cold weather. For an
accurate analysis of how serious
the cracks are, a professional inspection is required.
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HOMES FtWAMtRICANS

New glue may end
problem of seams

By ANDY LANG
smooth stroke...that it is
AP Newsfeatures
lightweight and compact...that it
What's new on the market?
places th5protecting paper in
THE PRODUCT — A wood glue place on walls, windows and floors
designed especially for darker so they are not damaged by paint
woods.
runs, roller mist or
Manufacturer's claim — That overspray...that the dispenser has
this glue is formulated to produce only two moving parts and does
a close match to darker wood, not need lubrication., and that it
such as mahogany, cherry and comes with a carrying holster for
cedar...that it helps to eliminate convenience.
fl 0 OVERALL
visible seams that some yellow
THE PRODUCT — A pocketwood glues leave behind.. that the door frame and hardware set.
•
.-!--. 4 •ig771A,
glue allows for easy alignment of
Manufacturer's claim — That it
SITTING AM
KITCHEN
FAMILY ROI
parts, good penetration of woods fits most door sizes 2 to 3 feet wide
.
,/ o •,o o
I
. A
and easy cleanup, yet bonds quick- and weighing up to 125
ilio•ii.4 ''''.
Et—
...
ly...that
it is resistant to lacquers. pounds.. that it eliminates the
tEtiltl?
DINING RM
..I."04,,
TE
17
varnishes, water and heat when need for a separate header and
dry...that it also resists softening may be used in place of
TWO CAR GARAGE
and gumming-up of sandpaper as prefabricated pocket door conFOYFR
MASTER SEDAN
BET RM .4
11,ING RN
well as the heat generated by san- struction ... that it has an
ding and cutting...that it is water- aluminum door track with a
based, non-sniffable and without header assembly.. that the door
••
harmful fumes.. and that it is a plates are top-mounted for easy inFUME FLOOR PLAN
super-strength polymer wood stallation and hold heavy-duty
glue.
four-wheel hangers captive on the
THIS TWO-STORY COLONIAL-INFLUENCED house features an inviting
THE PRODUCT — A solution track to facilitate easy door movebrick front. Inside, the living room adjoins the entry, to the rear of which there is a
that plates and replates pure gold ment and prevent door jumpdining area. The family room contains a brick fireplace. Plan HA149IA has four
over ordinary metals at home.
ing...that split members replace
bedrooms and a sitting room on the second floor. For more information write
Manufacturer's claim — That wall studs and provide the re—enclosing a. stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jerold A.
Axelrod, 2500 New York Ave., Melville. NY 11747
the solution is a bath that contains quired stiffness in the pocket...and
24 karat gold in liquid form and that wood on the split members
works with the natural elec- allows the use of nails in wood, so
tromotive forces within the metals there is no need to align them to
themselves...that it will plate all metal slots.
jewelry and small items —
(The glue is manufactured by
whether gold, goldplate, silver, Borden Inc., 180 East Broad St.,
public to buy in 60 to 90 days after silverplate, nickel, brass, copper Columbus, OH 43215; the gold
for delivery of special orders. The
they are introduced to retailers or bronze — quickly and inexpen- replating solution by Sheffield
longest most people are willing to
and have a national sale every sively...that it adheres evenly to Plate Polish Co., 1600 Orrington
wait is six weeks.
year around July 4 at which last the surface of clean base metals Ave., Evanston, IL 60201; the
His research, which included
year's styles are reduced in price without forming ridges or masking tape dispenser by 3M
consumer focus groups in five
lines,..that the items are placed in DOY Business, Building 223-4S-01,
and new styles are shown.
cities as well as telephone interIs this just another survey that a basket with the activator for on- 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144;
views, found the biggest consumer
won't lead to changes? Perhaps, ly 10 to 15 seconds...and that the and the pocket door set by Stanley
frustration is that people feel there
but several furniture industry ex- items are then washed in soapy Works, 195 Lake St., New Britain,
are no objective quality stanecutives found some of his findings water and buffed with a soft cloth. CT 06050.1
dards. About three-fifths of those
THE PRODUCT — A hand(Do-it-yourselfers will find
right on target.
interviewed believe they cannot
masker dispenser.
much
helpful data on a variety of
trust salespeople
inform them
"As an industry, we haven't
Manufacturer's claim — That subjects in Andy Lang's handbecause of dishonesty or lack ol
been tellin our story or understanthis dispenser enables profes- book, "Practical Home Repairs,"
knowledge.
ding the consumer as well as we
sional or amateur painters to which can be obtained by sending
Beemer said furniture salespeo- should,"
said Fred Starr, presidispense
ple are among the two to three dent of Thomasvil
$2 to this newspaper at Box 5.
le Furniture In- masking a continuous sheet of
paper or film in one Teaneck, NJ 07666.1
lowest-rated in terms of honesty dustries.
(Starr was co-chair of
and product knowledge, even the industry group that
hired
though car salesmen rank lower Beemer.)
and shopping for appliances is less
"The furniture industry should
BOBBY WOLFF
appealing than shopping for fur- do market research
and come up
niture. Many people would rather with fresh new ideas
so people
shop for clothing — something would
want to change their "A cynic is not merely one who
NORTH
I5-A
they do feel qualified to judge.
homes," commented Carl Levine, reads bitter lessons from the past.
•
K
Q
108
Most people put off looking for vice president
of Bloomingdale's. he is one who is prematurely disapK 75
furniture until what they have
Both like the idea of emulating pointed in the future."
•A Q 5
wears out, most likely because the the auto industry with new
•Q 8 7
— Sidney J Harris
models
last time they shopped nearly two- every year. But they explained
WEST
EAST
thirds said they had not been able some of the reasons
for the lapse
96 2
•7 5 4 3
to find what they wanted.
The cynic has no problem with •Q 104
of months that occurs between
V 82
To reverse a downward spiral in showing new
items to retailers at the play of today's game. He is posi- •9 8 3
•7 6 4 2
sales, he suggested many changes semi-annual
markets and getting tive that the trump finesse will fail. 4 J 10 9 5
•K 4 2
to make it more fun and easier to the furniture
onto the retail sales The average player's feet may not
SOUTH
shop.
be in the same concrete, but he may
floor.
•A J
First, agree on what quality fur"Many companies go to market be blind to better chances.
•
A J 96 3
niture is and let the public know in with patterns that won't
The lead of the club jack is most
•K J10
be made
advertising. Do _something about unless retailers
•A 6 3
buy them," said troublesome for South. He covers
packaging so furniture arrives un- Starr.
hopefully with dummy's queen and Vulnerable: Both
damaged. Show more styles in
"But retailers don't want it im- takes his ace when East produces Dealet North
larger stores which also serve con- mediately
because they have to go the king. How should South play the The bidding:
sumers by carrying plumbing and back and
get rid of something to trumps'
lighting fixtures and home ac- make room," said
South
West
If the trumps are looked at in iso- North East
Levine.
cessories. Make special orders
Pass
3
Pass
"There is a system in place. The lation, the normal way to tackle 1NT
available in six weeks or less. irony is that nobody
Pass
6•
All pass
is talking to them is to win the king and finesse 4 V
Have the new styles ready for the the consumer,
to the jack on the second round. This
" said Starr.
Opening lead Club jack
play picks up the suit whenever
East has Q-x-x and may even sucBID WITH THE ACES
ceed when East has four trumps.
II I5-B
In today's case, the finesse loses South holds •
AJ
and West cashes two club tricks for
•A J 9 6 3
down two.
•K J 10
The cynic makes his slam not
4A 6 3
only because he "knows" the finesse South North
will lose but because there are other 1 V
1•
4249451chances. He plays his two high
trumps, hoping to drop a doubleton
queen. When this fails, he runs the ANSWER: Two no-trump Perhaps
spades. discarding two club losers a shade light, but no other bids are
from his hand while West ruffs. It's as attractive.
too late for West to get a club trick, Send bridge questions to The Ares. P0 Box
and instead of two down. South L2363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
banks his vulnerable slam
Copyrialu
Syndecate
St Ok nO

Q. — The standing shower stall
in our bathroom develops a little
mildew on occasion. We wipe it off
but it returns after a few weeks.
How can we handle this?
A. — The mildew is forming
because of lack of ventilation. Do
everything you can to move the air
in the room. Open the windows
whenever it is feasible, but
especially after a shower or bath.
If necessary, get a window exhaust fan and turn it on occasionally, but especially after a
shower or bath. When mildew
makes an appearance, wipe it off
with a solution of household
bleach.
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RECORD FLOOR PLAN

Buying furniture not popular pastime
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The whole world finds it easy to
buy a new living-room couch or
bedroom set. You're the only one
who has put it off for years. Right?
Wrong, says market researcher
C. Britt Beemer. His survey of
more than 3,400 consumers led
him to the conclusion that most
Americans find shopping for furniture so irritating, they'd rather
do almost anything else. The
reasons? For one thing, they want
to buy quality„,but haven't been
able to find anyone to tell them
what it is.
If the furniture industry believes
Beemer, who presented his findings at the fall wholesale furniture market in North Carolina, it
may be easier to shop for that sofa
and to get it faster. If it doesn't,
most people will find reasons to
buy clothes, home electronics and
vacation trips instead, he said,
and furniture will face a 6 percent
sales decline just in 1989.

His suggestions for improving
the shopping experience are going
to cost money, and you're likely to
be paying the freight in the form of
higher prices. He said a 5 to 10 percent price rise would provide
money for the national advertising
and marketing studies he
advocates.
However, it's not customer
resistance, but retail competition
that keeps prices down in an industry with an "I can sell it to you
cheaper" mentality, according to
Beemer, chairman of America's
Research Group of Atlanta. He
conducted the research for the furniture industry.
Asserting the American public
is being poorly served by most of
its furniture manufacturers and
retailers, he advised the industry
to adopt uniform quality and shipping standards and to begin finding out what people want to buy
by asking them.
He also identified the most common irritations, such as long waits
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"SPECIALS-OF-THE WEEK"

CHAIN SAWS THAT LAST
AT PRICES THAT WON'T.

Foam Sheathing
/
1
2" 4'x8'

$199.95

Foil 1 -Side

$399
ne greater the 'R" value the
roater the insulating power
R
4.17

HIS

-5-399741J52—

$329.95

Formica
Delta
Single-Lever

Washerless Faucet
$35
"

Economy Studs

t 4.ted Fe.turr

99°
In Stock
Patterns Only

White
Water
Closet

2X4-925/1.

89° $4495
Seat Not Included

Warehouse
Sale

Big savings
on a warehouse-wide SkXin
Magic ChM home appliances

St
IMM

1

028SWB
For a limited time only, our 028 Super SIMI Wood Boss'
with 16" bar and chain is on sale for $32995 And our SIMI
0111 with 16" bar and chain is reduced to $19995 See us
today Because Stihl chain saws have always been worth
a few extra dollars in the long run. And now they're worth
a few extra dollars in your pocket, too
•Mig sugg feta,'

Murray Home & Auto

7:30Chestnut St.

Mon.-Fri.; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
753-2571 or 753-4110
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SA.t1

ALL ITEMS
REDUCED!

'41
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•Air Conditioners
•Stoves
'Dryers
•Refrigerators
'Freezers
•Washers
'Dishwashers

FREE

Pot Holder For Everyone
That Comes In!
We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Vtllaqe Shopping Center
fNext to Cain's AMC Jeep) Hwy. 641 N. 759-1505
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Students in Dianne Patterson's fourth-grade class are shown making
corn husk dolls under the instruction of Stacey McCuiston. This is part of
a social studies unit on the Northeast. Students pictured, left to right,
are: Chrissy Stubblefield, Richard Kirby, April Butz, David Kissack,
Jay Kelso and Erica Cossey.

Michael Dukakis would be the next president of our country if the
students in Mrs. Grogan's kindergarten class at East Elementary had
their way. The students had a mock presidential election in October. It
was a great opportunity for the children to learn about America's election process through hands-on participation.
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North Calloway Elementary second graders have been studying vowel
sounds in reading. For several Fridays, students and teachers wore
something that represented the sound studied during the week. Pictured
are second-grade teachers Mirriam Ferguson, Karen Crick, Jennifer
Harvel, student teacher, Becky Vance and Debbie Pardue. Here, the
teachers are wearing fancy socks to reinforce the short vowel "o".

Second graders at North Calloway Elementary have been studying
about the parts of the eye and eye safety and care. At the end of the unit
the students participated in dissecting the eye of a sheep. The students
were able to view the eye parts that had been studied. Pictured is Mrs.
Becky Vance explaining the procedures to Jeremy Darnell, Amanda
Pillow, Mindy Edwards, Austin Wyatt and Robby Young.

A mock election was held at(arter Elementary School recently. Cynthia Camp, computer aide, is pictured helping Mrs. Whale:v's fourth
graders Bryan Davis and Kim Alexander vote using the IBM computer
Left to right are Davis, Mrs. Camp, Mrs. Whaley and Alexander.

Murray High School junior varsity cheerleaders, Leigh
Ann Carter and
Molly Sims visited all third-grade classes at Carter
Elementary recent
ly to discuss how good study habits help students
do better in high
school. Also pictured is Mary Valentine, Murray
Elementary School
counselor. This is another project in conjunction with
the Foundation for
Excellence in Education physical educatioin and
social skills mini
grant.
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The Murray Middle School Band's eighth-grade trumpet section can
often be found practicing In the bandroom before school. Pictured here
are Celina Hutson, section leader; Craig Rogers; Lance Cantrell; and
David Harp.

Calloway County seventh grader Chad Gray has been named student of
the week through a program sponsored by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realty, WSJP and the school system. The son of Homer and Liz Gray, 2212
Quail Creek Dr., Gray is a member of the football team, basketball
team, the science club, Just Say No Club. yearbook staff, is the Pep Club
president and an office aide. His hobbies are skateboarding and collecting baseball cards.

Students from Carter Elementary were entertained in the home of
school counselor Mary Valentine recently. The luncheon is one Ilr
several planned in conjunction with the Foundation for Excellence mini
grant on manners and social skills. Pictured are Jeanne Maddox, Jabe
Thurman, Leigh Haverstock, Paula Beard, practicum student. and
Lewis Hill. Georgianna Moffit, treasurer for the Foundation, also at
tended the luncheon.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the ('alloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger ,t• Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools 753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Give.
Being very conscientious young ladies, these Murray Middle School
seventh-grade French Horn players diligently practice the school fight
song "On Wisconsin" for a joint performance with the Murray High
School Tiger Band. Pictured here are Stephanie Mott and Kathy Bomba.
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FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
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on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
sightseeing. gotf , tennis, water sports,
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95 . . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions
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Free From Eureka..
How to Beat Housework!

$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night, double occupancy
Based on availability
Valid thru 12/31/88

A $19.95 value. Hardcover book
Yours at no additional cost when
you purchase any Eureka cleaner
for $80 00 or more

1.1841,1 1412
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421 S. Atlantic Ave, New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

...greeee
I Proce
Clowns 14.444

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach.
Special Rates:

Oceania Suite Hotel
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Calloway County Middle School
food manager Mildred Adams
recently talked to students in
Jackie Abbott's class about why
food merchandising is so important. She told them that color, texture, smell and taste all play an
important role in what students
choose to eat. Pictured left to right
are Misty Duncan, Becky Duncan,
Mildred Adams and Anthony
Duncan.
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MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street

753-1586
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Strange puts friendship aside to surpass million mark
Four-time winner secures Player of Year honors
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. — They were two good friends going head
to head for most of the annual honors in golf's season-ending event.
"There are friends and there are friends you go to dinner with,"
Curtis Strange said.
"Torn (Kite ) and his wife ) Christy are friends Sarah (Strange and
I go to dinner with a lot," Strange said Monday. "He's a good friend,
a close friend.
But that ends on the golf course. On the golf course, he isn't my
friend Torn Kite. He's just somebody standing in the way of me winning a golf tournament."
And it was a dead-serious, completely combative Curtis Strange
who beat Tom Kite on Monday in the day-late sudden-death playoff
finish to golf's season-ending, $3-million Nabisco Championships of
Golf.
Strange's face was grim and determined, betraying no trace of
friendship, when he snatched the tee from the ground after his 4-iron

shot on the second playoff hole nestled two feet from the flag and left
Kite with an impossible task.
Kite had to better that shot, match Strange's near-certain birdie, to
stay alive on the 17th hole at Pebble Beach.
He couldn't do it. He put his tee shot in a bunker, got up and down
for a par-3, but lost to Strange's birdie on the second hole of a playoff
for most of golf's major seasonal honors.
Strange's two-foot birdie putt made him:
• The first man to go past $1 million in single-season earnings on the
American tour.
• The 1988 Player of the Year.
• The only four-time winner on the American tour this year.
Strange, who has won five titles around the world this year, collected $535,000 from the total prize money of $3 million and pushed his
season's earning to a record $1,147,644 for the year.
The fact that he had become the only man to go past $1 million in
single-season earnings on the American PGA Tour impressed him not
at all.

Strange payoff
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif 'AP —.Final 6. • And prize money after
Monday's sudden•death
playoff in the $2 million Nabisco Golf Champ:unship. played on
the par 72 6 799-yard Pebble
Beach (2otf Links Course ix-beat Tom Kite on second hole of sudden-dea
th playoff
x-Curtis Strange. 1360,000
64-71-7071-279
Tom Kite, 1256.000
72•65•70-72- 27,
Ken Green. 8104.667
6770.69.74
Payne Stewart. 1104 687
73-70-64.73. .•••
Mark Caicvcch, 1104.667
70-71-65•71-- _
Peter Jacobsen. 172.000
71•70-67•73 — 281
Fred Couples. 168.000
75-67-67.73-282
Mike Read. 155.800
72.72-68-73-285
Scott Verplank $55.800
69-70-72-71-285
Gary Koch, 155.800
71.72-68-71-285
Bob Tway,$55.800
69-70.71.75-280
Jodie Mudd. 155.800
70.71-68-76-285
Bruce Lietzke. $5.5.800
69.68•70-78 — 285

"It's nice to be the first, but that really doesn't mean that much to
me," Strange said.
"It's like when Arnold (Palmer) was the first to go over $1 million
in career earnings. Now there are 40 or 50 who have done it, but
everybody remembers Arnold was the first.
"In the next few years, there'll be four or five guys a year winning
$1 million," he said.

Former Laker teammates savor
winning feeling with Cardinals
Louisville keeping slim bowl hopes alive

Louisville's Pervis Ellison (left) cuts off Felton Spencer's passing lane in the Cardinals'
public scrimmage
in Paducah on Saturday night. Ellison says he feels comfortable in his leadership role
as he enters his final
collegiate season.
Staff photo bt (1at %talker

Potential still awaits Ellison
as final college season nears
Louisville center ready for leadership role
By TED M. N ATT JR.
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
braces are gone. So is the innocence. The glory of the 1986
national championship has
faded.
But the questions about unfulfilled potential still linger.
And a new season — his last
— is about to dawn.
Louisville's Penis Ellison is
finally ready for the encore to
his spectacular freshman
debut.
"This being my senior year,
I'm looking forward to being
one of the team leaders,"
Ellison said. "That's a role I
feel comfortable with now. I
didn't feel comfortable with
that role my sophomore year."
Ellison is best remembered
as the 6-foot-9 boy wonder who
led Louisville to the national title as a freshman. scoring 25
points, grabbing 11 rebounds
and blocking two shots in the
championship game against
Duke. He was named MVP of
the Final Four, the first
freshman to accomplish that
feat since 1944.
His calm, cool demeanor on
the court earned him the
nickname "Never Nervous
Pervis." He was targeted for
greatness. Time and seasoning
would only make him better
and, with his leading the way,
Louisville would become the
first college basketball dynasty
since John Wooden's UCLA
teams of the 1960s and '70s.
It didn't work out that way.
Louisville, minus seniors Billy Thompson, Milt Wagner and
.Jeff Hall, fell flat on its face the
next year, going 18-14 and being.
snubbed by the NCAA tournament selection committee. The
Cardinals then turned their
noses up at an NIT bid and
packed it in for the summer,
snapping the school's 21-year

postseason streak.
The finger of blame was
pointed at Ellison, even though
his statistics had improved in
almost every category.
"I was looked upon as one of
the leaders of that team
because I was only one of two
starters back," he said.
"Anything negative that was
going to be said about that
- -team, it had to start with either
myself or (junior Herbert
Crook.
"So, it's fair, but then, in a
way, it's unfair."
Ellison hadn't helped his
cause the summer before by being sent home from the World
Games trials for missing
several practices. And he exacerbated his image problems
by boycotting the media the second half of his sophomore
year.
Ellison now says that was a
mistake, but he has no regrets.
"In all, I think it was a learning experience. It made me
realize that in order to be successful and stay on top, you
have to work hard."
So. Ellison went out that summer and made the Pan Am
team, averaging 9.9 points and
7.9 rebounds per game in helping the United States to the
silver medal.
Meanwhile, his Louisville
teammates were back home in
the gym, rededicating
themselves by lifting weights
and playing pickup games
Ellison joined them after the
Pan Am games ended.
"We worked extremely hard
during the offseason," he said.
That hard work paid big
dividends in the end. After a
slow start last year. Louisville
won 14 of its last 17 games to
finish with a 24-11 record, losing
to eventual national runner-up
Oklahoma in the Sweet Sixteen
of the NCAA Tournament.

"With a couple of more
breaks, we could have advanced further," Ellison said.
And Ellison, who was
plagued by tendinitis in both
knees throughout much of the
season, silenced most of his
critics. His statistics improved
again, he shared Metro Conference Player of the Year
honors with Virginia Tech's
Bimbo Coles and was the nation's only player to total more
than 100 points, rebounds,
assists and blocked shots.
But still his name wasn't
mentioned when it came time
to honor the season's standouts,
a fact not lost on Louisville
coach Denny Crum.
"If you analyze it, as a
freshman he was the MVP in
the NCAA Tournament. He had
a heck of a year, but he had a
better year as a sophomore on a
worse team," Crum said.
"Then he had a better year
statistically than in any of the
others, yet he didn't get the
recognition.
"I don't think he's gotten a
fair shake.
"Anybody that knows basketball talent knows he's going to
be a first-round NBA pick, and I
think a very high one."
Ellison isn't worried about
the future. His focus remains
on leading Louisville to its fifth
Final Four appearance, and
third national championship,
this decade
"I think that desire is there,"
Ellison said. "We came real
close last year, and this year
we've got everybody back except Herbert. This team is just
as talented as the '86 team, so
we're looking forward to going
even further in the
tournament."
And Ellison is hoping to
return to the glory that was his
three years ago

Fred Jones doesn't deny it.
After a brilliant freshman season
with Louisville, he still doesn't
completely understand what college football is all about.
"It's what I thought it would be,
but then again, I can't really say
that because I haven't seen both
sides of it," Jones said Sunday
night. "Allen's seen it all, winning
and losing. I haven't seen the losing and hopefully I never will."
Allen Douglas, Jones' teammate
at Calloway towity High School
and now at Louisville, has seen
more than enough losing in his
three years with the Cardinals.
Having worked his way into a starting job at his center position his
freshman season, much the way
Jones earned a meaningful role
this year, Douglas can truly enjoy
the fruits of the Cardinals' labor.
"This is the most satisfying
season I've ever had as long as
I've been playing football,"
Douglas said, after the Cards
dumped Western Kentucky 35-17
on Saturday to close the season at
8-3. A bowl bid still looms for U of
L, with rumors circulating about a
trip to the Freedom Bowl or AllAmerica Bowl.
The lack of fan interest may
keep Louisville out of the bowl picture, however, despite featuring a
1,011-yard rusher in Deon Booker
and a 2,605-yard passer in Jay
Gruden. Jones and Douglas are
very aware of the Cards' slim
chances at an extra game this
season, but are close to being
satisfied with what they've
already accomplished this year.
For Jones, 1l
was a banner
year. Expecting to be red-shirted,
he used advice from Douglas, a
super pair of hands and good
speed to move up to second team
on a squad that's loaded with
talented receivers. Jones caught
11 balls for 162 yards (an average

if

Clay
Court
By Clay
Walker
of 14.7 yards a catch), including
the game-winning touchdown
reception in the Cardinals'
homecoming win over Tulsa.
"I feel very good about this
season," Jones said. "Being a
freshman and getting to make a
contribution to the team is really
all I could ask for. My position
coach, Gary Nord, always tells
me, 'If you go at everything 100
percent, good things will happen.'
That's what I try to do."
Douglas knows all about 100 percent and sometimes beyond.
Douglas closed his junior season
battling a cold. He missed a game
last year with the flu and played
just a couple of days after being
released from the hospital.
Douglas is a superb center, anchoring' an offensive line that
coach Howard Schnellenberger
calls, "the best I've ever
coached."
Playlig a very unglamorous
position, Douglas has earned
several national honors for his
hard work. Of course, fans only
see the passes, the 30-yard runs
and the diving catches. That never
gets to Douglas, who takes great
pride in snapping to a quarterback
who owns 11 school records.
"Even though I didn't break
those records, I know he broke
them behind me and that's good
enough for me," Douglas said.
"I'm going to enjoy watching Jay
play pro football and probably

Deon too. That's going to be nice."
It is highly likely that Douglas
will join his teammates in the
NFL, but the junior communication major prefers to let others
speculate on such things as he continues to work.
"Personally, it's always going
to be the same old thing for me.
I'm never going to be satisfied
with how I'm doing," Douglas
says. "I need more intensity right
now. Mentally, I think I can handle it because I know enough now
to make the right calls. But I still
need to be bigger and stronger."
The lack of satisfaction is evident in the voices of Douglas and
Jones. They want to be even better
than 8-3 and not being satisfied at
their present level is the only way
they'll ever surpass it.
Douglas fecalls that
Schnellenberger discussed the
possibilities of a 9-2 season and a
trip to the Fiesta Bowl in his
preseason media luncheon. While
Notre Dame and West Virginia appear headed for the Fiesta Bowl in
what could be the national championship game, the Cardinals can
find some consolation in that they
came closer than anyone
expected.
And there's still that chance,
however slim it may be, that the
Cardinals can find a smaller bowl
that thinks they're worthy of an
invitation
Then there's always next year
Jones is quick to point out that the
Cards have their first 12 defensive
players returning. Joey Crenshaw
appears to have the inside track on
replacing Gruden, and he'll have
Douglas getting the ball to him
and Jones getting the ball from
him. It's not a bad combination —
one that could lead to complete
satisfaction in 1989 and guarantee
that Jones never experiences that
other side of football.

MSU cagers net two more signees
By ANGELA HAZEL
MK Asst. SID
Murray State University men's
basketball coach Steve Newton
has announced the signing of two
forwards to national letters of intent to play for the Racers next
season.
Joining the defending Ohio
Valley Conference champions will
be 6-6, 185-pound guard-forward
Andre Jones, of Lexington
Lafayette High School and 6-6,
190-pound Sherman Pride, a forward from Aberdeen, N.C., who
currently is playing at North
Greenville Junior College in

Tigerville, S.C.
The duo becomes the third and
fourth signees for MSU in the last
week. Last week 6-6 forward Scott
Sivills of Trigg Co. High School in
Cadiz, and 6-2 point guard Maurice
Trotter of Jacksonville (Fla.)
Ribault inked with the MSU
program.
A member of the B/C All-Stars
second team last season, Jones
averaged 11.0 points and 6.0 rebounds for Lafayette High. His
father, Robert, played junior college basketball in nearby Paducah
with former Racer standout Hector Blodet.

"I think Andre's best basketball
is ahead of him," Lafayette coach
Don Norville said of Jones. "With
maturity and age, he'll do very
well."
Newton cited Jones' overall
abilities as a reason for his
recruitment.
"Andre is a very talented player
who possesses all-around skills for
the forward position," he said.
"He's a true student-athlete and
has outstanding potential to help
us maintain our winning
tradition."
A graduate of Pinecrest High
‘('ont'd on page 9)
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Scott leads Kentucky past Sweden 66-30
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — After four public
scrimmages, Kentucky's Eddie Sutton didn't mind
the first glimpse of his,Wildcats against another
team.
Kentucky, behind center Mike Scott's 15 points and
11 rebounds, outclassed Ostersund, Sweden, 66-30 in
exhibition basketball Monday night.
"I thought we played decent basketball," said Sutton "I wasn't sure how we'd play. I thought we
played well on defense, but again you have to
remember who you're playing."
The game was Kentucky's final tuneup before
Saturday's Hall of Fame Tlpoff Classic against Duke
at Springfield, Mass
Kentucky switched from a zone defense in the first
half to a man-to-man in the second, forcing Ostersund's shooting to fall from 31.8 percent to 16 percent. The visitors finished the game shooting 23.4
percent on 11 of 47 field goals
Scott scored 10 points in a 31-6 run that carried
Kentucky to its victory. He hit three short jumpers, a
tip-in and two free throws
Reggie Hanson started the streak with two free

throws with 7:37 remaining in the first half for a 22-18
advantage. It ended on Richie Farmer's layup with
6:22 left in the game for a 53-24 lead.
"Kentucky watts practicing ... They didn't want to
murder us," said Sweden coach Markku
Jasskelainen. "Kentucky has a very nice team, so
many good players."
Hanson added 14 points and LeRon Ellis tallied 12
for the winners.
"We need to go out and work hard over the next
few days," said Hanson "We are looking forward to
playing against new faces. We will give it our best
shot against Duke
"Duke is a long way from Sweden. If we are going
to beat teams we are going to have to go out every
night and play hard."
Forward Joon Olov-Karlsson topped the Swedes
with 13 points, while guard Esa Heikkinen added
seven.
Ostersund fell to 0-4 during its first trip to the
United States. It has games remaining at Alabama,
Troy State, Jacksonville State, Georgia Southern
and South Alabama.
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Cy Young winners head AP All-Star Team
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Los Angeles ace Orel Hershiser was a unanimous selection to the
Associated Press Major League All-Star Team.
The outfield voting was a runaway for the three American Leaguers.
Canseco got 149 votes, Puckett 131 and Greenwell 119. Gibson was
next
with 31.
Trammell, a repeater from last year, was a runaway selection at
shortstop, getting 118 votes to 22 for the Reds' Barry Larkin. Viola, the
AL Cy Young Award winner, got 148 votes as left-handed pitcher to 15 for
the Reds' Danny Jackson. Molitor won at designated hitter with 99 votes
to 54 for Jack Clark, traded after the season from the New York Yankees
to San Diego.

next week. That's the most important game of the season," he added, refusing to be drawn into
speculation about how far the Bills
can go in postseason. "That's all
we can think about. Everything

else will take care of itself."
Harmon and Riddick, subbing
for injured tailback Thurman
Thomas, combined for 229 yards
total offense and Jim Kelly completed 18 of 26 passes for 211 yards.

((bard from page 8)
School in Southern Pines, N.C.,
Pride averaged 16.0 points and
13.0 rebounds during his prep
career and posted averages of 10.0
points and 7.0 rebounds as a
freshman at North Greenville last
season. Entering the 1988-89
season, he is ranked among the top
20 small forwards in junior col-

Football
lege, according to several
scouting services.
"Sherman is a gifted player who
brings successful experience at
the college level to our program,"
Newton said. "He's a gifted
shooter and brings outstanding
fundamentals from a quality
program."
A top-40 selection in numerous
pre-season polls and a consensus
favorite to defend its OVC crown,
Murray State will graduate four
seniors this season, including allAmerica candidates Jeff Martin at
forward and Don Mann at point
guard.

Season ticket
holders may buy
playoff tickets
Murray High School season
ticket holders can purchase their
regular season seats for Friday's
playoff game with Heath at the
high school. Tickets will be on
sale, for season ticket holders only, from 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday and 8:30
am.-noon on Friday.
Tickets are $3 and all other
tickets must be purchased at the
gate

Local bowling
!inviting standings
Diller or Dollar
Date 110686
Team
Public Ice Service
S&H Girls
Shield of Sffelter
Fisher Price
Joyce Noel Tax Service
South Eastern Book Co
Team 04
Wingfcsit
High Team Game Oicnsteh)
Public it,
Sarli Girls
Team 84

1/44402 learn Nerve.

11
16
16%
18
18%
20
21
23
9315
519
507

High Team Game t Handicap)
Team 84
Shield of Shelter
ShH Ghls

144
620
611

High Train Series (Scratch,
Public Ice Service
S&H Girls
Shield of Shelter

1573
1463
1443

k

Shield of Shelter
Team 04
S&H Girls
High fedi,tdual Game 'scratch)
Jean Phillips
Peggy Bebber
Patty Harris
High individual Irarne Handicap)
Jean Phillips
Peggy Rebber
Patty Harris
High Inch.idual Series I Scratch
Patty Harris
Pat Hesselrode
Jean Phillips
High Indis idual Series I Handicapt
Jean Phillips
Patty Harris
Ann Green
High Averages
Lois Smith
Pat Hesselrncle
Patty Harris
Peggy Bebber

1815
1805
1759
204
199
196
244
231
223
563
541
530

753-8355

901 Sycamore

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
I. T Pct. PF PA
%
Huffish)
O
10
909 243 148
1
Indianapolis
5
O
6
545 263 206
New England
6 5
O
545 190 222
N Y Jets
5 5
1
500 233 236
Miami
5 6
455 192 234
O
Central
Cincinnati
8
3 0
777 322 216
Houston
7
636 263 257
4 0
Cleveland
6
5 0
545 177 186
'Pittsburgh
2 9 0
192 222 306
West
Denver
6
5 0
545 237 213
6
L A Raiders
5 0
545 213 222
Seattle
6
5 0
545 188 211
3
San Diego
273 129 206
8 0
Kansas City
2 8
227 154 194
1
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East •
NY Giants
7
4
0
636 236 223
Phoenix
7
636 262 236
4 0
Philadelphia
6
5 0
545 260 237
Washington
6 5 0
545 257 270
Dallas
2 9 0
182 172 254
Central
Chicago
9 2 0
818 226 137
Minnesota
7
636 292 182
4
0
Tampa Bay
3 8 0
273 198 281
Detroit
2 9 0
182 149 233
Green Bay
2 9 0
182 173 277
West
New Orleans
3 0
727 228 186
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Wednesday, Nov. 16
8:00 p.m.
RacerArena

Eagle

Hwy 641 North
Murray, Kentucky
Phone
502-753-6448
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San Francisco
6
5 0
545 225 206
Atlanta
3 8
0
273 196 254
Sunday's Games
Chicago 34. Washington 14
Kansas City 31. Cincinnati 28
Indianapolis 20. Green Bay 13
New England 14. New York Jets 13
Philadelphia 27. Pittsburgh 26
San Diego 10 Atlanta 7
Tampa Bay 23. Detroit 20
Los Angeles Raiders 9. San Francisco:)
New Orleans 14. Los Angeles Rams 10
Phoenix 24 New York Giants 17
Denver 30 Cleveland 7
Seattle 27 Houston 24
Minnesota 43 Dallas 3
Monday's Game
Buffalo 31 Miami 6
Sunday. Sos . 20
Chicago at Tampa Bay
Cincinnati at Dallas
Denver ateNew Orleans
Detroit vs Green Bay at Milwaukee
Indianapolis at Minnesota
New York Jets at Buffalo
Phoenix at Houston
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Seattle at Kansas City
San Diego at Los Angeles Rams
Philadelphia at New York Giants
Atlanta at Los Angeles Raiders
New England at Miami
Monday. Nos. 21
Washington at San Francisco

The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press college football poll with first-place
votes in parentheses. season record through
games of Nov. 12 total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
and previous ranking'
Record Pts Pos
1 Notre Dm 1401
9-0-0
1.156
I
2 Southern CI I 184
9.0-0
1,131
2
3 Miami. Fla ill
7-1-0
1.060
3
4 West Virginia
10-0-0
977
4
5 Florida State
9-1-0
937
5
6 UCLA
9-1-0
86e
6
7 Nebraska
10-1-0
805
7
,
8. Auburn
9-1-0
769
9
9 Oklahoma
750
9-1-0
8-

10.0 0
it
10 Arkansas
657
12
11 LSU
524
7 2-ft
t3
508
7.2.1
12 Michigan
72.0
13 Oklahoma tit
161
14
15
14 Syracuse
• 1-0
436
IS
377
••2-0
15 Clemson
10
16 Wyoming
10-1-0
223
17 Houston
207
7-2-0
18 Alabama
7-2-0
I*
-192
20
7.3-0
19 Washington 01
122
17
20 Georgia
7-3-0
57
Other receiving votes Colorado 50. Arms
42. Brig)tam Young 16. Michigan State 15
South Carolina 14. Pitt 11. Southern .
Mississippi 10 Texas-El Paso A Hawaii 3
Arizona 2 Texas AdrN4 I

MISSION. Kan I AP i - The top 20 teams
in the Division I-AA football poll of the Na•
tional Collegiate Athletic Association conducted by the NCAA Division I-AA Football
Committee with first-place votes in parentheses, season records through Nov 12. and
total points in the balloting
Record Pts
1 Stephen F Austin
80
9-1-0
2 Idaho
76
8-1-0
3 Georgia Southern
8-2-0
70
4 Western IIIhnois
10-1-0
69
5 Furman, S C
65
8.2-43
6 Jackson State Miss
7-0-2
58

7 Marshall % l'a
8 Eastern Kentucky
9 Citadel. S C
10 NOrthwestern St . I,a
11 Massachussetts
12 Noilh Texas
13 Boise St
14 Florida A&M
tie ) Pennsylvania
16 Western Kentucky
17 Connecticut
16 Grambling St
19 Montana
20 New Hampshire

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Stlantie Division
'6
I. Pet. GB
667 4
2
New York
Philadelphia
is
600
3
2
500
3 3
New Jersey
1
4
Boston
200
1
21
,
Charlotte
200
4
21-y
1
4
Washington
200 2%
1
entral Division
Detroit
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Atlanta
Chicago
Indiana

4

0

3

I

4
3
O

2
3
5

1 000
loon
. 750
6417
500
000

1,
1
1%
2%
5

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L Pet. GB
Dallas
667 4
2
Denver
• 2
687
Houston
4
2
667 Utah
22
500
San Antonio
400
2 3
its
Miami
O
1
3
000

BASEBALL
Americas League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS-Named Doug
Rader manager
TEXAS RANGERS-Named Toby Harrah
first-base coach and TY0T1 Robson batting
instructor
National League
CHICAGO CUBS- Purchased the con •
tracts of Joe Girard] and Kelley Mann, catchers, Jerome Walton. outfielder and Dean
Wilkins, pitcher. from Pittsfield of the
Eastern League Purchased the contracts of
Demck May infielder and Shawn Boskie
pitcher. from Winston-Sidem of the Carolina

Pacific Division
L A Lakers
Golden State
Seattle
L A Clippers
Portland
Phoenix
Sacramento

4

I

ror,

4

2

667

3

7.

S410

2
2
2

7.

401,

-A

0

.5

400
401)

Monday's Game
Golden State 100, New Jersev Se
Tuesday's Games
New Jersey at Charlotte
Boston at Miami
Atlanta at Cleveland
Philadelphia at Chicago
New York at Houston
Detroit at Dallas
L A Lakers at Denver
Indiana at Utah
Phoeniadt Sacramento
I. A Clirpers at Portland
Wednesday's Games
Golden State at Boston
Chicago at Philadelphia
Detroit-at San Antonio
Indiana at Phoenix
Sacramento at I. A Clippers

League
MONTREAL EXPOS-Traded
.
Smith pitcher to the Baltimore Onolt
,
player to be named later Named V
Quade manager of Rockford Of the Mid
League
PITTSBURGH PIRATE,
- Named Fit
Kimm coach Announced IN.. retiremer.,
Charlie Muse traveling or, retAr%
FOOTRAI-1.
National Football League
DETROIT LIONS-Fired I ray,
head coach Named Wavrir
head coach

,2-•
'I
n!•

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

480
647
4137
176
175
1147

WE ARE OPEN...
CHECK OUT THESE SAVINGS!

nt to
k ku
1, so

ma.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
-Your more than one company agency '

MSU cagers...

After cleaning up with a 23-22 upset win over Middle Tennessee State
on Saturday, several Murray State Racers cleaned up with the Ohio
Valley Conference weekly honors, the league announced today.
Topping the list of honorees for MSU was Tony Clark. Playing in his
final home game, the senior out of Decatur, Ga., recorded 20 tackles,
seven solo tackles and a pass break-up. He also applied the hit that forced a fumble to set up the Racers' first field goal and intercepted a pass
late in the game that set up the winning score. Clark not only claimed
OVC Defensive Player of the Week, but was the nation's top Division IAA defender as well.
Quarterback Michael Proctor, who threw for 210 yards and rushed for
89 more, shared the OVC Offensive Player of the Week honors with
Eastern Kentucky's Elroy Harris.
Greg Duncan, who kicked three field goals and two extra points, was
named the league's Specialist of the Week. It is the third time in six
starts that Duncan has claimed the honor.
Eric Crigler shared OVC Offensive Linemand of the Week honors.
Murray State recorded 378 total yards against the conference's most
feared defense.
Murray State closes its season at Austin Peay on Saturday.

22-18
with

?des
lded

"The sky's the limit for this
team," defensive end Bruce Smith
said. "All we've got to do is keep
our heads and not get carried
away with what we've done.
"We play the New York Jets

Murray State 'cleans up'
Ohio Valley weekly honors

High

Ding
very

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Bills close in on AFC East with 31-6 rout of Miami
MIAMI I
— The Buffalo
Bills are closing in on the AFC
East title and trying to keep their
emergence as one of the NFL's
better teams in perspective.
The Bills improved the league's
best record to 10-1 Monday night
with a 31-6 victory over the Miami
Dolphins and can clinch their first
division championship since 1980
by beating the New York Jets next
week.
Ronnie Harmon and Robb Riddick scored two touchdowns
apiece and Cornelius Bennett led a
defense that limited Miami's sputtering offense to 257 net yards as
Buffalo extended the club's
longest winning streak since 1974
to six games.
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SCOREBOARD

Minnesota's Puckett makes
team for third straight year
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Orel Hershiser and Frank Viola, the Cy Young Award
winners, were picked for the 1988 The Associated Press Major League
All-Star team, and outfielder Kirby Puckett of Minnesota was named for
the third straight year.
.•
Hershiser, the Most Valuable Player of the NL playoffs and the World
Series, was a unanimous selection as the right-handed starter, receiving
165 points from a nationwide panel of writers and broadcasters in voting
announced Monday.
Third baseman Wade Boggs of Boston and relief pitcher Dennis
Eckersley of Oakland were nearly unanimous selections. Boggs received 155 points at third and Gary Gaetti — the only other player to receive
votes at that position — got nine. Eckersley beat John Franco of Cincinnati by that same margin.
The American League dominated the AP team, filling eight of 12 spots,
including all three in the outfield.
Alan Trammell of Detroit was picked as the shortstop, Paul Molitor of
Milwaukee as the designated hitter and Viola of Minnesota as the lefthanded starter.
Puckett, Jose Canseco of Oakland and Mike Greenwell of Boston are
the outfielders.
National Leaguers picked were first baseman Will Clark of San Francisco, second baseman Ryne Sandberg of the Chicago Cubs, catcher
Benito Santiago of San Diego and Hershiser. Santiago last year became
the first rookie named an AP All-Star.
Hershiser should be used to no one voting against him. He was a
unanimous pick last week for the Cy Young Award.
"Unanimous is hard to attain, so how can you expect it?" he said."My
career will go downhill from here."
Eckersley had 45 saves during the season, one short of Dave Righetti's
major-league record.
Eckersley failed to get a save in Game 1 of the World Series when Los
Angeles' Kirk Gibson hit a two-run homer with two outs in the ninth
inning.
"How can I be disappointed with the season I've had?" he said. "At
the beginning of the year, I would have thought 30 saves would be a great
year."
Boggs isn't big on awards. For him, the enjoyment is on the field.
"That's the fun part of the game," he said, "the one-on-one confrontation between you and the pitcher. Get a hit, you win. Strike out, you
lose."
There were three close races. Clark, who led the NL in runs batted in
with 109 and was tied for third in homers with 29, got 58 votes, eight more
than Mntreal's Andres Galarraga. Clark displaced Don Mattingly of the
New York Yankees, who had been the first baseman from 1984-87.
Sandberg beat Cleveland's Julio Franco 37-29 at second and Santiago
beat California's Bob Boone 39-32 at catcher. Santiago hit .248 with 10
homes and 46 RBI.
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Deer Alert /Anknel Warning Device
For &Mote
rif
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v0,0 860 rat •refirm

Oil Change
Filter and Lube
'Includes up
to 5 quarts
mapor brand

1595*

Brake Special
•Turn

rotors

and
drums

oil, filter, and

3995*

lube
While You Welt

per axle

Economy Mufflers
Installed
•Doub,
Wra0Ped
•Ouret Sound
•Galv_an!zed

Shell
Includes

395*
AreteriCtRe

2695
Heavy Duty Shocks
•Instailed

Labor Clamps P. Hangers

• Most

Premium Muffler

at additional
cost
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LIGHT MECHANICAL REPAIRS
"Chock with Doug. Ronnie or Ed"

See Women's Basketball at its Finest Wednesday night in Racer Arena!

PARTS PLUS
514 So 12th St

753 1750
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Your Individual Horoscope

Frames Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,NOVEM BER 16,1988
,M11•11,

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You may be invited to an unusual
entertainment. Affectionate ties are
favored today, but avoid involving
friends in your business dealings.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
fit
Social contacts prove helpful to
you in business today. A new investment opportunity arises now. Some
strain may exist in a partnership.
Cooperate for harmony's sake.

favored
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
LEO
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A trace of yesterday's tension on (July 23 to Aug 22)
You may not find what you're
the job may still be felt today, but
This is a day when couples will feel looking for when shopping today.
luck is with you in publishing and extra close to each other. Vary your Chances for financial gain and recogeducational matters. Dating is a plus routine where entertainment is con- nition arise in business. You impress
cerned. Tonight favors going out to others favorably
now.
some place fantastic.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
VIRGO
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Cgik
Legal
You'll have more fun at home with (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
This is no time to withdraw into 1
The personal touch works for you yourself. Be sure to meet with others
family and guests than elsewhere. A
surprising development on the job is in business. Your charm opens the socially today as you'll have an extra
positive. Investment interests are doorways to success now. It's a poor special good time. Romance is highSUMMARY OF
day to shop for the children. Innova- lighted.
ORDINANCE OF
tive ideas come tonight.
PISCES
)isiss
CALLOWAY
LIBRA
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
4604
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zb-t
Be careful whom you confide in COUNTY FISCAL
COURT
Others will find you very attractive today. Some matters should be kept
now. Romance and dating are high- to yourself. Both business and finan- AN ORDINANCE OF
Answer to Previous Puzzle
lighted today. A new idea comes for a cial interests turn for the better now. THE FISCAL COURT
OF THE COUNTY OF
creative project. Local travel is fun.
CALLOWAY,
KENASTER
LAY
SCORPIO
IF BORN TODAY, you have a TUCKY, RELATING
/EDO
DEITY
ONE, (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
genuine interest in society and its TO AND PROVIDING
BARREL
You'll do some impulse shopping problems. You may be drawn to law, FOR THE ISSUANCE
AORTAS
today. You'll want time now to spend teaching, and government service. OF $1,795,000 PRINANET
TA
alone with a loved one. Pleasure You are good in crisis situations and CIPAL
MA IM
CAD
NOSE
AMOUNT
comes through family interests, more often than not rise to the (WHICH MAY BE INAGO
STRINGENT
though ego needs watching tonight. occasion when challenged. You're CREASED
OR
Mlia SUE
ROE
AU
SAGITTARIUS
DECREASED
BY
intense,
dramatic,
and
often
artistiMIC I IZEI T E R
A I D
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
de cally talented. Though you'd make a THE AMOUNT OF
SEED
SEC
ABLE
Beware of defective goods if shop- good partisan for a cause, at times $190,0001 OF SPECIAL
ED
ETON
ping today. A lovely invitation comes you can be fixed in your views. OBLIGATION BONDS
LAPSES
ODDEST
to visit with friends. Singles meet Birthdate of: Dwight Gooden, base- (SCHOOL BUILDING
ORA
BOARD
RIO
with romantic introductions. Be origi- ball player; Burgess Meredith, actor; REVE1,-TE BONDS)
ACt,1RDANCE
IN
BET
TRESS
SPY
nal tonighi
and Joanna Pettet actress
WIrH
SECTIONS

38 Roman road
40 Choice part
42 Either
43 Weird
45 Game of
chance
47 Three.
prefix
49 N.J. team
50 Brooks
54 Surgical
thread
57 Also
58 Jeer at
60 Anglo-Saxon
money
61 Still
62 Hebrew
measures
63 Wooden pin

2

DOWN
1 Chinese
pagoda
2 Ventilate
3 Consecrated
4 "The —
Cuckoo'

3

4

12

5

6

7

8

9

13

15

17
20

23

21

30

33

25

35

26

27

28

32

36

37

a

38

39

40

43

44

41
45

42
46

49
4748

50

51

52

53

57

58

61

62

I DON T CARE WHAT YOUR
TICKET SAYS KID.,SIT
COLON OVER THERE!

54
59

10 Possess
11 Obtain
16 River duck
18 Flesh
20 Related on
mother's
side
22 Eagle's nest
23 Commonplace
24 Little
26 Deface
27 Previous
28 Novel
31 Negative ion
34 Through

31

34

11

18

24

29

10

14

16
19

22

5 — man
(strong
person)
6 In addition
7 "Rich Man.
Man''
8 Mistake
9 Meadow

55

56

60
63

YOU TOO! SIT WHERE
I TELL YOU OR I'LL
BREAK ALL YOUR ARMS!
HERE HAVE A PROGRAM!!

36 Bears
witness to
39 Ceremony
41 Kitchen
ending
44 Muse of
poetry
46 Bar legally
48 Mohammedan
priest
50 Pigpen
51 Pedal digit
52 Decay
53 Petition
55 Native metal
56 Scold
59 Close by•
abbr

YES MA'AM ..TH15
15 MY REPORT ON THE
"TINY TOTS" Co

By GARY LARSON

1

magi

THE FAR SIDI

1 Small loop
4 Figuration
9 Ship's
record
12 Be ill
13 Choir voice
14 Female sheep
15 Rugged
mountain
crest
17 Sleeping
19 Withered
21 Fish eggs
22 Reaches
25 Inclined
roadways
29 Teutonic
deity
30 South
American
animal
32 Sour
33 Tear
35 Babylonian
hero
37 — de Janeiro

"Egad! ... Sounds like the farmer's wife has really
flipped out this timer'

I ENJOYEr THIS CONCERT
MORE THAN ANY OTHER
BECAUSE I GOT TO
BE AN USHER..

geR

MD!

John R. Bright. D.O.

Dermatologist
coming to Murray

45,
PO 400 KNOW WI-IAT YOU
GET WHEN (-000 PICK THE
RAISINS OFF YOUR TOAST'?

PRETTY &OOP,
SGT. LUGG,
BUT YOU FORGOT
ONE THING

4

2

04S

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

ROE'

Murray's first dermatologist,
John R. Bright, DO., specializes
in the diagnosis and treatment of
disorders of the skin, hair, nails as
well as skin cancers and surgery
of the skin.
Dr. Bright's office staff began
scheduling appointments Monday,
Nov. 14, and he will begin seeing
patients on Monday, Nov. 21, The
office is in suite 281 of the Medical
Arts Building and the telephone
number is (5021 759-9800.
Dr. Bright earned his bachelor's
degree from Roosevelt University, Chicago, in 1973 and received
his medical degree from the
Chicago College of Osteopathic
Medicine in 1977.
He completed his internship at
the Naval Regional Medical
Center in Oakland, CA, in 1978.
Completing a fellowhsip in
aerospace medicine in 1979, he
served four years as a naval flight
surgeon.
His residency in dermatology
was completed in the Department
of Dermatology, Naval Hospital,
San Diego, CA, from 1983 to 1986.
Dr. Bright is certified by the
American Board of Dermatology
and is a Fellow in the American
Academy of Dermatology.
Recently, Dr. Bright left the
Naval Service with the rank of
commander. He was assistant
chief of the Department of Dermatology at the Naval Hospital in
Charleston, S.C.
He was a full-time faculty staff
member in the teaching program,
chairman of the credentials committee and a clinical instructor in
dermatology at the Medical
University of South Carolina
where he was recently presented
with the 1988 Hospital Teacher of
the Year Award.
As a member of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital medical
Staff, Dr. Bright will provide a
much needed specialty to area
health care consumers.

162.120 THROUGH
162.300 OF KENTUCKY
REVISED
STATUTES, TO PROVIDE FUNDS FOR
SCHOOL BUILDING
PURPOSES, PROVIDING AND DETERMINING THE DUTY
OF SAID COUNTY IN
CONNECTION WITH
THE OPERATION OF
THE SCHOOL PROPERTY AND THE
CREATION
OF
FUNDS SUFFICIENT
TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON SAID
REVENUE BONDS AS
AND WHEN THEY
MATURE AND THE
CREATION OF AN
ADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE AND
INSURANCE FUND,
AND AUTHORIZING
THE EXECUTION OF
A LEASE OF SUCH
FOREGOING PROPERTY TO THE
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF CALLOWAY
COUNTY,
KENTUCKY.
The Ordinance was
introduced and given
first
reading
on
November 8, 1988, to be
given second reading
and adopted at 10:00
A.M.
C.S.T.,
on
November 22, 1988 and,
authorizes the issuance
of $1,795,000 of County
of Calloway School
Building
Revenue
Bonds, Series of 1988,
dated December 1,
1988, pursuant to the
provisions of Sections
162.120 through 162.300,
of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes
o the
"Bonds" o.
The Bonds mature as
to principal in each of
the years 1989 through
2008 and bear interest
from their date at rates
established by Resolution following the
advertised public competitive sale of said
Bonds on November 22,
1988.
The Bonds do not
constitute
an
indebtedness of the County but are payable only
from revenues derived
from the lease of the
school improvements
constructed from the
proceeds of said Bonds
to the Board of Education of Calloway County, Kentucky, in accordance with the terms of
a Contract. Lease and
Option, dated as of
December I, 1988. by
and between the County and the Board. The
Board has entered a
Participation Agreement with The School
Facilities Construction
Commission of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky under which the
Board will receive up to
$255,453 per annum
from the Commission
to be applied toward
the payment of the annual requirement on
the Bonds.
The proceeds of the
Bonds will be used only to meet the costs of
constructing the North
Elementary School
Renovation. North
Elementary School Addition,
Southwest
Elementary School
Renovation,
and
Southwest Elementary
School Addition and the
expenses incident to the
authorization and sale
of the Bonds A copy of
the Ordinance is
available in the office
of the County Clerk.
This Summary was
prepared by Henry M
Reed III, Bond Counsel
a/ Teresa Rushing
County Court Clerk

Legal

NOTICE OF
BOND SALE
The County Clerk
of Calloway County, Kentucky, will
until 10:00 A.M.,
C.S.T., on Novem
ber 22, 1988, receive
at her Office at the
Courthouse in Murray,
Kentucky
42071, sealed competitive bids for
$1,795,000 of the
County's School
Building Revenue
Bonds, Series of
1988,
dated
December 1, 1988,
maturing as to
principal in varying amounts on
December 1 in each
of the years 1989
through 2008; subject to redemption
prior to their stated
maturities
on
December 1, 1998.
Bids must be on
Official Bid Form
contained in Information for Bidders,
available from the
undersigned
or
J.J.B. Hilliard,
W.L. Lyons, Inc.,
P.O. Box 32760,
Louisville, Kentucky 40232-2760.
Sale on taxexempt basis, subject to qu'lified approving legal opinion of Henry M.
Reed III, Bond
Counsel, Louisville,
Kentucky;
who
considers
the
Bonds as "qualified
tax-exempt obligations" within the
meaning of Section
265(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code which financial institutions
may treat as acquired
before
August 8, 1986.
Right to reject
bids, waive informality or adjust
principal amount
awarded reserved.
COUNTY OF
CALLOWAY,
KENTUCKY
By s/Teresa
Rushift
County Clerk
2 .Notice
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel,
Also,

and

tape

included

Slides, negatives
photographs. Free

arid delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,

pick up

Video Production
Specialties 759 9246.

2

Notice

BURGESS
WATER WELL &
PUMP CO.
Water Well Drilling
Pump Sales and Service

Alan Burgess
(502) 247-6658
Mayfield, Ky.
Water For America
Since 1954
Fr.. E stomaiss
11•1141:41 S•nroc•

BUR DOT Ceramics
new hours. Classes
Tuesday and Thursday
10a.m. 2p.m. and 6p m
10p.m. 474 2708.
GLASS Repair & Replacement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, in
sulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete Glass, Dixieland Cen
ter, 753-0180
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can 529.99.
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.

GOING out of Business
Sale at Save Unlimited
lamp and shade factory
outlet! Brass, glass,
wooden, ceramic
lamps 250c off already
low prices! Hours
Wednesday Friday
lla.m.-3p.m.; Saturday
12p.m.-4p.m. Final day
is November 19th. 753
2332. Located in Southside Shopping Center.

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance will have to
pay the first $540.0
before
Medicare
pays anything. For
free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"
WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502.247 6762.
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$109
- (20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words
The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appeal'
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contact
Ledger & Times
753-1916

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

.4111111Nr.

SEC
year
mini,
of s
peri
Succ
wi I
sec r
cluC
bookl
proco
Posi•
cello
verb,
skill
Skillt
good
and
°the'
requi
work
ferer
alien'
the
deadl
per
requi
Appl
Servo
Spar
Slat
Mur
E0E,

II

suri
sup
$ur,

par

Call Our Classified
Department Today At
733-15141

Mirrray Ledger & Times
When, Clasoltfrod Ads
Get Result*

rate
mat
doc
give
0
Say
You
call

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1088

CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

Murray
Furniture
Mart

6

Help

Wanted

1250 A day process phone
orders, people call you
615 366-0292 ext. 338.

9. Situation

Wanted

WILL mow, bag up and
remove leaves 759 4444
WILL rake leaves and
clean out gutters 753
9491,
WILL sit with sick or
elderly. Experienced
Phone 759 4077 between
4p.m.-8p.m
Ask for
Jennifer.
WILL stay with elderly
days, nights, part time
Experienced. 753 3677

20

Sports
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Miirray Ledger & Times
Equipment

32. Apts for

HUFFY 1) speed good
shape lock and water
bottle 762 4464
REMINGTON Wing
Master model 870, 12
gauge magnum, pum
ped ribbed goose barrel,
shoulder pad, new,
never fired, $325 753
8130

Rent

FURNISHED apart
ments. 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Also sleeping rooms_ No
chi.ldren, no pets
Zimmerman Apart
ments, South 16th 753
6609.

44

Lots for Sale
SHADY lot in Sherwood
Forest All Serv :es
759 9268

49

Used

Cars

53. Services

Offered

53

Services

Offered

APPLIANCE 5E12
GENERAL repair
VICE
Kenmore, Carpentry, plumbing,
Westinghouse, roofing, yard and tree
DRY cleaning presser
Whirlpool
28 years work, wood $25 a rick
Good hours, good
45 Farms for Sale
experience
Parts and Call 436-2642
wages. Apply in person
service Bobby Hopper. GUTTERING by Sears.
23 ACRES, small lake,
Boone's Laundry, 605
753 4872 or 436 5848
Sears continuous guttimber, Kirksey area
Main.
BRICK block & concrete ters installed for your
753-8248 or 753 2279
EASY Work! Excellent
Located inside
BEDROOM apart
driveway
s,
sidewalks
, specifications Call
SURVEYED wooded
Pay! Assemble pro
ment for rent. $225 per
patios, house foundations, Sears 753 2310 for tree
Uncle Jeff's
ducts at home. Call for
month, plus deposit. acres near Kentucky
chimneys
New
and
ref) estimate,
24. Miscellaneous
information. 504-641
753 8127 after 5p.m. Lake, good road front•
Spencer air. 27 years experience P A. ROSE carpet and
age, very reasonable
8003 Ext. A-8047.
GALLON barrels for MUR•Cal apts. Nor- price,
Free estimates Large or upholstery
S24,000. Phone
cleaning
E LECTRICIANS 1 2. Instruction
sale. Keith's Lawn & thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
TOONIPIAY small jobs Charles Bar Quality results and.
Kopperud Realty 753Needed for work in
Tractor, Industrial Now renting. Equal
nett
753,5476.
satisfaction 759•4.150.
West Kentucky and
Housing Opportunity. 1222.
Road, 759,9831.
CONTRACTOR
Por
PLUMBING repairman
Tennessee. Top wages
BLAIR
EASY Go gas golf carts 759 4984.
table storage buildings,
Recliners
plus per diem. Send
with same day service.
ROOM for rent fur
Call after 5p.m
pole
general
barns,
46 Homes for Sale
resume to: P.O. Box
Call 759.4850.
nished, 1 block from
436-2116.
rk/UN
home improvement
10.40-A, Murray, Ky.
PROFESSIONAL
TO BE A
Quality work for less
FIREWOOD for sale. campus, $75 per month 1 BEDROOM home in 1977
DATSUN B 210
country. 2 extra sleepPROFESSIONAL
plus utilities. 759 4104.
437-4667.
Free estimates. 8'x12' Painting Contractor
a lob? 4 openings
753-5380
*SECRETARY
evenings.
ing
Swivel Rockers NEED
rooms upstairs
Brighten up your home.
for $585. 489-2663.
now. You may qualify
FIREWOOD for Sale TAKING applications large
•SECJRECEPTIONIST
living room and 1979 T BIRD, S1,206 DUNAWAY
Call now to book your
'S
Tree removal. Free for Section 8. Rent
Painting
if: (1)you do not have
•EXECUTNE SECRETARY
dining
after
5p.m 753 7323
room
Central
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
interior, exterior, re- top notch Quality Pain
estimate. 436.2758
GED or your high
Siert imaNy F 014 time/par. twrie
gas heat and air
ter who has years
12 1979 VOLKSWAGON sidential, commerci
BR. Apply Hilldale
Learn word processmg and
school diploma, (2) you
al
miles
east of Murray. Rabbit, 4 door, A/C, 753-6951,
reeled secre•n* Wilts Home
Apts., Hardin, Ky
GRANNY
Kountry have been out of school
if no answer, experience in 1-2,3 story
FIREWO
OD
for
sale
Study av &tuba Trancv
150,000. Call 753 1203
stereo cassette, stick 753-2332. Ask for
homes and businesses,
Equal Housing
Krafts will be open on 9 months or more,
Mike.
NroT Nmoaurners Panora ecn FL
(3)
Red oak seasoned or
1 BEDROOM Kentucky shift 762-4464.
has all tools and
Opportunity
weekends through Dec. you are between ages 16
green $25 dumped $30
rfINANCIAL Al0 AVAlLABLE
Lake home near Pine 1981 BUICK Century, V 6,
equipment No iob too
11th, 1988. It will then & 21. We are a EOE.
•JCEI PLACEMENT ASSiSTMICt
stacked. 436 5430
34 Houses tor Rent
Crest Resort. Quiet and 4 door, power and air, FOR most any type large or too small
close for winter. This project is funded
GO
carts,
driveway white rock Phone now 753'5192
go carts, go 1
1-800-327-7728
Sweatshirts, pillows, by the Western Ky.
BEDROOM cabin with private setting, for sale cruise, AM/FM, new
carts! 5 HP single and
also, any type gravel, REDING and
THE HART SCHOOL
folkart, crocheted dolls, Private Industry
Carter's
garage in Cypress or lease. Owner financ- General white letter tires,
double
seats. Keith's
ing, low down payment very good Kentucky car. girt and sand call Roger complete mobile home
• Le...
•_
decorated hats and Council- JTPA. Call
Springs
area. No chilre0,10C .14emOe,
Lawn
&
Tractor Center,
Hudson, 753 4545 or repayrs service
brooms, quilts, antique J.T.P.A. Out Of School
Call
dren or pets. $220 per and low monthy $1250. See at Ruthie's
Industrial Road. Call
payments
Gulf, 5 Points 116th and 753-6763.
492 8806 for estimate
baby cradle and 753 9378 between 8.30
month. Contact Bob
759-983J.
Chestnut), 489- 2278.
HAMILTON Cultured FOR Sale- 3 storage
grapevine wreaths. 12100 5 days a week.
Perrin at Kopperud (502)442-5647.
LARGE, large, large Realty.
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, 1981 MAZDA GLC, 1 marble and tile 643 Old sheds like
H ours: Friday NOW HIRING
753-1222.
houses,
MAN
selection of storage
house in Kirksey on 464 door, 5 speed, great gas Benton Rd. 753 9400.
6p.m.-9p.m.; Saturday AGER AND
complete electric in
2 BEDROOM house in
ATTENbuildings in stock for
W
New
carpet
mileage.
and
10a.m.•6p.m.; Sunday DANTS FOR
After
5p.m.
DUNCAN'
S landscap
Pine Bluff Shores, par
every way 2 TVs, color.
MURRAY
:
..i... ._
immediate delivery
Extra nice
12p.m. 6p,m. 5 miles G AS AND
753-7323.
mg and lawn service 1 dryer 3 lots for sale
tially furnished, $150 wallpaper
CONAcree Portable
489
2685.
south of Murray on Hwy VENIENCE STORE.
sw
.11.49.
1
1982
14.CAMARO
provided
for the Murray with complete nook ups
extra
per month. Call 753 6660
Buildings, Mayfield,
121.
5 ROOM house on large nice and clean car. area
For free es
days; 753-6121 nights.
for mobile homes. Rare
REPLY TO: P.O. BOX
Ky 502-Q47 7831.
lot
in
Hardin
(on
Com
Excellen
P RETTY PUNCH 2242, PADUCAH, KY
t
paint
job - timates phone 753-3266.
Doberman pinchers,
BEDROOM house on
ORDER Now. Christ
merce
St.),
12
years
blue,
old,
Embroidery- Sweat- 42001.
51,000
actual
Glendale Road, behind
LICENSED Elecfri , fond and rust color,
Train to be a
mas trees, wholesale
753-7468.
$25,000.
shirts! Lynda Ward, 2 N OW hiring
miles.
After
5p.m.
492- cian, Doug Jones Elec
AKC registered. 2
Golden Corral. Couples
•TRAVEL AGENT
for
(502)247-7831
miles west of Hazel on Christmas: Earn
only. No pets. $250. BY Owner 3 bedroom, 2 8261.
tric. Residential wiring mobile homes
You
up to
• TOUR GUIDE
bath,
State Line Road 893. 500 50% of what you sell
brick
with
1982
REGAL Somersef and electrical and elec
have to see to believe!
753•4389 or 753-5960.
in
• AIRLINE
patterns, glue, guaran- Avon products
fireplace
SEASON
can
and
Limited,
2
ED
firewood
fully loaded, tric motor repairs. No Call for an appointment
. Cali
garage_ 753 9983.
RESER VAT ION 1ST
teed „needles. Free pat- 753-0171.
436-2744.
AM/FM cassette, vel- rewinding
36. For Rent or Lease
Call 492 8806.
tern with each visit.
our
interior, sharp. 759 4751.
THE Gold Nugget
Start Locally, FUN tknelpert
ROCKY COLSON Home
POSITIONS available
14x28 SHOP, furnished
Free catalog with pur- for
753-0509
or 759-1543.
Gold- Diamonds Black for
time. Train on Iles airline
Registered Nurses,
L&L Roofing & General Repair Roofing, siding,
use as a stripping HIGHLIGHTING corn
chase of kit. Taking full time
Hills Gold
computers. Home Study
Discount shed. 759-4707.
and part time,
fort. Brick design is a 1983 CADILLAC El Repair. Also, gutter painting, plumbing,
custom orders. Sweat- various
jewerlry every day. We
Dorado, loaded, new tires repair and painting. concrete
and Resident Training.
shifts. PR N
Free es
MOBILE home lot for Special feature. Tr -level
shirts sizes S buy old gold. If we don't
and shocks, excellent Free estimates,
Nat'l. headquaters,
positions available at
1000 timates. Call 474 2307 or
rent, east of Murray. traditional. Quiet street,
XXXLarge: 54-$6.
have what you want, we
Pompano Bch., FL.
special salary
For
great family area, cheery conditon, 83,000 miles. discount for Senior 753-6973.
Call after 5p.m
Children's sizes 2-16: $3.
will get it *Free ring
more information
•FINANCIAL AID
SEASONED oak
on
fireplace, central air, $6500 or will trade. 759- citizens. 474 8057.
753-9227
Phone 492-8580.
cleaning. We sell for
9698.
tact Personnel De
family room, many built
firewood. 753 5476.
AVAILABLE
MAX W. Parker,
PUNCH embroidery partment
less
Guaranteed. 37. Livestock-Supplies
(502)444 2125
ins, eat-in kitchen, 5 beAttorney at Law. For
SEWING machine rep
•JOB PLACEMENT
supplies! 3 miles nor- or 1 800-633 1178
Special orders availa(in KY)
drooms, 2 1/2 baths, kitmen County Attorney
air
All makes and
Now it's
FOR
Sale
10
month
theast of Hazel on old or 1 800
old
ASSISTANCE
ble. Southside Court
5435. Lourdes
chen
appliances included,
+ormer District Judge. models, home and in
Murray- Paris Rd. at Hospital, 1530 Lone
Square, Mayfield, KY. registered polled Her
Oak
1-800-327-7728 247-6761
Office, 104 N. 4th St., dustry
Call Kenneth
ford bull. Victor Breed- game room. A real find•the Green Plains Road, Paducah.
KY
don't wait! Call Dian .Murray, 753 3153: Barnhill, 753 2674,
.125-3229
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
7011 F,ee
Church. Receive a free 42001.
TWO adjacent .plots, ing. 437,4667.
753 1492, Century 21
Home, 753-7900.
Stella, Ky, Hwy 121 N
pattern and catalog POSITION
(Accroditod M•mtwof NNSC)
Murray Memorial SIMMENTAL and Loretta
available for
Jobs Realtors.
M I T CH E L L Paving
SHEETROCK finishing,
with purchase of legal
Gardens, Garden of Simbrah bulls. Per
clerk. Consists of
LARGE brick house,
Driveways, parking new or repair 436 2811
needles. Also will take handling
Devotion. For both, $800 formance & semen
contacts with
bedrooms with fulllots, seal coating aria TELEPHONE wiring
14. Want to Buy
orders. 492-8360.
Excellent qual
or best offer. P.O. Box tested
attorneys and clients.
+:,triping. Also, lacks installed
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, length closets, living
SPECIAL Notice Previous
phones
1040-S,
Murray.
CIVIL
war
artifacts
,
office exroom with fireplace,
limestone, gravel, top moved residence aria
Ky. 522 7630.
Mennonite Bake Sale at perience
New & Used
required. Ex- guns, swords, etc Ask
dining
room,
den
soil
and
grading.
and
Phone
Flippens Hillbilly Barn cellent benefits.
business experience°
GM Executives &
Bring for Larry 753 3633.
38. Pets-Supplies
eat in kitchen, 2 baths,
WATER heaters, elec
753 1537.
N o v . 1 9 & 23 , resume to:
Call Bobby Wade 753
204 West JUNK cars and trucks
Program
Vehicles
large
basement
tric,
gallon,
40
double
with
MOBIL
E HOME 2220
9a.m.-4p.m. Grandma Blythe St Paris
) PARAKEETS with
Ask for Larry 753 3633
fireplace, garage with
heating elements, 5 cage, 2 cockatiels
Specialist
repair. WET BASEMENT. We
Miller's Country Ba
with
901-642-3000
electronic
glass-lined
years,
tank,
door
opener,
leveling, underpinning, make wet basements
kin'. Phone 901-782-3412.
cage. 759 1742.
15 Articles for Sale
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
$119.99. Wallin Hard
breaker system, much
set ups, tear downs, dry. Work completely
1 BEAGLES 2 males, 1
1987 MODEL Magic
storage space, large lot
ware. Downtown Paris,
roofs, floors, plumbing, guaranteed
female Good running
Call or
Chef kitchen range, Tn.
with trees shrubs and 1984 CAMARO,
metallic wiring, washing, write Morgan Con
dogs One 9 month old
almond in color, bought
WE service all brands pup started. Call after flowers, Olive Blvd., gray, V 6, excellent hurricane straps. 759
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
new at Underwood's. of kerosene heaters and
Murray, 759 4167.
.condition. 489-2341_
4850.
5p.m. 431-4313.
409A, Paducah, Ky
489 2877 after 6p.m.
carry a full line of parts
MUST
sell! 1 bedroom -1984 LINCOLN Town
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
AKC Siberian Huskie
) PROFESSIONAL hair
Keith's Lawn & Trac
house and lot 3/4 mile Car signature series,
WILL do plumbing in
puppies
blue eyes,
436-5355 •
dryer chairs left. Price
In skilled area Of
Septic
Tanks
tor, Industrial Road,
from
Kentucky Lake. loaded, dark blue,
stallation & reparrs..Ail
mother a rare solid
greatly
reduced
for
9831.
759
Professional 'Chimney
long term care faciliPumped
white, wormed and Full basement could be 35,XXX miles, $9,900.
guaranteed. Free es
quick sale! Need space!
WOOD for sale oak and shots,
converted into 2 be
...Sewer lines cleaned
436 5508.
timates. Phone 492 8899
Cleaner
$175 $200
ty. Full or part time,
JJ & Co. (formerly
hickory, $25 a rick
...Grease Traps
drooms. Make an offer. 1985 1/2 FORD 4tscorf
(901)986 9520.
. or 753-1308.
Joyce's) 753 2511.
pumped
Offering Fire Box Repair
flexible hours, salary
759 9313 after 5p m
AKC puppies- Scottish Financing available. L. 5 speed, AM FM
WILL do roofing.
...Portable
toilet
SPACES
Memorial
in
Call Dale Clark 753-1412 cassette, 31,000 miles,
Damper Installation,
negotiable.
Terriers, West High
plumbing, painting, &
rentals
Gardens for sale 489
9a.m.
5P.m.
excellent
trailer
...Office
condition,
rental
land
Custom Hoods and Bird
$4,
Terriers, Australia
yard work. Call
2448
Apply at
27. Mobile Homes :or Sale
400. 759-1132.
• sales
Terriers and Cocker
753-4370.
Screens
) SWEET 8. Sassy
NESTLED
countrys
in
1986
CUTLASS Ciera
Spaniels. 489-2246.
WILL do yard work
dresses, Size 5. 1 Turn of 10x45 MOBILE home for
Senior Citizens Discount
ENGLISH Springer ide. Congenial brick LS, white with gray
Reasonably priced Call
the Century coat, Size 5. storage, $600 753 5686.
24 Hour Answering Service
tradtional
home
velour,
Mobile John &
handles
fully loaded with
Bob at 753 8391..
1050. 2 BEDROOM Spaniel, miniature red
Call 753-6298 after 5p.m.
family
22,000
needs.
actual miles.
On a full
Dachshund. AKC shots,
YARD landscaping
Septic Service
SLIDE IN camper, trailer all storm win
wormed. Call nights acre, a sole owner. 2 car 753 0509 or 759-1543.
Leveling driveways and
527-9945
self contained, 5700. 13 dows, screens; electric; 527-9370.
Help Wanted
6
garage,
fireplace cozi- 1987 FORD Escort GL
bushhogging 436 5430
ton log splitter, $700. underpinning; porch;
1 800 592,3308
ness, central air, cathe- stationwagon, loaded,
1401 S. 16th St.
REGISTERED English
$2,500. 753-3279.
BOOKKEEPER with
or 753 0659
Call 753 7783 after 5p m
dral ceilings, "great" low mileage 1988 LTD
1974 WAYSIDE 12x60, 1 Pointers, trained, 3 1/2
strong accounting and
Murray, Ky.
FOR sale
Sharp
room, study, Florida Crown Victoria LX,.
bedrooms, central air years old. 759 1843.
computer background
copiers and fax
E 0.E. M/F
room, out buildings, 3 only 7,000 miles, loaded.
WES -11ES Champion
Excellent salary. Send
machines. Demo units and gas, partly fur
bedrooms, 2 baths. Plus 1901)2475397
resume only to: P.O.
Coach line AKC, Satisfaction *Near
also available. Calf nished. B 5
schools
re
1987 FORD Taurus GL,
guarante
e
Estates.
$300
$600.
Box 1040-M, Murray.
753 8169 before
1 800 248 4319, Benton,
9 Situation Wanted
creaton. At this price • call alloy wheels, new tires,
759-4556.
3p m.
Ky
E XECUTIVE
now! 753-1492 Century 21 excellent condition, be
SECRETARY. Two CHRISTIAN lady will NEW Ebony vanity
Loretta Jobs.
Custom Kitchen
43
low average retail,
Real Estate
years of college and a do housecleaning. Re sink, 25x22, $50.
Cabinets
1 BAY clean up shop 16 NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, $10,200. 759-1132.
minimum of four years ferences available. 492
753 6812.
brick home with large 2 1987 TOYOTA Camry, 5
8899
miles north on 121 on 1
of secretarial ex
NINETENDO video
Mobile Horne
All Types Of Energy speed, 30,000 miles. $9000.
acre with all hook ups car garage
perience required. VIVIAN Starks at 1014 game cartridges: Super
efficient central gas 436 5382
Repairs
for a trailer. 753-0318.
Woodworking
•
Successful candidate Story Ave. would like 2 Mario, 2 S60. Top Gun,
Custom
heat and air Located in 1988 GRAND AM, 2 •
BUILDING
5 apart
will have strong ladies or girls for Punch out, Rygar,
Custom Built Decks
Martin
Heights
sub
door.
cruise,
&
tilt, tape, *
ments with 25x40 store
secretarial skills in , sleeping Phone 759-9231
Doors and Knobs
Contra and more, $20
division
Call 759 1503 sunroof, blue, 8,XXX •
front
plus
land
for
cluding shorthand, WANTED. Mature each. RCA XL 100, 19"
$a4.1111 sea Up
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
for an appointment.
•
miles_ 753-1701
approximately 50 apar
bookkeeping, and word lady, non smoker, to color portable TV, $75.
-Drop by & so* ow showroom
Exterior Windows
.
86 CUTLASS Supreme, •
tment uni.ts. 1303 NEW home under
processing capabilities. live-in and share utility. 759- 1545_
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - ,B•rwio Bunoi Briacb
or Bronze Storm Windows
construction
3 bed
2 door, charcoal gray,
Free rent. Call 759 4490.
Chestnut
St.,
adjoining
Position requires ex
RESTAURANT
room,
2
full bath, double fully loaded, velour
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
MSU 615 262 0000
cellent written and
a*********************
equipment for sale.
verbal communication 11
BUILDING and lot, 504 car garage on large inside, 47,000 actual
Instruction
Roofs Kool Sealed
362-8020 or 362 4814
skills, interpersonal
Maple. 100'x50' brick shady lot, city water, miles, beautiful car
"Factory Experience
SACHS Dolmar chain
fire district, cable TV. 753-0509, 759-1543
skills, professionalism,
building near down
Building & Unricing
saws, Model 111 with 3.1
NOW OPEN
town, has showroom, Close to public ramp FOR Sale or Take Over
good judgement, tact,
Mobile
Homes."
cubic
inches,
18"
bar,
and marinas in Payments 1985 Honda
INSTRUCTION
excellent for offices
Frame
and sensitivity to
Manag
ement Systems
electronic ignition, ad•Phone 1602)491.8488*
Jonathon Creek area. CR X 762 6296 or 474
others. Position also
$30,000
If interested
"rel.
LEARN TO DRIVE
.4 Complete Frame and 1_, nibudy Kalmar Facility
justable automatic
0
2780
write: I KT, P.O. Box $69,500. Phone 474 2774
requires flexibility to
TRACTOR -TRAILER chain oiling, D2M anti*MIlier Gas And Electric*
work on several dif
760, Metropolis, IL
•Ma •••••o•nca
vibration, 299 95.
50
Used Trucks
ferent tasks, careful
62960.
Furnaces
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
47
Motorcycles
POT Cererication
attention to detail, and •
1964
FREE
FORD pick up,
Visit
LOT
our
•FA or pen WM
35 40OBTL,
S3211••
Center, Industrial
the willingness to meet
subdivision, then regi
BORDERS Cycle and second owner, excellent
tronsng
Road
9831.
759
20OBTu
40
$3411deadlines. Salary S6.73 •Ortacern•ni CMO.
ster for free lake view ATV Center
Used condition 753 5668
•Flreneml
5380OBTL
S3815per hour Position will
ATVs, parts, service, 1974 DODGE van, $450
lot Located near Ky
amilatrks
16 Home Furnishings
Featuring Duz Mor Collision
require a typing test
and Barkley lakes $4, accessories and tires 489 2752
41
ALLIANCE
1920s STYLE couch and
Apply at Personnel
Repair Equipment
MAC TOIR MAILER
000 00 & Up Call Lake 200 North Main, Benton,
the only frame mat Tune of it, kind in the area .
2 chairs, new tapestry
mum.° COMPS
Campers
Services, Fourth Floor,
51
Ky 502 527-1680
Realty (502)362 4219
(EILMOOK Tii
411T.111 upholstry 753 6156
Sparks Hall, Murray
kENTUCKY Lake lot, YAMAHA YZ80 fresh 1983 TOYOTA
Cal PM him
'Full Size Vans •Rollovers •I Ton Trucks
MI= 4 PIECE living room 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
State University,
12x60 mobile home, overhaul with new Sunraider motor home,
1-8003341203
NICE big mobile home septic, well,
suite in excellent condi
Murray, KY 42071.
753-657'7
crank
753-5279
shaft. $400 753
lot goes to
34,000 miles, 1 owner,
for rent central heat survey line
lion, $200 759 1742
EOE/M - F.
8998 after 4 30p m
$16,500
full
galley
and
bath,
and air, TV tower, 442 1770 or 442
ALL the following, ex
3432
roof air, engine air,
couples only
Hazel
cellent condition: re
kOPPERUD Realty 49
sleeps four
Good gas
Used Cars
cliner chair, gold and 492 8348
offers a complete range
milage, priced to sell
TRAILER for rent Dill of
brown, $20. Old chif
1967
MG,
74,000
miles,
Real Estate services
753 0822
ferobe, dark finish with Electric
Call
with a wide selection of good condition
drawers, mirror, hang
after
5p
m
0237
753
quality homes, all
53 Services Offered
ing section, $50. Antique 29 Heating and Cooling
prices. 753-1222, toll free 1971 CUTLASS Supreme
Commercial &
pipe stand, $15. Antique EFFICI
convertible, Rocket 350 A 1 TREE Service and
1 800-251 - HOME Ext
ENT heating
If you need any form of life inpiano bench, wrought stove
711L for courteous, with extras, full power, stump removal. Your
Residential
Black
Pyramid
iron with velvet seat,
shape, heats very large competent Real Estate new top and tires, dark professional tree ser
surance, IRA, major medical, medicare
Your
Design
$30. Four small bedside
brown, excellent run
vice. All types, remo
area, 5150. 753 7276 after service_ We make buy
tables. $30 for all
supplement or nursing home inor Ours
ing & selling Real fling condition. 762 4103 val, topping, feeding.
5P.M
753 9458.
after 9p m
Free estimates 50'
Estate easy for you
surance just give us a call.
Free Estimates
R OY HILL sleeper 30. Business Rentals
LOT for sate single 1971 VW Super Beetle bucket truck and chip
sofa
and
chair,
excel
r Call 753 0904,.
convertibl
1701
We will check with several come
753
family
dwelling
,
re
Call
lent condition, brown APPROXIMATEIY 2, stricted,
LLEN'S Tree and
joins 1973 DODGE Polara, d
panies to give you the best possible
and beige tones 753 000 square feet availa
Landscaping Service
502-35
Gatesbor
best
offer
or
4-8803
door.
$500
water.
ough,
ble November 1 800
3004
Free estimates Haul
753 5094
sewer and gas 753 5541
rate and benefits and deliver the inforSouth 4th St
amoa.
CHILD'S wooden bed,
mg mulch, manure,
mation to you at your home. If you
mattress and box
gravel, dirt. 753 8619 or
for
32
Apts
Rent
spring, $75 Call after
753 6951 after 5p m_
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
4 - 30p m 753 3076
753 2332
T B-EDROOM apart
14 Hour
give you free claim service.
answering service
LARGE camel back ment for rent, $150 Call
trunk, 38Lx27Hx21W $40 753 0408 or 759 1089
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed. 753
7276 after 5P M
BEDROOM apart
Building &
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
ment in Northwood,
19 Farm Equipment
a month 759 4.406
Remodeling Si Repair
you need service, all you have to do Is ) ALL steel arch /$245BEDROO
M apart
All types rooting
buildings Straighter ment for rent near
call.
guttering
This 3 BR brick on approx. IIS acre features
downtown
Murray
sides Big doors, grain
753:5 Years Experience
kit, "Quick" delivery 4109 after 4p m
TVA Insulation, heat pump, and a
included
40x44 was MALE roommate to
BUYERS' HOME WARRANTY PLAN'
137-4890
$8,450 will take $6,300. share 2 bedroom apar
•
For more information call
40)012 WAS $13,050 1st tment, furnished, 1610
FENCE sales at Sears
$9,200, 50x112 was $19, Farmer Ave Call 759
now Call Sears 753 2310
650 now S13,750 303 757
4952 between 7p.m and
for free estimate for
MI 4000
3107
100.m
your needs

Specials
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& other
vehicles
cost less
from

$89
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Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Pans, TN

SANTA'S
HELPERS
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Mastercraft Custom
Cabinet and Remodeling

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Plum Tree Restaurant
IS now taking
reservations for

Christmas Parties

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

for groups up to 45
Private dining section.

753-4199

753-6353
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Euldene Robinson
The funeral for Mrs Euldene
Robinson will be Wednesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. A. Nowell Bingham will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist.
Active pallbearers will be Jerry
Jones, Tommy Carroll, James
iJiggs) Lassiter, Milton Jones,
David Garrison and Bobby Fike.
Honorary pallbearers will be H.
Glenn Doran, Al Lindsey and.
James M. Lassiter.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
About 2,000 Southern Baptists
from across Kentucky are expected to attend the 151st annual
Kentucky Baptist Convention.
A new president was to be
elected today to replace the Rev.
J. Howard Cobble of

Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today
Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to National Kidney
Foundation of West Tennessee,
2600 Poplar Ave, Suite 212, Memphis, Tenn. 38119.
Mrs. Robinson, 64, of 1514
Kirkwood, Murray, died Monday
at 1:30 a.m. at Jackson-Madison
County Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
She is survived by her husband,
Don Robinson, and one son, Larry
Robinson, Murray.

Elizabethtown. Wednesday, country comic Jerry Clower will give a
speech at the Owensboro Sportscenter, an event that is open to
the public.
The convention is scheduled to
end Thursday.

Robert H.
Hardin
Services for Robert H. Hardin
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz. The Rev. Roy Marquess Jr.
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Trigg
Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
Tuesday 1.
Mr. Hardin, 94, died Monday at
12:05 a.m. at Shady Lawn Nursing
Center, Cadiz.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Rosie Wallace and Mrs. Mae
Thomas, and three sons, Joe Hardin, Roy Hardin and Robert Hardin, all of Trigg County; three
sisters, Mrs. Myrt Stewart,
Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Beulah
Hobbs and Mrs. Martha Sterns,
Paducah; nine grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren.

PETER
GOTT, M D

DEAR DR GOTT- I have enlarged
glands around my carotid arteries.
My old doctor said it was dangerous
and had me take medicine. Now he's
retired, the new doctor doesn't seem
concerned and has stopped my medicine I have a constant headache and
my neck on each side has a very hard
place about 11
/
2 inches wide
DEAR READER. I do not know
whether your "enlarged glands" are

lymph nodes or the thyroid gland
If you have swollen lymph nodes,
you need a medical examination. Enlarged lymph glands can indicate infection or, in some cases, the presence
of tumors
I suspect that you have a goiter, an
enlargement of the thyroid gland Ordinarily, this is not a serious condition, and can be easily controlled by
using thyroid-hormone pills with or
without iodine supplements Thyroid
hormone medicine and iodine usually
cause shrinkage of the thyroid gland
by suppressing its manufacture of
thyroid hormones
You raise another question that has
to do with the confusion patients experience when their doctors don't
agree. Medical disagreement is a
healthy sign of a vigorous profession,
in which new and important findings

to be taken on skiboat

Bids will be taken on a deluxe
skiboat and accessories during the
16th annual Alpha Epsilon Rho
television auction, Tuesday
through Thursday, Nov. 15-17 on
Murray State University cable
channel 11.
Bidding will start at $18,500 with
financing available through Brent
Allen Watersports, Highway 94
Approximately 40 percent of the East, which has put the boat up for
calories in the average American diet bids.
The boat is a 1988 Mastercraft
are from fat, the American Heart
Association says. In order to decrease ski boat valued at $23,000. the
craft is
the risk of atherosclerosis, heart 19-foot, red and beige
engine
powered
351
-Indmar
by
a
attack and stroke, the AHA recomcomes complete with barefoot
mends less than 30 percent of calories and
boom. SAF-T-TOP, full cover and
come from fat.
custom Mastercraft trailer.

The auction, to be aired from
6:30 to 10:30 p.m. each day, will
feature over 150 items donated by
merchants in the Murray,
Mayfield and Paducah areas. The
telephone number for interested
bidders in (502) 762-4737.

Large

Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks

1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Wednesday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
You can t eat this well at home for this price.

Stock Market

DEAR TROUBLED: You are a
nice person, and you have absolutely no reason to feel any guilt
or shame. You did not commit
"incest," my dear lady! You
were a curious I1-year-old girl
who went on a fact-finding
expedition and did some preadolescent "exploring." Most children are curious about the
opposite sex, and you merely
satisfied your natural curiosity.
In all probability, your
brother has no memory of this
incident. If he has, he has
probably dismissed it as a childhood game. Almost all children
have played "doctor," or a game
of "You show me yours and I'll
show you mine." Believe me. it

is nothing to worry about, so
put it out of your mind and don't
give it another thought.
If you aren't able to unload
the unearned guilt, please see a
professional counselor.

DEAR ABBY: My son was recently married. I am a widow
struggling to make ends meet, so I
was not able to help finance the
wedding.
I just saw the wedding announcement about to be mailed. It says,
"The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Smith" (made-up
name), but there is no mention of
my name as the mother of the
groom.
My son asked his mother-in-law
why my name was not mentioned.
She told him that I had not contributed anything toward the wedding.
Is this proper etiquette?
INVISIBLE MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Your name
should have been mentioned as
the mother of the groom. You
made a very important contribution to the wedding — the
groom, without whom there
would not have been a wedding.

%moll

With Garlic Bread • Salad 89' Extra

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you
because I can't tell this to anyone
else.
I am carrying a terrible load of
guilt from my past that I can't
forgive myself for, and I can't
forget. I committed incest with my
brother when I was 11 years old and
he was only 3. This happened only
once, but I can't get it out of my
mind. I am 50 years old and he is
42. and I don't know whether he
remembers it or not. I am too
ashamed even to ask his forgiveness. We do not live close to each
other. I liv% in. the Midwest and he
lives in Chlifornia. He is happily
married with a nice family.
Without making this a book, I'll
try to fill you in on some of the
details. Our mother was sick much
of the time when we were growing
up. She was hospitalized several
times for what they called -nervous
breakdowns" Our father was a
devoted husband and a loving
father. Both parents are gone now.
I have been married to a recovering alcoholic for 30 years. He is in
A.A. and I am in Al-Anon — that's
probably what brought all this to
the surface. In trying to work the 12step program, this guilt keeps
coming up', and I don't know what
to do with it.
Please help me, Abby. Most of the
people who know me think I:m a
nice person. Writing this has been
one of the hardest things I've ever
had to do If you think printing my
letter will help someone else, you
may, but please, do not mention
where it came from.
A TROUBLED WOMAN

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$ 1 95
$ 1 19

is

By Abigail

Memories of Childhood Incest
Gnaw at WoMan's Conscience

are literally reported weekly
When doctors disagree, they owe
their patients the courtesy of resolving the issue so that patients will not
be placed in the middle Here is an instance where a third opinion would be
helpful Because your new doctor has
not taken the time and trouble to enlighten you about your condition, I
suggest that you seek another opinion.
In this way, your enlarged glands can
be explained to you and you can consider what, if any, treatment might be
appropriate.
For more information. I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Choosing a Physician." Other readers who would like a copy should send
81 with their name and address to
P.0 Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT, I've been storing
water in half-gallon clear glass jugs.
My neighbor said it will deteriorate
and that I should change it every few
months How true is this9
DEAR READER. Stored, unsterilized water can become stale and contaminated with mold. I suggest that
you either sterilize the water and the
containers (by boiling) or change the
water weekly.
c)lin NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+4.44
Gcsx13- ear
Previous Close
2085.08
I.B.M.
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
39/
1
4 -%
A.T.C.-Class A
280 28/
1
4A
Jerrie()
AT&T
Kmart
/
4
291
/
4 +1
28% +1
/
4
Briggs S: Stratton
Kroger
Chrysler
24% unc
JCPenne
CSX Corp.
Penwalt
30% + 1/4
Dean Foods...
Pillsbury
28% -1/4
Dollar Gen. Store 10/
1
4B 10%A
Quaker Oats
Exxon
42% unc
Sears
Ford
50 +1
/
4
Texaco
GAF Corp
Time Inc.
General Motors
803/i unc
U.S.Tobacco
GenCorp, Inc.
Wal-Mart
19% -i/s
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
39% -1
/
4
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

Hog market
report listed

48%
%
117% +1
/
4
323/s + 1/s
15B 15%A
341/4 unc
17 +1
/
4
52% +%
79% + 1/4
58% unc
51%

40%
40%
100
351/4
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GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
OM..

641

South

Murray
753-2617

WIC VIPS COMO*

keep TI's Grew GM Feetinit %Or Genus,. GNI

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

+%

unc
-3/s
unc
+ 1/s
unc
7.55

BETTY BOSTON

1982 Anniversary Corvette
LOADED
$12,800

*4-41-4-4-4.44L4-4-*

PAT GOSSUM
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NO SHIPPING
& HANDLING
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Sears catalogs
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Enjoy free shipping
and handling on
all display items
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sales floor
Save on toys,

clothes everything
Sears stocks for
catalog Buy more

and save morel
Christmas shop
for everyone

Don't miss
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sale items and
save on shipping
and handling, tool
Buy now on
SearsCharge
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Deferred Credit
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make no payment
'til January.**
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— Wholesale & Retail Meat
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)6/
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k

GIBSON HAM CO.
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

We Accept
Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray'

Turn to Sears Wish Book, Fall/Annual catalogs and
Sale Catalogs to Christmas shop from your easy chair
*Appiwi only to atom raca o oqlaos Hoots Otal.very mars Do•s not apply to orders placed belts,I I 16,es
nat, ear tory onckes Applies only to cOntiO•olal US "Thor. ma be a hrtance charpa tor dear rat mood

Bel-Air Center, Murray
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

%TO
111, PLACE CATALOG ORDERS

CALL 763-2310
Most merchandise available for pick-up within a low days.

Say -Charge IF
on SearsCharge
DIRADVER
Or Discover card

SEARS
Sears, Roebuck and Co, 1988
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back
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Linda Lane Overbey overall winner of annual recipe contest
Linda Overbey, of 1505 B
Clayshire, is the overall winner
of the "Ledger & Times" 1988
Holiday Cookbook Recipe
Contest.
Overbey's recipe, Cottage
1 nal Clam Dip, was chosen the
overall winner by judge Sally
Duford, an assistant professor of
foods and nutrition at Murray
State University. Overbey was
also the winner in the main dish
category with her Stuffed Whole
Cabbage recipe.

A dispatcher for the Kentucky
State Police at Post I in
Mayfield, Overbey said she really enjoys cooking and it helps her
to relax after a stressful day on
the job.
Overbey, the former Linda
Lane, was alscia dispatcher with
the Murray Police Department
for three years. Originally from
Providence, she has been in
Murray for 13 years.
Overbey said she came to
Murray as a student. Though she
only lacks 12 hours in getting her

double major in biology and
chemistry, she thinks she will
stay with her present career.
Though it is stressful, she says it
is very interesting.
A newlywed of just over one
month, Overbey said she likes to
cook for guests and likes "fooling with recipes." She said she
will use part of her prize money
to buy a new box to hold her
recipes. Her present one, along
with a couple of bookshelves, are
overflowing with recipes and
cookbooks.

Overbey said her father, B.K.
Lane, who is a "real cook", also
collects recipes. She said her
father actually cooked more
than her French mother, the late
Mary Lane.

Overbey said she likes common ingredients in her recipies.
"I don't like the ones that start
out with 'mortgage your
house," she said.

AQUA SPRINGS®
Ideal Christmas Gift
For The Entire Family

Li

by Aqua Glass
Layaway
for
Christmas

1
b rea
(2)
crea ,
(3)
clam
of th
2
2 •
2

Many Sizes
Available

Sad 6. •
1 •

WI

Linda Lane Owrbey is pictured with the Stuffed Whole Cabbage
recipe that won in the main dish category of the "Ledger 4 Times"
1948 recipe contest.

Financing
Available
Aqua Springs(' spas offer you the world's easiest and fastest way
to relax. Just plug it into a standard dedicated electrical outlet, connect the ground wire and fill it with a garden hose. Spas are weatherproof and equipped with heavy duty insulated covers

Now On Display In
Our New Showroom

We have a wonderful selection of shoes
& boots in many styles & colors to
enhance your holiday attire.
Stop by and let us help you
complete your ensemble.

Murray Supply Company
208 E. Align

FOR THE BEST SELECTION

753-3361

Hours:

Olympic Plaza
753 1795

hack

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00
Sun. 1,5
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Duford serves as judge
for 1988 recipe contest

:tompies.
;tart
our

Appetizers

Linda Overbey overall winner
with her cottage loaf clam dip
Cottage Loaf Clam Dip
From Linda Overbey
1 round loaf crusty unsliced
bread
(2) 8-ounce packages softened
cream cheese
(3) 6%-ounce cans chopped
clams (drain but reserve 14 cup
of the liquid)
2 tablespoons grated onion
2 teaspoons lemon juice
2 teaspoons worcestershire
sauce
1 teaspoon hot pepper sauce
teaspoon salt
With a sharp knife, cut the top
1/5 off the loaf of bread. Hollow
the loaf out leaving 14 to 2 inch
thick shell. In a large bowl, beat

cream cheese until smooth, stir in
clams, reserved clam liquid.
onion, worcestershire sauce,
lemon juice, pepper sauce and
salt until well blended.
On a baking sheet, make a cross
with 2 long sheets of foil. Center
bread shell on foil and pour the
clam mixture into the shell, cover
with the reserved top. Wrap the
loaf completely with the foil and
bake in preheated 250 degree over
for 3 hours. After baking, remove
the top and sprinkle with paprika
or parsley, surround with raw
vegetables for dippers. When the
dip has all been eaten, the bread
shell can be sliced and eaten also,
very good with the dip that has
been cooked into it

Serving as judge for the 1988
Duford said stie,Avould en- test because thoire are so many ex"Murray Ledger & Times Holiday courage more people to get involv- cellent cooks or preparers in the
Cookbook" was Sally Duford, ed in the cookbook and recipe con- community.
assistant professor of foods and
nutrition in the Home Economics
Department of Murray State
University.
Duford, who is a registered
dietician and has worked in
hospitals in food administration
positions, has been at Murray
State for 11 years.
A native of Louisville, Duford
grew up in Detroit and has also lived in Tennessee and Texas. She
did her undergraduate work at
Wayne State in Detroit, received
her master's degree from the
University of Tennessee at Martin
and is presently a doctoral candidate at Texas Women's University in Denton, Texas.
Duford was a columnist for the
"Ledger & Times" in 1972-73, offering food commentaries and a
recipe exchange in her column,
"The Ask it Basket."
She has two grown daughters —
one is an attorney in Virgina and
the other lives in Murray and is expecting her first child in
December.
Duford said there was a very
good variety of recipes in this
year's contest. The recipes were
original, she said, using unusual
techniques and unusual
ingredients.

Let us help you
save on holiday cooking!

Sally Duford, 1988 recipe contest judge.

YOU
are always on our mind
when we're thinking up
new ways to serve you
or improving our existing
services. We're YOUR
full service bank and we have
the right recipe for Banking.
--ii) Bank of Murray,
THE FRIENDLY BANK
,
141•rnt,•., F DIC

*Mulling Spices
'Watkins' Flavorings
—Put your orders in
early for our fresh
fruit baskptc
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Outland has winning appetizer
in her recipe for spiced pecans
Spiced Pecans
from Martha Outland
1 cup sugar
it. salt
1 or 2 t. cinnamon
114 cup water
t. nutmeg
t. ground cloves
2 cups pecans

mix well. Place over medium
heat and stir constantly until
sugar is dissolved, continue cooking to soft ball stage.(about 232°(
Remove from heat, add pecans,
stir until well coated. Spread on
wax papper and separate with
fork. Let cool. Yield 2 cups.

More appetizers...

until cracks appear on each cake.
Miniature Cheese Cake
Cool, top with cherry pie filling.
From Glenda Wilson
makes 36 cakes and can be frozen.
1 lb. cream cheese softened 30
minutes
Cheese Ball
374 cup sugar
from Martha Outland
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 8 oz. pkg. cream cheese
2 eggs
1 small can crushed pineapple
1 tablespoon vanilla
(drained (
Combine all ingredients in large 1 cup chopped nuts
bowl and beat at high mixer speed 1 large can pimento pepper
for 5 minutes. In miniature muf- (drained (
fin tins put 2 inch baking cups, a 2 T. chopped onion
vanilla wafer in bottom of each. 1 t. seasoned salt
Fill each cup with cream chillise Mix all ingredients together. Save
mixture.
1,4 cup nuts to roll cheese ball in.
Bake at 350° for 15 minutes or

•HAAHLTON BEACH

Betty Crocker's Cookbook is
a complete, up-to-date
cookbook. Over 1,400
recipes.

Electric Knife has hole-in-thehandle design for perfect
balance, stainless-steel blades
with push-button release and
on/off switch.

Main Dishes

Linda Overbey is winner
in the main dish category
Stuffed Whole Cabbage
From Linda L. Overbey
Tomato sauce (see recipe
below (
1 head green cabbage (approx.
4 lbs.)
1 pound ground beef
1 diced onion (small)
.1 minced garlic clove
1 teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
1 cup cooked rice
212 cups water
Tomato Sauce: Note, can use
canned seasoned tomato sauce,
but this is awfully good and not
that much trouble.
1 28 ounce can tomatoes
w/liquid
1 6 ounce can tomato paste
1 tablespoon brown sugar
14 teaspoon salt
1,4 teaspoon worcestershire
14i teaspoon ground allspice
Place all ingredients in
saucepan, heat to boiling reduce
heat, cover and simmer 20
minutes.
Discard any tough outer leaves
from cabbage. carefully remove
2 large leaves and set aside. Cut
out stem of cabbage and using a
melon bailer, scoop out the center

of the cabbage leaving a 1 incn
shell. Discard the stem and dice
up the cut-out cabbage.
In a 5-quart dutch oven, combine the ground beef, onion,
garlic, salt, pepper and 1 cup of
the diced cabbage until the beef
is browned and the cabbage
tender. Remove from heat and
stir in the rice and 1 cup of the
tomato sauce.
Pack the cavity of the cabbage
with beef mixture,cover the opening with the 2 reserved cabbage
leaves and tie with string like a
page.
Into the same dutch oven, add
the water, scraping the bottom to
remove the brown bits. Add the
rest of the diced cabbage and remaining tomato sauce. Place the
packaged cabbage stem-end
down in sauce. Heat to boiling
over high heat, reduce to low,
cover and simmer until cabbage
is tender (about 11,4 hrs., basting
occasionally
Note: To serve, place in deep
platter, cut and discard string,
spoon sauce over cabbage and cut
into wedges like a cheese

FROM
CASUAL TO
ELEGANT...
SHARP
Pour -Orrsaitie 8-Cup Coffire Brewer
is designed to start brewing delicontii
coffee immechatelyi long-hfe constru(
lion includes durable copper tubing
and a stainless steel tank Almond
8-Cup Ropiricornent

Decanter

Leo

For All Your Holiday Wear:

Half Pint " Microwave Oven
turns the food for even ,
heating. 15 minute dial timer i
53 cu. ft. capacity, 400 wanc

of power.

Murray Home & Aeto
Dixieland

Shopping Center
753 7441

Sausage And Cheese Casserole
From Glenda Wilson
A great recipe to have on
Christmas morning. Put in oven,
open the gifts, you have a complete breakfast. Also delicious for
a brunch.
1 pound hot sausage
8 slices of bread
4-ounces package cheddar
cheese shredded
14 teaspoon dry mustard
12 cup milk
Can cream of mushroom soup
4 eggs
21,2 cups milk
Break up bread in a greased 2
quart casserole dish. Put crumbled cheese on top of bread. Cook
sausage and put on top of cheese.
Mix eggs, 212 cups milk and dry
mustard together. Pour on top.
Put in refrigerator overnight.
cup of
Next morning mix the
milk and mushroom soup. Pour
over top. Bake 112 hours at 300°.
Serves 6.
Mexican Chicken
From Laura L. Lovett
1 cup chicken broth
1 large chicken (Boil, deboned
and chopped)
1 large bag of plain Doritos
1 can cream of mushroom soup
2 cans cream of chicken soup
1 large pkg. mild cheddar
cheese
12 cup chopped onions
it cup chopped bell peppers
1 teaspoon garlic salt
21,2 tbsp. chili powder
1 can Rotel Tomatoes with
green chili peppers
Grease a 2 qt. casserole dish
with butter. Crush chips and
spread evenly in a dish. Cover
Chips with chopped chicken.
bag of cheese on top
Sprinkle
of chicken. Pour cup of broth over
this. In separate bowl, mix 3 cans
of soup, pepper, onion, garlic
powder, and chili powder. Spread
over the chicken. Pour tomatoes
over top. Cook at 350° for one
hour, then top with remaining
cheese.
Main Dish
Crustless Ham Quiche.'
From Glenda Wilson
12 lb. fresh mushrooms sliced
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine melted
4 eggs
1 cup sour cream
1 cup small curd cottage cheese
1,4 cup grated Parmesan cheese
14 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon onion powder
6 to 8 drops hot sauce
2 cups (8 ounces ) shredded
Monterey Jack Cheese
cup chopped cooked ham
Saute mushrooms in butter in a
medium skillet until lightly
browned; drain well and set
aside. Combine next 7 ingredients
in container of electric blender;
process until well blended. Combine egg mixture, mushrooms,
cheese and ham. Pour into a
greased 10 inch quiche dish. Bake
at 350 degrees for 45 minutes or
until set Quiche should be puffed
and 7nI1en brown T X' 4arri
1)(1 t.
tt)

1
1
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4-6
2
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Ky. Sirloin Supreme Roast
From Gwyn Key
4-6 lb. roast (any cut will do)
2 teaspoons salt
43 teaspoon garlic powder
1 can french onion soup
1 can mushroom soup \
1 cup white \vine
Wipe and clean roast. Place
large layer of foil in roasting pan.
Place roast on foil. Sprinkle with
salt and garlic powder. Combine
onion soup, mushroom soup, and
wine. Pour over roast. Seal roast
and liquids in foil. Bake very slow
for 8 hours. Turn roast after 4
hours and reseal. Can cook all
night and ready to serve next day.
Extremely tender and delicious.
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Skillet Cabbage
from Kathleen Prescott
4 slices bacon
14 cup vinegar
1 tbsp. brown sugar
1 tsp. salt
1 tbsp. onion
4 cup quartered cabbage
Cook bacon until crisp, remove
from skillet, crumble, add
vinegar, brown sugar, salt and
onion, add bacon. Heat
thoroughly. Add 12 cup water and
cabbage; cover • steam until
tender.

Spanish Rice
From Juanita Self
Part One Rice:
1 cup uncooked rice, 1 tsp. salt,
3 cups boiling water. Pick over
grains of packaged rice carefully. Do not wash it. Add salt to boiling water gradually. Cover sauce
pan and cook very slowly 20-30
minutes. Remove cover and let
water evaporate.
Part Two Meat Sauce:
1 bacon strip minced
1,2 pound ground beef
1 small onion minced
1 small green pepper minced
2 stalks of celery chopped fine
2 cups tomato sauce
4 tsp. salt
Dash of black pepper .
Fry bacon and beef in skillet until red color in meat disappears.
Add onion, green pepper and
celery. Cook until tender. Add
tomato sauce and seasoning. Cook
until thick.
Part Three Casserole:
Mix rice and meat sauce. Pour
into a greased baking dish. Bake
in a moderate oven 350 degrees
for 20 minutes.
Diet Soup
from Martha Outland
6 large onions
2 large green peppers
1 large stalk celery
3 or 4 carrots
1 quart tomatoes
1 dry onion soup mix
2 or 3 bullion cubes
Chip up all vegetables and cook
unitl tender. Add other ingredients and simmer one hour.

Breads and Rolls

MaclinSchmeckpeper bread ;sinner
Sunflower Oatmeal Bread
From Debbie L. MaclinSchmeckpeper
1 c. oatmeal
1 tbs. salt
112 c. boiling water
1 tbs. yeast (one package)
14 c. warm water
c. molasses
14 c. oil
1 c. cold milk
12 c. ground sunflower seeds
3 c. all-purpose flour
3 c. whole wheat flour
Pour oatmeal and salt into boiling water. Remove from heat.
Cover and let stand 10 minutes.
Meanwhile, soak the yeast in 14
C. warm water. Stir the molasses,
oil, milk, and sunflowr seeds into

the oatmeal. When well blended,
pour over the yeast and add 1 c.
all-purpose flour. Beat 3 minutes.
Add all at once the rest of the allpurpose flour and the whole wheat
flour. Stir until it forms a tight
mass. Turn out onto lightly
floured board and knead 5
minutes or until smooth and
elastic — adding more flour if
necessary.

MERILLAT

Cover and let rise one hour.
Punch down and divide into 2
portions. Shape each into a loaf
and put in well-greased loaf pans.
Allow to rise one flour or until
double.
Bake in a pre-heated 425° over
for 30 minutes or until golden.

Very stylish.
Very affordable.
A HORIZON KITCHEN
FROM MERILLAT.
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Fast Si: Easy Dinner Bread
From Laura L. Lovett
212 Lori of flour
12 cup of sugar
1 cup of milk
pk. of yeast
Mix flour and sugar together.
then add milk.
Dissolve yeast in 1,4 cup of hot
water and set aside.
Melt 12 stick of butter in bread
pan. making sure bread pan is
coated evenly with butter. Pour
remaining butter out and set
aside.
Add yeast to flour mixture and
pour into buttered bread pan.
Pour remaining butter on top of
mixture.
Bake at 350° for 35 to 40
minutes.

for the holidays

Congratulations
to Linda Overby
Overall Winner

5th & Win • N 12th & Chestnut •S 12th & Story

753 3231• Meirriber FDIC

Fresh wholesome values for
your special holiday feast—
cranberries, mincemeat, turkey,
pie shellpl'ham, nuts, relishes...

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

op

Imagine having a kitchen that
looks like it was custom styled for
you. It's possible now. Menllat
offers you beauty. elegance. and
quality .. everything but an
expensive price tag. The Horizon
cabinet line is the newest, lowest
cost Menllat line complete
with wipe-clean "leisure-timeinteriors, solid oak frames, selfclosing concealed hinges and a
furniture quality finish. Most
importantly, Horijon's low cost
makes style very affordable
for you now. Also available is full •
line of convenience accessories
to further "customize your
Merillat Horizon kitchen. Come
in today.
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BEL AIR
SHOPPING
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Myers Lumber
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Breads and Rolls
Quick Rolls
From Ethel Brown
1 cup self-rising flour
% cup sweet milk
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
(Do not use salad dressing )
1 teaspoon sugar
Mix ingredients. Bake in greased muffin tins at 400 degrees until golden brown.

Holiday Cookbook
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Banana Bran Bread
From Glenda Wilson
2 oz.) bran muffin
1 package (71,
mix
cup oatmeal
cup vegetable oil
14 cup milk
2 mashed very ripe bananas
14 cup sugar
1 egg
1,41 cup chopped pecans
Mix bran mix, milk, oil and
eggs. Stir in sugar, bananas• and
oatmeal. Mix well. Add pecans.
Pour into greased and floured loaf
pan. Bake at 425 degrees for 30 to
35 minutes.

Salads and
Dressings
Glenda Wilson win salad category
with microwave frosted cauliflower
Frosted Cauliflower
(For Microwave)
From Glenda Wilson
Wash and drain 1 medium head
cauliflower. Remove all but a few
leaves from bottom of head, wrap
in wax paper and set in pyrex pie
plate. Place in microwave oven
for 7 minutes on high Remove
and let rest for 2 to 3 minutes.

Chicken Salad
from Kathleen Prescott
2 cups diced chicken
3 hard-cooked eggs chopped
1 cup chopped celery
IA cup salad dressing
tsp salt
Combine chicken, eggs, celery,
salad dressing and salt in chilled
bowl, mix well. Serve on lettuce
leaf or endive, garnish with stuffed olives and pimento strips if
desired. Yield 6-8 servings.
Caramelized !se% England Vegetables dress up the local bounty of
root vegetables and make a beautiful presentation for your
Thanksgiving turkey. Serve a light tangy Cranberr:v Consomme to
start the meal off with zest.

Fruit Salad
from Martha Outland
1 can chunk pineapple
I can mandrin oranges
1 can marschino cherries
Save one cup of pineapple juice,
cherry juice. Drain all fruit. Cook
1 cup of juice with 1 box of instant
vanilla pudding until thick. Let
cool and pour over fruit. Add 3
bananas.

Frost with mayonnaise mixture.
Return to oven and cook uncovered for 1% minutes.
FROSTING: Mix together the
following:
% cup mayonnaise
1 tablespoon chopped onion
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
% cup grated cheddar cheese

Chicken Luncheon Salad
From Glenda Wilson
2 cups cooked chicken, cubed
% lb. sharp cheese shredded
14 cup celery chopped
1,4 cup slivered, toasted
almonds
1 cup seedless white or green
grapes
1,2 teaspoon salt
Toss lightly with dressing of
equal parts mayonnaise and
whipped crealp. This salad will
make a complete and delicious
luncheon when served with a hot
vegetable and rolls.
Cranberry Fluff
From Anse H. Bucy
1 lb. pk. cranberries (4 cups)
1 cup sugar
miniature
cups
2
marshmallows
1 cup drained pineapple tidbits
14 cue whipping cream or cool

Santa Says•••
make your Christmas
cooking easier and more
flavorful with gourmet
products from

SANTA'S ATTIC
Santa especially recommends Cherchies Champagne
Mustard, Lem 'n bill, Maker's Mark Gourmet Sauce and
the new "Chocolate Cherry" coffee.

West Side °our, Square -

whip
Grind berries (large blade on
grinder), put on sugar and mix
well. Chill 2 hours.
Mix marshmallows and pineapple and add to cranberries and
chill over night.
Before serving fold in cool whip.
Herbed Tomatoes
4 Servings
From Linda Overbey
4 small tomatoes, each cut into
8 wedges
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
14 cup chopped onion
1 small clove garlic, minced
14 cup seasoned dry bread
crumbs
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 tablespoon grated parmesan
cheese
1,4 teaspoons oregano, crushed
Preheat oven to 375 degrees, arrange tomato wedges in 9" pie
plate and brush with the olive oil.
Cover w/foil and bake 30 minutes
until tender.
Meanwhile in small skillet, melt
butter over medium-high heat,
add onion, cook until soft. Add
minced garlic, cook for 1 minute.
Remove from heat and stir in remaining ingredients. Uncover
tomatoes and sprinkle bread
crumb mixture overtop, broil 2-3
inches from heat for 2-3 minutes
or until bread crumbs are lightly
browned. Fairly low calorie and
quick.

Punch recipe
submitted by
Mrs. Outland
Percuiator Punch
from Martha Outland
% cup firmly packed brown sugar
1 cup water
2 cups pineapple juice
2 cups cranberry juice cocktail
1 cinnamon stick
1 t. whole cloves
1d6 t. salt
Dissolve sugar in water; pour into electric perculator. Add juices.
Place stand with basket in perculator; place spices in basket.
Perk. Serve hat. Yield 12 cups.

Condensed milk
recipe is given
Condensed Milk
From Glenda Wilson
1 cup instant non fat milk
kis cup boiling water
3 tablespoons melted butter or
margarine
3/8 cup sugar - pinch of salt
Put all ingredients in blender:
process until smooth. Will keep
several weeks in refrigerator.
Can be used in recipes calling for
Eagle Brand milk. Yield 114 cups.

book
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Dirt Cake
From Laura L. Lovett
1 Flower Pot
1 Sprig of Flowers
1 - 14 lb. package of Oreo
Cookies ( crushed)
2 pkgs. Vanilla Pudding (4 oz.
Instant)
24 cups of milk
1 8 oz. and 1 3 oz. 11 oz. I Cream
Cheese (softened)
12 oz. Cool Whip
54 stick of butter
14 cups powdered sugar
1. Crush cookies and set aside.
2. Mix pudding and milk — set
aside
3. Using mixer combine cream
cheese, Cool Whip, butter and
powdered sugar until smooth.
4. Combine pudding mixture
and cream cheese mixture.
5. Starting with cookies, alternate cookies and cold mixture.
(End up with cookies on top.)
6.Add flowers. Gummy worms
or gummy frogs can be put on top.
Pecans can be layered throughout
as rocks.
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Desserts

Gwyn Key dessert section
winner with carmel bars
Oatmeal Cannel Bars
From Gwyn Key
Crust:
2 cups all purpose flour
2 cups quick cooking rolled oats
14 cups firmly packed brown
sugar
1 teaspoon baking soda
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
14 cups margarine, softened
Filling:
6 OZ. (1 cup) semi sweet
chocolate chips
54 cup chopped walnuts
12 oz. jar (I cup) caramel ice
cream topping
3 tablespoons flour
Heat oven to 350 Grease 13x9
inch pan. Lightly spoon flour into

measuring cup; level off. In large
bowl, combine all crust ingredients at low speed until crumbly
Press half of crumb mixture,
about 3 cups, in prepared pan
Reserve remaining crumb mixture for topping. Bake at 350 for
10 min.
Sprinkle warm base with
chocolate chips and nuts. Combine caramel topping and 3
tablespoons flour; pour evenly
over chocolate chips and nuts
Sprinkle with reserved crumbs
Return to oven and bake 18 to 22
minutes or until golden brown
Cool completely. Cut into bars
Refrigerate for easier cutting.

igar

Sawdust Pie
From Doris Robertson
CRUST:
1 C. oats
1 c. flour
% C. melted margarine
1 c. brown sugar
1 t. baking powder
1 t. vanilla
Mix together the above ingredients and pat % of the mixture
into a greased pie pan.
FILLING:
1 c. crushed pineapple
1 c. white sugar
2 eggs
54 c. margarine
1 T. flour
Cook over low heat until thick,
pour into crust. Add remaining
crust mixture on top of filling.
Bake 3500 for 15 minutes.

Fresh Beet Cake
From Helen Tidwell
154 cups wesson oil
2 cups sugar
2 tsp. vanilla
1 cup chopped nuts
2 eggs
3 cups self rising flour
2 tsp. cinnamon
2 heaping cups peeled grated
beets
Blend oil, sugar, eggs, cinnamon, and vanilla together. Add
flour 1 cup at a time. Add beets
and nuts. Put in 9x13 pan and cook
45 min. at 3500 or until toothpick
comes out clean.
ICING
1 stick butter
1 box confectionary sugar
8 oz. cream cheese
Decorate with red and green
candy decoration.
Gingered Peaches
From Linda Overbey
1 large can Freestone peaches
(reserve juice)
14 teaspoon ginger
/
1
4small can frozen orange juice
Sour Cream
% cup packed brown sugar
Cinnamon
Nutmeg
Place peaches in 8x8 baking
dish with the hollows facing up.
Pour enough of reserved peach
juice in pan to cover bottom.
Make a paste of the ginger,
orange juice, brown sugar, cinnamon and nutmeg. Fill the
peach hollows with this paste.
Bake at 350 degrees for 30 minutes
adding more peach juice as needed to keep bottom of baking dish
covered. Run under the broiler to
brown tops. To serve, top w/sour
cream. This is an excellent
dessert for a wild game meal.

Freak Out
or Oreo Delight
From Glenda Wilson
42 gallon vanilla ice cream
1 large container cool whip
1 large package Oreo chocolate
cookies
Let ice cream soften, crumble
cookies, mix all ingredients.
Freeze and eat.
Eclair Cake
From Gwyn Key
Crust:
1 cup water
1 stick margarine
1 cup flour
4 eggs
Cook water and margarine till
it comes to a boil; remove from
heat, add flour and mix well; add
eggs one at a time and mix well.
Spread on 10 x 15 greased pan in
a 400 degree oven for 30 minutes.
Cool.
Pilling:
2 pkgs. vanilla instant pudding
3 cups cold milk
8 oz. cream cheese
Beat cream cheese till smooth,
and milk and pudding, beat well.
Spread over cool baked crust.
Topping:
Top with Cool Whip or Heavy
Cream (whipped). Drizzle
chocolate syrup. Refrigerate for
at least 1 hour before serving.

ipso

No Cook Boiled Custard
from Donna Sexton
24 qts. sweet milk
3 boxes instant vanilla puddinr
2 cups sugar
1 large 112 oz.) cool whip
Mix sugar with pudding mix and
a little milk to make a paste. Add
remaining milk and beat 5
minutes, add cool whip and beat
5 minutes more. Makes' gallon.
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MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY TABLE SPARKLE
WITH TABLETOP ACCESSORIES FROM
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PierI impute

perket.
PS.

NOW AVAILABLE...
For all your
Christmas
Cookbook Gifts..

PEALTZGRAFF i5FALTZGRAFF
(.1
1:4.a
. LOUISVILLE STONEWARE CO.
.)

Christmas Plates & Mugs
YAM IN U

A

Add These To Pier l's White Porcelain
Dinnerware, Blue Enamelware,
Placemats, Napkins &
Napkin Rings And
It Makes Pier 1
The Best Place To
Shop For Value And
Selection In
BEL AIR CENTER
Tabletop Merchandise.
MURRAY

importsPierI

Shop With Us For Al! Your
Holiday Needs
Place your order tor our
delicious homemade
•Party Trays
•BBQ Shoulders
•Pit Baked Ham
•Smoked Turkeys
•Holiday Dinners
We want to make your Holidays a little more enioyable
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Pineapple Squares
From Gwyn Key
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Crust:
1 cup margarine Oh lb.)
% cup sugar
% tsp. salt
2% cups flour
1 egg yolk
Filling:
2 pkgs. vanilla pudding I not instant (3114 ozs.)
2 cans crushed pineapple (20
ozs.
Cream butter and sugar; add
egg yolk and flour, mix well.
Press in 10 x 15 inch pan. Bake for
25 min. in a 350 oven.
In a medium saucepan combine
vanilla pudding and crushed
pineapple, heat until thickened.
Cool, spread on crust.
Top with Cool Whip, sprinkle
with chopped nuts or coconut.
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Watergate Cake With
Cover-Up Frosting
From June Mitchell
1 pkg. white cake mix
354 cup oil
3 eggs
1 cup 7-up
1 pkg. (3% oz. ) pistachio
Instant pudding mix
1 cup finely chopped nuts
% cup coconut
Mix ingredients. Pour into
greased and floured 13x9 inch
pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 40-45
minutes.
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Torn & Leandra Walker
_
- • Owners
2008 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Phone (502)'442-225,4
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FIRM and TIGHTEN
TISSUE AT ANY AGE
No we are not an •XIHC11111 salon!
The Body Designer has developed a unit that exercises your body for you! You don't sweat
you
don't disrobe you don't even muss your hair.
You
can corns on your lunch hour and go back to work
without showering.
You simply relax on our unit for a half-hour,
or
hour, if you have the time. The unit does the
work
while all you do is enjoy yourself.
This is passive OXINCise so the physically limited
are able to attend No strain on your heart or
other
muscles No physical limitations(head problems,
high blood pressure, back pain, arthritis, etc.)
prevent you from using our unit. In fact your
increase
circulation will undoubtedly be beneficial for
these
problems.
Call today to make your appointment for a
complimentary first session

She
Y504_Designer

at
MURRAY HOTTUBS
115 So. 13th St.

Hrs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-3492

Frosting:
2 envelopes dry whipped topping mix
1% cups milk
1 pkg.(3% oz.) pistachio instant
pudding mix
% cup coconut
/
3
4 cup chopped nuts
Beat first 3 ingredients until
very thick. Spread on cake and
sprinkle coconut and nuts on top.

Reese-Type Bars
from Kathleen Prescott
1 cup peanut butter
% cup butter, melted
13
/
4 cup confection's sugar
3 tbsp. brown sugar
4 tsp. vanilla extract
1,4 tsp salt
1-6-oz. bag chocolate chips
2 tbsp. oil
Combine first 6 ingredients with
2 tablespoons water in large bowl
beatung until well blended and
mixture forms a ball. Pat into a
7x11 inch pan, smoothing top.
Melt and blend remaining ingredients together in double broiler.
Spread smoothly over peanut butter mixture. Cut into squares
when cooled.

4111
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MICROWAVE
COOKING

By NANCY BY Al.
Better Homes and Gardens Magazine
Food Editor
"Perfect for a small Thanksgiving
dinner," our taste panel members said
when they tasted this casserole. Cook
it in your microwave while the rest of
the meal is in the oven.
SQUASH-CORN CASSEROLE
One 1-pound butternut squash
2 tablespoons water
"a cup chopped onion
'a cup chopped green pepper
2 tablespoons margarine or butter
One 17-ounce can cream-style corn
1 cup coarsely crushed rich round
crackers (21 crackers)
2 cup shredded American cheese
(2 ounces )
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
4 cup chopped pecans or walnuts
Halve squash lengthwise and
crosswise. Scoop out seeds and membrane. In a microwave-safe 1½-quart
casserole place squash pieces and
water. Cook, covered, on 100 percent
power (high) 9 to 11 minutes or until
squash is tender, rearranging squash
once. Drain squash and casserole.
Scoop out pulp; mash pulp.
In the same casserole cook onion and
green pepper in margarine, covered,
on high 2 to 3 rpinutes or until
vegetables are just tender. Stir in
squash, corn, crackers, cheese and
pimiento. Cook,covered, on high 4": to
Siv minutes or until heated through,
stirring once. Sprinkle nuts on top of
casserole. Makes 6 servings.
Nutrition information per serving 2.15 cal 11
pro. gearb . 12a fat. 10 mat chol 400 mg podium
S RDA 114 percent vii A. 45 percent vit U. 12
percent thiamine 10 percent niacin. 12 percent
calcium. 15 percent ithosphorus
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Fish served with vegetables
p.

nt

By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes and Gardens Magazine
Food Editor
There are some great catches in your
grocer's seafood case, and they come
in all shapes and sizes. Because the
thickness of the fish is especially
important for uniform microwave
cooking, we base our timings on '2-inch
thickness. Perch,turbot, walleyed pike
and orange roughy fillets are usually
about '2-inch thick. Flounder, sole and
whiting fillets are usually thinner; had- j
dock, red snapper and cod are often/
thicker. If your fillets are not exaotry
'2-inch thick all over, you can compensate. Just halve thicker fillets, or fold,
stack or trim thinner pieces.
GAZPACHO FILLETS
1 pound fresh or frozen fish fillets
1 large tomato, peeled, seeded and
chopped 34 to 1 cup)
1 .1 cup chopped, seeded cucumber
1 4 cup chopped green pepper
14 cup chopped celery
2 tablespoons chopped onion
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 2 teaspoon sugar
1 2 teaspoon instant chicken bouillon
granules
1/8 teaspoon pepper

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 15; 1988
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Few dashes bottled hot pepper
sauce
2 tablespoons tomato paste
Thaw fish, if frozen. In a microwavesafe 8- by 8- by 2-inch baking dish combine tomato, cucumber, green pepper,
celery, onion, lemon juice, sugar,
bouillon granules, pepper and hot pepper sauce. Arrange fillets on top of
vegetables with thicker portions
toward edges of dish. Turn under any
thin portions of fillets to obtain an even
thickness of about '2-inch. Sprinkle
fillets with salt and pepper.
Cover with clear plastic wrap,
folding back a corner to allow steam to
escape. Cook on 100 percent power
high I 6 to 9 minutes or until fish flakes
easily with a fork, giving dish a halfturn after 4 minutes. Carefully transfer
fish to a serving platter. Cover to keep
warm. For sauce, stir tomato paste into
tomato mixture in baking dish. Cook,
uncovered, on high about 1 minute or
until heated through. Serve over fish.
Serves 4.
Nutrition information per serving il cal . 21 g
pro . 5 g care , 1 g fat. 59 mg'chol , 200 rug sodium
U S RDA 13 percent sit A. 40 percent vit C, 14 per
cent niacin

GAZPACHO FILLETS — Top fish fillets with a variety of vegetables
including tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, onion and celery. Stir tomato
paste into the vegetables to make a tasty sauce.
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By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes and Gardens Magazine
Food Editor
BERRY BEST WAYS
TO USE CRANBERRIES
After spending a day in the
Massachusetts cranberry bogs watching the harvest, I came home eager
to try the tangy berries in new ways.
Here are some tips for enjoying fresh
cranberries, sauces and juice
FRESH CRANBERRIES
-- Fresh cranberries may be stored
in the refrigerator, just as you bought
them, for up to 1 month. For longer
storage, double-wrap and store in the

treezer for up to 9 months.
— Mix chopped cranberries with
softened butter for spreading on
biscuits, muffins, pancakes or waffles.
Or, use cranberry butter on broiled
fish.
--- Add one tablespoon of chopped
cranberries to tuna salad or deviled
ham for sandwich fillings.
— Cook cranberries with red cabbage, raisins and wine; serve with pork
or ham.
— To chop cranberries for relish, process 3 cups at a time in a food
processor.
WHOLE-BERRY
CRANBERRY SAUCE
— Add to your favorite barbecue
sauce for poultry.
— Use as a cheesecake topper or
drizzle over molded cheese desserts.
— Fold into yogurt or sour cream for
dressing on fruit salads. Fold into whipped cream and top Swedish pancakes.

— Add to fruit compotes.
JELLIED CRANBERRY SAUCE
Use as part of the liquid when
making gelatin salads.
— Slice and serve as base for chicken
and fruit salads.
— Use as filling in muffins and coffee cake.

tip roast
reduce heat, Simmer, covered, Pi
1 tablespoon cooking oil
hours. Add carrots and onions. Spoon
1 cup water
juices over vegetables. Simmer,
2 teaspoons instant beef bouillon covered, 25 to 30 minutes or until
granules
vegetables are tender.
1 teaspoon dried oregano, crushed
Transfer meat and vegetables to a
1 2 teaspoon dried basil, crushed
platter. Discard bay leaves. Pour
2 bay leaves
juices into a measuring cup; skim off
2 cloves garlic, minced
fat. Add water to juices to make 1 cup.
By NANCY BYAL
1/8 teaspoon pepper
Return liquid to Dutch oven. Stir
Better Homes and Gardens Magazine 1 pound baby carrots
together undrained tomatoes and corFood Editor
1 cup pearl onions
nstarch; add to Dutch oven. Cook and
One 7'2-ounce can tomatoes, cut up stir until thickened and bubbly. Cook 2
Wrap and chill leftover roast up to 3
(do not drain)
minutes more. Serve with meat and
or 4 days. Or, freeze leftover meat up 2 tablespoons cornstarch
vegetables. Makes 6 servings.
to 2 or 3 months. To reheat frozen meat, Trim fat from meat. In a 4'2-quart Nutrition
information per serving 241 cal . 29 g
arrange in a microwave-safe casserole. Dutch oven brown meat in hot oil. pro
12 g carb.. 8 g fat, 81 mg(hot . 57 mg sodium
Cook, covered, on medium-low 5 to 6 Drain off fat. Add water, bouillon US .RDA
275 percent vii A. 21 percent vit I. 15
minutes per pound, rearranging once. granules, oregano, basil, bay leaves, percent nbollavin,31 percent niacin. 23 percent iron,
When thawed, cook, covered, on high garlic and pepper. Bring to boiling: 28 percent
phosphorus
until heated through, rearranging
often.
ITALIAN POT ROAST
One 2-pound boneless beef round

Five high-fiber breakfast tips listed
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NEW YORK (API — Many of
the ready -to-eat cereals
available in the supermarket today are high in fiber and can be
used to convert ordinary
breakfast into fiber-rich meals.
The following are five suggestions from the POST Center for
Nutrition & Health that make
good nutrition sense and taste
delicious:
1. Combine 41 cup chopped
fresh fruits with 14 cup whole
wheat and bran cereal, any
variety; top with 1,4 cup low-fat
yogurt.
2. In a standard pancake
recipe made with 1 cup flour,
substitute ,
14 cup of the flour with
IA cup crunchy nutlike cereal
nuggets.
3. Prepare French toast using
2 egg whites, 1,4 cup orange juice
and 1 teaspoon sugar. Quickly
dii, 4 slices of day-old whole
what bread into mixture: gent

ly coat with 1,4 cup crushed
natural bran flakes. Cook in a
small amount of margarine in a
non-stick skillet.
4. Mash a ripe banana, spread
on whole wheat English muffin
or bagel halves; sprinkle with
crunchy nutlike cereal nuggets
with raisins.
5. In your basic 2-cup muffin
recipe, substitute 1 cup finely
crushed natural bran flakes with

raisins for an equal amount of
flour. Pour batter in greased
muffin cups and sprinkle with
additional cereal. Bake as usual.
Katy Raneri, a registered
dietitian with the POST Center
for Nutrition & Health, says that
eating a bowl of high-fiber cereal
with a medium-sized banana and
a sprinkling of raisins provides
about one-third of daily fiber
needs.

We have the features you want most in a
MICROWAVE
plus the size to fit every need
Service After The Sale'
Visit Our Showroom & Compar

Try Our Deli!
Shop us for
Your Holiday Baking &
last minute meal preparations
We are open 24 hrs. a day
& on Holidays
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How to slim down with holiday leftovers
NEW YORK (AP) — What do
you do with a refrigerator full of
holiday leftovers and a house full
of overfed people complaining
about their weight?

Forget turkey sandwiches
dripping with mayonnaise and
pumpkin pie topped with whipped cream. Instead, slim down
the weekend's fare with a few

simple yet tasty dishes made
with yogurt.
Curry yogurt turkey pita sandwiches make a quick, light lunch
while watching football games, a

Curry powder makes spicy dip
By NANCY BYAL, Better HOMPA
and Gardens Magazine Food Editor

Vanilla comes from the vanilla
bean, pepper comes from pepper
berries, so curry powder must

come from a portion of the curry
plant, right? Nope; there's no
curry plant Curry powder is a
blend of at least four spices —
coriander, cumin, fenugreek for

Mexican turkey and yogurt
casserole appeals to waistwatching Sunday dinner guests,
and sweet potato yogurt bread
satisfies sweet tooth cravings at
any meal.
The following recipes are provided by the makers of Dannon
Lowfat Yogurts:
Curry Yogurt
Turkey Pita
1 cup low-fat plain yogurt
2 teaspoons honey
1 teaspoon curry powder
1 rib celery, chopped
1 carrot, grated
1 tablespoon finely chopped
onion

flavor, and turmeric for color.
Some blends contain ginger, cinnamon, cloves, cardamom or
pepper as well. Most curry
powders are not spicy hot unless
the label says so. For more heat,
simply add red or black pepper.
For best curry and herb flavor
in this dip, refrigerate it for
several hours to allow the
flavors to blend.
Herbed Curry Yogurt Dip
% cup plain low-fat yogurt
cup mayonnaise or salad
dressing
2 tablespoons chili sauce
By NANCY BY AL Better Homes
2 teaspoons vinegar
and Gardens Magazine Food Editor
1 teaspoon curry powder
34 teaspoon onion powder
Even though prices per pound
34 teaspoon dried thyme, are higher than last holiday
crushed
season, turkey is still a good buy.
'4 teaspoon salt
Keep these points in mind as you
1,8 teaspoon pepper
choose among the kinds of
Assorted fresh vegetables
turkey available.
In a small bowl combine
FRESH TURKEY: Buy it a
yogurt, mayonnaise. chili sauce, maximum of 2 days before
vinegar, curry powder, onion
roasting. Take the turkey directpowder, thyme, salt and pepper. ly home to your refrigerator.
Cover and refrigerate until servFRESH STUFFED TURKEY:
ing time. Serve with vegetables.
Avoid buying a fresh turkey
Makes 1% cups.
that's been stuffed but not cookHerbed Crab Dip: Prepare dip
ed. Raw turkey should be stuffed
as above except omit the salt and
only right before cooking. Otheradd one 6-ounce can crabmeat, wise, bacteria can multiply,
well drained and flaked. Makes
causing food-borne illness.
1% cups.
ROASTED STUFFED
TURKEY:
If you decide to purNutrition Information per tablespoon
chase a stuffed turkey that's
basic dip 48 cal . 0 5 g pro . 2 g carb 4 g
fat. 4 mg chol . 55 mg sodium
been completely roasted from a
store or restaurant, plan to pick
it up just before it's time for dinner. Make sure the turkey is hot!
Then take it home and eat at
once.
FROZEN TURKEY: Look
over the frozen turkey you

131

2 cups coarsely chopped cooked turkey
% cup raisins
3 pita pocket breads, halved
Lettuce leaves
In bowl combine yogurt, honey
and curry; stir in celery, carrot
and onion. Fold in turkey and
raisins; cover and chill. To
serve, line each pita half with
lettuce; fill with turkey mixture.
Serves 6.
Per serving: 210 calories.
Mexican Turkey and
Yogurt Casserole
3 cups cooked turkey, cut in
((ont'd on page 11)

Turkey still a good buy
though prices are higher

4101.,

HERBED CURRY YOGURT DIP — Homemade yogurt dip for
vegetables takes minutes to make, but should be refrigerated for
several hours before serving to allow the flavors to blend.
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choose to make sure the packaging is free from tears and frost.
Store the turkey in your freezer
up to 12 months. After 12 months,
the turkey is still safe, but will
begin losing quality. Buy frozen
turkey at least 3 to 4 days before
serving to allow for thawing.
SMOKED TURKEY: Even
though smoked turkey is fully
cooked, it must be refrigerated.
Keep unopened turkey in your
refrigerator up to 2 weeks. Or,
wrap unopened turkey in
moisture- and vaporproof wrap:
seal, label and freeze up to 2
months.
MAIL-ORDER TURKEY:
Many companies sell different
forms of turkey through mailorder catalogs. Be sure that the
turkey you purchase in this way.
or that is sent as a gift, is still
cold upon delivery. To keep the
turkey cold, it is typically shipped in a plastic foam container
with dry ice or an ice pack. Try
to arrange shipment so that someone can immediately put the
turkey in a refrigerator upon
delivery.
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Planning simple meal is all-day affair for Moscow housewife
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By JOIN-THOR DAHLBURG
generous helpings for two people,
Associated Press Writer
cost her 3.75 rubles ($6.11).
MOSCOW (AP) — Before clockShe then hopped on a streetcar
ing in at her job in central Moscow and rode for 15 minutes
to a
one recent morning, Nina Ivanova vegetable store. Once more
she
was already working to find the stood in line, this time
for 37
makings of that night's dinner for minutes, and bought beets, cabherself and her husband.
bage, potatoes and some grapes
By the time she finished, she for dessert. Cost: 3.43 rubles
had spent two hours 17 minutes in ($5.59).
lines, taken a side trip on a streetOne ingredient was still missing
car, and paid a total of 14 rubles for the borscht — sour cream.
($22.80). Although Ms. Ivanova Lugging her purchases, Mrs.
earns more than the average in- Ivanova walked to a milk shop,
dustrial worker's salary of 200 where she waited 22 minutes to
rubles )$322 a month, the meal buy an enormous dollop of the
turned out to be an expensive one cream the Russians call
not only in money but also in time. "smetana." It cost 1.70 rubles
In the morning, Ms. Ivanova ($2.77).
stood in line for 20 minutes at a
There was one final stop for
Moscow supermarket to buy two Mrs. Ivanova — the bakery. She
frozen chickens. The scrawny stood in line there for 15 minutes to
looking fowl, sold in plastic bags, buy two loaves of bread for 40
cost 4.72 rubles ($7.69), or $1.30 a kopecks (65 cents).
pound, heads and feet included.
When Mrs. Ivanova returned
Mrs. Ivanova was late to work home to her one-room apartment,
because of the delay. She worked it was 8:30 p.m. By the time
she
until 6 p.m., and then took the sub- and her husband sat down to
a dinway to Lenin Prospekt in the city's ner of borscht, fried chicken
,
southwest.
mashed potatoes and grapes, it
At a butcher's shop, Mrs. was 11:30 p.m.
Ivanova waited in line for 43
According to Mrs. Ivanova, it
minutes to buy beef for the beet was an all-too-typical day.
soup, or borscht, she had decided
Here is a list of food items ofto prepare. The meat, enough for fered recently in state-run food

stores in Moscow. For comparison
Half pound of margarine 45 cents).
purposes, the average Soviet fac- kopecks (73 cents).
Cauliflower: 80 kopecks a kilo
tory worker's monthly wage is 200
4% pounds wheat flour 92 (59 cents a pound).
rubles ($325):
kopecks ($1.50).
./ Cabbage: 8 kopecks a kilo 16
Frozen turkeys, from cents a pound).
." Loaf of bread, slightly under a
Hungary: 3.20 rubles a kilo ($2.37
pound: 22 kopecks (39 cents).
a pound).
Quart of tomato-flavored
10 eggs: 90 kopecks ($1.47)
Quart of milk: 36 kopecks 59 drink: 69 kopecks ($1.12).

Food editor gives easy beef recipe
By NANCY BY 41„ Better HOMPS
and Gardens Magazine Food F,ditor

Once this fix-and-forget beef
dinner is in the pot, relax. Not
only is dinner on the way, but
any leftovers give you a head
start on tomorrow's dinner as
well.
Wrap and chill leftover roast
up to 3 or 4 days. Or, freeze leftover meat up to 2 or 3 months.
To reheat frozen meat, arrange
in a microwave-safe casserole.
Cook, covered, on medium -low 5
to 6 minutes per pound, rearranging once. When thawed,
cook, covered, on high until
heated through, rearranging
often.
Italian Pot Roast
One 2-pound boneless beef
round tip roast

1 tablespoon cooking oil
1 cup water
2 teaspoons instant beef
bouillon granules
1 teaspoon dried oregano,
crushed
It teaspoon dried basil,
crushed
2 bay leaves
2 cloves garlic, minced
% teaspoon pepper
1 pound baby carrots
1 cup pearl onions
One 7%-ounce can tomatoes,
cut up do not drain)
2 tablespoons cornstarch
Trim fat from meat. In a
4%-quart Dutch oven brown
meat in hot ,iI. Drain off fat. Add
water, bouillon granules,
oregano, basil, bay leaves,
garlic and pepper. Bring to boiling; reduce heat. Simmer,

covered, 1% hours. Add carrots
and onions. Spoon juices over
vegetables. Simmer, covered, 25
to 30 minutes or until vegetables
are tender.
Transfer meat and vegetables
to a platter. Discard bay leaves.
Pour juices into a measuring
cup; skim off fat. Add water to
juices to make 1 cup. Return liquid to Dutch oven. Stir together
undrained tomatoes and cornstarch; add to Dutch oven.
Cook and stir until thickened and
bubbly. Cook 2 minutes more.
Serve with meat and vegetables.
Makes 6 servings.
Nutntion information per serving 241
cal . 29 g pro 12 g carb 8 g fat. $1 mg
chol , 257 mg sodium
S RDA 275 percent vit A. 21 percent At C, 15 percent
riboflavin. 31 percent niacin, 23 percent
iron. 28 percent phosphorus
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Slim down with leftovers...
pieces
One 16-ounce jar mild thick
and chunky salsa
2 cups canned or frozen corn,
drained
% teaspoon chili powder
(optional )
Dash cayenne pepper
(optional)
% cup flour
14 cup low-fat milk
2 eggs
1 teaspoon baking powder
'4 teaspoon salt
8 ounces low-fat plain yogurt
1 cup shredded Monterey jack
cheese or jack cheese with
jalapeno peppers.
Preheat oven to 375 degrees F.
In 2%-quart oblong baking dish,
combine turkey, salsa, corn,
chili powder and cayenne pepper. In bowl thoroughly combine
flour, milk, eggs, baking
powder, salt, yogurt and 14 cup
cheese. Pour evenly over turkey
mixture. Bake 25 to 30 minutes
or until custard Is set. Sprinkle
with remaining cheese. Return
to oven until cheese melts, serve
Immediately. Serves S.
Per serving: 265 calories.
Sweet Pita.,
Yogurt Breed
2 cups all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon sa3t
14 teaspoon baking soda
2 teaspoons pumpkin pie spice
1 cup cooked, mashed sweet
potato (or pumpkin)

nox* Cir""'

•
(('ont'd from page 10)

For the Holidays
141 cup sugar
% cup vegetable oil
% cup low-fat vanilla yogurt
2 eggs
% cup nuts (optional I
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Spray an 8- by 4-inch loaf pan
with no-stick cooking spray. In
medium bowl, combine flour,
baking powder, salt, baking soda
and pumpkin pie spice: set
aside. In another bowl, beat

sweet potato, sugar, oil, yogurt
and eggs until smooth. Add flour
mixture, stirring only until flour
is moistened; do not overmix.
Fold in nuts; turn into prepared
pan.
Bake 55 minutes or until
toothpick inserted comes out
clean. Cool 10 minutes. Remove
from pan. Cool completely
before slicing. Serves 16.
Per serving: 175 calories.
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VVe can put it
all togetherfor you
and your business!
Miirray Ledger & Times
753-1916

Your table will reflect the joy of the season with
handcrafted Lenox Holiday" dinnerware. Handcrafted, full lead Lenox crystal patterns, many_
trimmed in gleaming 24 karat gold or platinum, will
add a special sparkle

74 Skuocade
121 By Pass Murray
753-4641

Hours: lion.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Ten fix-quick desserts from three staples
10 Fix-quick desserts
from three staples
Keep ice cream, pound cake and
cheesecake in your freezer and
you can have fantastic new
dessert creations ready in
minutes. Here are 10 terrific
ideas:
Ice cream
— Sweet Sandwiches: Pack any
flavor ice cream or sherbet into
empty juice cans. Cover and
freeze until firm. Push ice cream
from can about inch at a time.
Slice and serve between your
favorite cookies.
— Here's the Scoop: Roll scoops
of peppermint ice cream in
miniature semisweet chocolate
pieces or grated semisweet
chocolate. Serve immediately or
freeze until serving time.
— Brownie Dreams: Place a
scoop of mint-chocolate chip ice
cream in a dessert dish. Cut a
bakery brownie into cubes and arrange cubes around ice cream
Drizzle 1 tablespoon creme de

menthe over ice cream and
brownies. Top with pressurized
whipped dessert topping.
— Poz'el Snowball Pie: Arrange
scoops of coffee ice cream, vanilla
ice cream and strawberry ice
cream (1 pint of each flavor) in a
chocolate-flavored crumb pie
shell. Spoon % cup fudge or
chocolate ice cream topping over
ice cream. Spinkle with pecans, if
desired.
Frozen pound cake
— Cheese and Jelly Loaf: Slice a
frozen loaf pound cake horizontally in half. Spread bottom layer
with soft-style cream cheese, then
preserves. Replace top cake
layer. Top with more soft-style
cream cheese and melted
preserves. Slice to serve.
— Shortcut Shortcake: Slice a
frozen loaf pound cake horizontally into 3 layers. Fold 1 cup thinly
sliced strawberries into % cup
strawberry yogurt; spread between layers. Slice and serve with
pressurized whipped dessert topp-

ing and sliced berries.
— Quicksy Tipsy Cake: Using a
long-tined fork, poke holes into the
top of a frozen loaf pound cake.
Drizzle with your favorite liqueur.
Serve immediately or cover and
chill for 3 to 24 hours. To serve,
slice cake and top slices with
pressurized whipped dessert
topping.
CHEESECAKE

Wholesale gold and diamonds
"Quality at Affordable Prices"
We custom design jewelry to your specifications
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thawed. Drizzle with 1 teaspoon
chocolate-flavored syrup. Draw
the tip of a spatula through syrup
to form a lacy design.
— Double -Fruit Yogurt
Cheesecake: Spoon fruit-flavored
yogurt atop a frozen plain cream
cheesecake, thawed. Top with sliced fresh fruit. Match or contrast
the yogurt and fruit.

Cheesecake topped with coffee sauce
recipe given by Better Homes editor
By NANCY BY AL, Better Homes
sod Gardeso Magazine Food Editor

Cheesecake topped with coffee
sauce makes a scrumptious
dessert. The rich coffee sauce
also is good over a purchased
cheesecake, cream puffs or ice
cream. We've written the recipe
to make It easy to prepare the
sauce only. Just use the last six
ingredients listed and follow the
last paragraph of the directions.
You'll have about 1 cup of sauce.

47
/
112- 091
Wholesale Jeweler

— Cheesecake and Berries: Arrange 1 cup sliced strawberries
atop a frozen plain cream
cheesecake, thawed. Melt 2 tablespoons currant jelly; drizzle over
berries.
— Caramel -Topped
Cheesecake: Spread 3 tablespoons
caramel ice cream topping over a
frozen plain cream cheesecake,

Cheesecake with
Coffee-Praline Sauce
13,4 cups fine graham cracker
crumbs
14 cup finely chopped pecans
% cup melted margarine or
butter
Two 8-ounce packages cream
cheese, softened
1 cup sugar

mixer until smooth. Beat in
eggs. Do not overbeat. Combine
sour cream and 1 teaspoon coffee crystals. Stir into cheese
mixture. Turn into prepared
pan. Sprinkle reserved crumb
mixture on top. Bake in
375-degree F oven 50 to 55
minutes or until nearly set. Cool
on wire rack; chill 4 to 5 hours.
For sauce, in saucepan combine brown sugar, cornstarch
and 1 1, teaspoons coffee
crystals. Stir in water. Cook and
stir until thickened and bubbly;
cook and stir 2 minutes more.
Stir in 1 tablespoon margarine
until melted. Stir in 1,4 cup finely
chopped pecans. Serve warm
over cheesecake. Makes 12
servings.

2 teaspoons vanilla
% teaspoon salt
3 eggs
Three 8-ounce cartons dairy
sour cream
1 teaspoon instant coffee
crystals
% cup packed brown sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1% teaspoons coffee crystals
% cup water
1 tablespoon margarine or
butter
k4 cup finely chopped pecans
Combine crumbs and k4 cup
pecans; stir in kt cup margarine.
Reserve 14 cup of mixture. Press
remaining crumb mixture onto
bottom and 2% inches up sides of
an 8-inch springform pan. Set
aside.
Beat cheese, sugar, vanilla
and salt on low speed of electric

Nutrition information per serving 531
cal , 8 g pro . 40 g carb , 40 g fat. 135 mg
chol . 370 mg sodium.

•COMPLETE PLANS
•DECORATOR SERVICE
•INSTALLATION
•VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Your Kitchen Design Specialists
Custom Creations by
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Quaker Maid combines classic kitchen design and contemporary
features—with convenience that values your time and space
Create your own style from a choice of beautiful laminates, hand,
crafted woods and hundreds of space-saving convenience lea
tures. Our kitchen specialists will transform your ideas and preferences into a kitchen that's both beautiful and efficient—for now
and a lifetime.
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Compact,.4 cu. ft. oven cavity. 15-minute
timer. Convenient Cooking Guide on
control panel. Oven interior light. tan
be hung from kitchen wall cabinets
with optional installation kit. (Available
at extra cost.)

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!
(No

with any major appliance
purchase

"Fantastic Food From Your
Microwave" Cookbook
Published by Micro-Shake/
Bright countertop display holds tweke
mirrowa%e cookbooks Each information
packed book contains 151 tested recipes;
each is spiral-bound to lie Bat during use

Model
TBX18K
•17.6 Cu.ft.
•Large Capacity
•Frost Free
•Adjustable
Shelves

'Offer ends
December 10,1988
MODELS MAY VARY WITH DEALERS

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 Main Street

(502)753-1586

Murray, Kentucky 42071

ICE & WATER AT A TOUCH
Dispenses crushed ice, cubes
and cold water

Crushed Ice,
Cubes Refrigerator
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

Model TBX25RL

t
i
1

24.7 Cu. ft. capacity;
7.45 Cu. ft. freezer.
Dispenses ice through
the door. Adjustable
tempered glass shelves.
Quick Serve system.
Quick Store Bin for
small items.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

Model TFX24RK

23.5 Cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR
• 8.57 Cu. ft. with adjustable shelves.
• Convertible meat pan.
• Sealed Snack Pan.
• Automatic energy saver system helps
cut operating cost.
• Ports Bin door shelves.
• Lower humidity pan.
• Textured doors, won't show
fingerprints.
• 35%" wide,66%" high.

MSPRISE $
LUStS CRUSH'0
ICE COO VIRTU

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

Model JE1019
1.0 cu. ft. oven cavity. Electronic touch
controls. Time Cook 1 & 2 lets you set
two power levels within one Time Cook
program. 10 Power Levels. Time-of-Day
Clock. Minute/Second timer. Cooking
Complete Reminder.

DISPENSES
CRIASKO ICE
AID CUBES

Spacemaker
MICROWAVE OVEN
Fits Over Your Range

ELECTRONIC
TOUCH
CONTROLS

Model JVM130
• Replaces existing range hood.

• Built-in exhaust fan with cooktop
light.
• Extra wide 1.0 Cu. It. oven cavity.
• Time Cook up to 99-minutes.
• 10 Power levels.
• Up to 12-hour delay start.
'SO OAT MONEY SACK OA EXCHANGE OPTION f110141 SE ON NAN PURCNASIS

Sale Ends December 10th,1988

30" Free-Standing

ELECTRIC
RANGE
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Built-In
DISHWASHER

ENERGY
SAVER
DRYING
OPTION

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

Model GSD4001'

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MON'Y BACK'

• 5-cycle wash selection—normal, wash and light wash.
• Energy saver dry option.
• 2-level wash action.
• Sound insulated.
• Dual detergent dispenser.
• Built-in soft food disposer.
• Porcelain enamel tub.

269

($6)
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Model .111S02l
• One W' and three 6" Tilt-lock
alrod* surface heating units with
aluminum drip pans.
• Removable oven door.
• Porcelain enameled broiler pan
with chrome-plated rack

Self-Cleaning Oven
Electric Range

299

We bring good
things to life.
tt
**

Model
JIIP21j

419
•111.

P-7* automatic self-cleaning oven. One
ft" and three 6" Tilt-lock Calrod* surface
units. Automatic oven timer, clock and
signal buzzer. Removable full-width
storage drawer.
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We bring good things to life.
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SATISFACTION
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MORE THAN
A PRODUCT
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WASHER

DRYER

Model WWA83246
• Mini-Basket' tub for
small loads and delicates.
• 2 wash/spin speeds.
• 3 cycles including
permanent press.
• 4 water level *elections.

Model DDE65006
• 3 cycles including automatic permanent press
• 4 drying selections with
no-heat fluff.
• Porcelain enamel drum.
• Removable up-front lint
filter.

GE 4nswer Center " POO 626 2000
Convenient Credit
Written Warranty Protection
Do-It- Yourself Help
Prompt, Reliable Service

Extra Large Capacity

2-in-1 WASHER
HEAVYDUTYDRYER

EXTRA
LARGE
CAPACITY

CAR SAIE
VOITER,IREIST

t

Value
Price

4M14.

$01111SFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MOW Y RACK'

Model 141VA3 I 00C.
Regular wash cycle. 2 wash/rinse temperature selections. F.nergy saving cold
water rinse.
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Model WINA143004;

• 3 wash/rinse temperature selections
with energy-saving cold water rinse
• 2 cycles.
• 4 water level selections.
• Porcelain enamel finish.
• Unbalanced 'load control system.
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